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Abstract
The clinical quantitative assessment of exercise capacity is usually achieved through
measurement of peak oxygen consumption (VO2) during cardio-pulmonary exercise
testing (CPET). In most patients with cardiovascular disease reduced peak VO2 is
primarily the result of a limited capacity to augment cardiac output (CO). An
important secondary cause is reduced peripheral oxygen extraction. As conventional
CPET does not measure CO or tissue oxygen extraction it cannot comprehensively
determine the causes of exercise limitation. Invasive CPET combining conventional
exercise testing with pulmonary and systemic arterial catheterisation can differentiate
the causes of exercise impairment however it is practically challenging, suitable only
for limited groups of patients and precluded in children. We developed an alternative
non-invasive approach to exercise testing combining real-time magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) flow measurement with respiratory gas analysis, using a system
modified for safe use in the MRI environment. Using the Fick equation it is possible
to determine the arterio-venous oxygen concentration difference (a-vO2) in addition
to CO and VO2 throughout exercise.
The first part of this work describes the development of MR-augmented CPET (MRCPET) and validation in 17 healthy adults. MR-CPET was well tolerated and
demonstrated strong correlations with conventional CPET metrics. MR-CPET
allowed differentiation of the contributions of a-vO2 and CO to peak VO2.
The second part of this work describes the application of MR-CPET in 10 healthy
children, 10 with repaired Tetralogy of Fallot (ToF) and 10 children with Pulmonary
Arterial Hypertension (PAH). MR-CPET was found to be safe and feasible in all
three groups and demonstrated different patterns of abnormal response to exercise in
the two disease groups with a significantly lower peak a-vO2 in the PAH group and a
greater rest to peak difference in CO but lower peak CO in the ToF group.
The final part of this work describes the application of MR-CPET in 13 young adults
with the Fontan circulation and 13 matched controls. Adults with the Fontan
circulation demonstrated chronotropic incompetence with an inability to augment
CO. Although a-vO2 was lower in patients than controls this was not significant.
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Impact Statement
Exercise intolerance is a common feature of cardiopulmonary disease. In addition to
its negative impact on quality of life, impairment in exercise capacity is known to be
a powerful prognostic indicator in several conditions. This research focused on three
patient groups: children with PAH, children with repaired ToF and young adults with
the Fontan circulation. To varying degrees reduced exercise capacity is present in all
three groups and has a diagnostic and/or prognostic role. In all three groups the
mechanisms of reduced exercise capacity have not been fully explored. Increasingly
the multisystem nature of exercise intolerance is recognised. We sought to develop a
non-invasive MR-CPET methodology combining innovative real time CMR imaging
with elements of conventional CPET in order to better understand the determinants
of reduced exercise capacity in these groups.
In order to ensure that this approach could be readily translated into clinical practice
we worked with a commercial CPET manufacturer to inexpensively modify a system
widely used in clinical practice for safe use in the MR environment. We found that
MR-CPET is safe and well tolerated in patient groups and able to demonstrate
physiology not revealed using conventional non-invasive techniques. Improved
evaluation of reduced exercise capacity may enable better management and
prognostication. MR-CPET has a potential role in clinical trials, for example in
investigating the mechanisms of response to pharmacological treatment or exercise
intervention. Beyond potential direct clinical applications this approach may be
useful for better understanding of exercise physiology in health, particularly in
children where invasive techniques are not ethically or practically possible.
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Motivation
For many patients with cardiopulmonary disease reduced exercise tolerance and
exercise induced symptoms are central features. Exercise capacity and functional
status are often closely interrelated with clinical symptoms and prognosis. Exercise
impairment may significantly limit quality of life. For the majority of patients with
cardiopulmonary disease the primary cause of reduced aerobic capacity is an
impaired ability to augment cardiac output (CO)(1) but other mechanisms of exercise
intolerance may be important contributory factors.
Despite symptoms frequently presenting or worsening with exercise, conventional
cardiac imaging and therefore the imaging markers used to guide treatment are
typically obtained at rest. Advances such as real time cardiac MRI mean that robust
methodologies for exercise imaging now exist. Cardiopulmonary exercise testing
(CPET) is an established exercise investigation and recognised as a powerful
prognostic tool. CPET variables including oxygen uptake (VO2), ventilatory
equivalent for carbon dioxide slope (VE/VCO2) and exercise oscillatory ventilation
(EOV) have all individually been proven to be significant prognostic markers in
heart failure(2). Importantly, whilst CPET provides highly useful information about
overall aerobic capacity alone it cannot provide accurate information on CO and
tissue oxygen extraction.
The work in this thesis set out to develop a new modality integrating CPET with
exercise cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) as a comprehensive, noninvasive means of assessing exercise capacity and causes of impairment. The clinical
importance of improved identification and understanding is the potential to better
target therapies and thereby treat disease.
1.1

Exercise Limitation

In health the body acts as a highly integrated system matching the response of
multiple organs to the demands of exercise. Exercise starts with a neurological
stimulus; a command from the motor cortex leading to motor neurone activation and
depolarization of the motor neurone endplate. In turn this results in muscle action
16

potential propagation, calcium release and the formation of actin-myosin cross
bridges and muscle shortening. This mechanical energy production is dependent on
chemical energy in the form of adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Myocytes only
contain sufficient stores of ATP for 10-15 seconds of activity. Sustained exercise is
dependent on carbohydrate and fat oxidation to regenerate ATP and continue the
cross bridge cycle(3). The continued supply of oxygen to mitochondria and removal
of carbon dioxide are essential to maintain this. Ventilation, gas-exchange and
circulation correspondingly adjust to meet these requirements. In healthy adults CO
may increase to as much as 5-6 times resting levels in response to strenuous
exercise(4). Similarly, ventilation becomes more efficient with exercise and
ventilation perfusion matching improves. A rightward shift in the oxygen
dissociation curve at the level of the exercising myocytes favouring oxygen
unloading as well as multiple other factors all support increased metabolic
demands(5). Established models of investigation and treatment of impaired exercise
tolerance have centred on individual organ systems, however it is clear even from
this very brief overview that a multisystem approach is needed to interpret exercise
limitation.
The skeletal muscle hypothesis in heart failure(6) provides a model for an integrated,
multisystem approach to understanding exercise limitation in patients with
cardiopulmonary disease. The hypothesis proposes that a feedback loop links
changes in skeletal muscle structure and function with abnormal reflex cardiopulmonary control in a negative cycle, limiting exercise and resulting in further
deterioration in disease progression and symptom generation. This hypothesis is
backed by findings including an exaggerated and inefficient ventilatory response to
exercise (increased VE/VCO2), poor correlation between functional class and
conventional measures of haemodynamics / systolic function as well as little impact
of inotropic therapy on exercise performance despite improvement in CO(6). These
cardiovascular findings occur in the context of reduced skeletal muscle mass due to
myocyte atrophy and apoptosis, predominance of fast glycolytic fibres and reduced
mitochondrial density (7,8). The skeletal muscle hypothesis has contributed to a
dramatic change in the treatment of chronic heart failure from a position where
exercise was strongly discouraged to current guidelines actively recommending
17

exercise in this group of patients(9). There is significant crossover between
peripheral findings in (acquired) heart failure and changes found in skeletal muscle
in the two groups of patients studied in this work, patients with congenital heart
disease (CHD)(10) and pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH)(11).
Exercise intolerance is a cardinal feature of PAH (12). In PAH a range of factors
including hypoxaemia, inflammation, insulin resistance and increased sympathetic
nerve activity have been implicated in contributing to both respiratory and limb
muscle dysfunction and in turn fatigue, dyspnea and exercise limitation (11). The
role of limb muscle dysfunction in PAH exercise limitation are supported by the
landmark findings of Mereles’ study of adults with pulmonary arterial hypertension
undergoing a 15 week exercise programme (13). Endpoints in this study including
peak VO2 and six-minute walk test distance increased significantly without
significant changes in echocardiographic findings. This suggests that skeletal muscle
dysfunction is an important target for therapeutic intervention in PAH.
Despite the very broad range of conditions that make up CHD a degree of exercise
intolerance is a near universal finding across this group (14). Even where patients
describe themselves as asymptomatic, cardiopulmonary exercise testing reveals
impaired aerobic capacity. There is building evidence of acquired skeletal myopathy
in congenital heart disease(10). Some of the mechanisms behind these findings are
believed to be in common with recognised inflammatory and neurohormonal
interactions found in acquired heart failure. Increased muscle fatigability has been
demonstrated in patients with repaired Tetralogy of Fallot, Fontan circulation and
post atrial switch operation(15). Reduced skeletal muscle mass has been found in
adults with Fontan circulation and at a cellular level reduced muscle aerobic capacity
has been identified using 31P MR spectroscopy techniques(16). Again these findings
have led to trials of exercise training programmes in patients with congenital heart
disease with demonstrated improvement in exercise capacity after such interventions
(17,18) .
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1.2

Developing a New Approach to Exercise Assessment

Conventional approaches to the clinical investigation of exercise intolerance have
tended to focus on individual systems and are unable to differentiate impairment in
oxygen uptake due to cardiac output and tissue oxygen extraction.

Given the

emerging understanding of the multisystem causes of exercise limitation in patients
with cardiopulmonary disease it is clear that more comprehensive approaches to
assessment are needed. The complexity of factors involved in exercise limitation and
the fact that assessing them requires the measurement of a moving target makes
developing tools to allow a fully integrated assessment challenging. Invasive (cardiac
catheter) exercise testing is a proven modality(19) but this technique is not
appropriate for use in many patient groups and is particularly unsuitable for use in
children.
As stated above this project set out to develop a non-invasive integrated approach
combining cardiac MRI (CMR) and CPET (MR-CPET) that could differentiate
cardiac, respiratory and skeletal muscle insufficiency as causes of exercise limitation.
CMR is the reference standard for non-invasive assessment of CO. Maximum
oxygen uptake (VO2max) is the recognised primary measure of aerobic fitness. By
simultaneously measuring CO and VO2 and using the Fick principle it is possible to
calculate arterio-venous oxygen concentration difference (a-vO2) a proxy of tissue
oxygen extraction. The Fick principle states that blood flow over a given time period
is equal to the amount of substance entering the stream of flow over the same time
period divided by the difference between the concentrations of that substance in the
blood upstream and downstream from its entry point(20). In clinical practice the Fick
principle is used as the gold standard for assessing cardiac output using cardiac
catheter data. The Fick equation states:

𝑄=

𝑉𝑂2
𝐶𝑎 − 𝐶𝑣 𝑂2

Where Q is flow, VO2 oxygen uptake and Ca-CvO2 the arteriovenous difference in
oxygen content. The Fick equation can also be rearranged to calculate oxygen
concentration gradient, a proxy for tissue oxygen extraction:
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𝐶𝑎 − 𝐶𝑣 𝑂2 =

𝑄
𝑉𝑂2

Achieving this integrated MR-CPET approach presents multiple challenges. Like
other forms of imaging most CMR imaging is performed at rest. Conventional gated
sequences are unreliable in exercise due to both respiratory motion and motion from
the exercise stressor. In addition they do not accurately reflect short-term changes in
flow as they average signal over multiple cardiac cycles. Novel high temporal and
spatial resolution real time sequences have helped overcome these problems. This
project sought to leverage these advances as well as innovative approaches to image
reconstruction to facilitate imaging over the relatively long time periods required for
exercise testing.
There are also several constraints to performing exercise testing in the MRI scanner.
For most people the MRI scanner is an unfamiliar and uncomfortable environment in
which to exercise. The amount of space available is limited by the size of the scanner
bore, and visual and verbal cues that are an intrinsic part of conventional exercise
testing are less readily accessible. Cardiopulmonary exercise test metabolic carts
contain multiple ferromagnetic parts and cannot safely be brought into the scanner
room. In order to develop the MR-CPET approach to a standard that would allow
translation into clinical practice required solutions to these practical constraints.
Finally, the processing of the very large data sets produced by the proposed
methodology presents new problems in terms of image processing and integration of
the different data sources.
Before implementing MR-CPET in paediatric and adult disease populations it was
necessary to validate the technique, testing its feasibility and tolerability in healthy
adults. The results of this work make up the first results chapter. The second results
chapter investigates MR-CPET in three paediatric groups, children with PAH,
repaired Tetralogy of Fallot and healthy controls. Invasive CPET is not possible in
children and MR-CPET may represent a useful tool for understanding the
mechanisms of exercise impairment in paediatric populations.

The final results

chapter explores the causes of exercise limitation young adults with the Fontan
20

circulation and represents a development of the technique with the addition of
measurement of leg muscle mass and multiple flows at rest and peak exercise in an
attempt to better understand exercise limitation in this group.
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Chapter 2 Conventional Cardiopulmonary Exercise Testing and
Noninvasive Measurement of Cardiac Output in Exercise
2.1

Use and Limitations of Cardiopulmonary Exercise Testing

CPET is a widely used clinical tool that provides an objective integrative assessment
of cardiac, respiratory and musculoskeletal response to exercise. This integrated
approach provides additional value in understanding exercise physiology compared
to testing individual systems. Conventional CPET addresses three main questions:
1) Is exercise capacity reduced in comparison to standardized data for age, sex,
height and weight?
2) Is metabolic demand increased? For the same amount of work does
peripheral muscle consume more oxygen or produce more carbon dioxide?
3) If limitation is present is this due to cardiac or respiratory limitation (other
causes of limitation are inferred but not by conventional CPET)?
Psychological and behavioural causes of exercise limitation can also be identified
through exclusion of other causes. A significant deficit of conventional CPET is an
inability to measure CO. One approach to address this is invasive CPET (iCPET).
Whilst this technique overcomes the limitations of conventional CPET it is
technically challenging and only suited for use in limited patient groups. Because of
the importance of CO in determining exercise capacity and the challenges of invasive
testing a range of non-invasive methods have been developed.
This chapter summarises the technology used in conventional CPET, the design and
performance of CPET protocols, the interpretation of key CPET variables and the
clinical use of CPET. iCPET and a selection of alternative non-invasive techniques
for exercise CO assessment are described at the end of the chapter.
2.2

Cardiopulmonary Exercise Test Equipment

Performing cardiopulmonary exercise testing requires an ergometer and analyser
consisting of a gas analyser, flow and volume transducers. Guidelines recommend
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that CPET is performed in a quiet, temperature and humidity controlled laboratory
with full resuscitation equipment by appropriately trained staff.
2.2.1

Ergometers

An ergometer is an apparatus for measuring work performed by a person exercising.
Typically an ergometer is mechanically or electrically braked to control resistance
and work rate. The two most commonly used groups of ergometer are cycle and
treadmill, however a range of other forms of ergometer from arm cranks (21) to
simulated swimming (22) exist for specific roles / populations. Peak heart rate,
ventilation and power-output are similar across all upright techniques. Peak VO2 is
consistently found to be approximately higher using a treadmill than cycle ergometer
with differences of up to 7-10% reported (23). This difference has been explained by
a higher whole body oxygen uptake due to more muscle groups being used with
treadmill exercise(23). Where smaller groups of muscle are tested (non whole-body
exercise) at any given sub-maximal VO2 values for heart rate, ventilation and blood
lactate have been found to be higher (24).
2.2.2

Supine Versus Upright Exercise

Supine ergometers are less widely used for cardiopulmonary exercise testing than
upright techniques; they are however widely used in exercise imaging. There is
known to be less use of stabilising and weight bearing muscles with supine
ergometers as well as a lower non-exercising metabolic cost of work
The haemodynamics of supine exercise are clearly very different to upright exercise
performed in daily life. Transitioning from a supine to upright position results in a
fall in both ventricular end diastolic pressure and volume (25). Endurance and
fatigue are influenced by body tilt with increased endurance when the active muscle
is below the heart. A shorter duration of graded exercise and lower peak power and
peak heart rate have all been associated with supine posture(26) however this is not
an entirely consistent finding with similar peak power output and heart rate using
both techniques demonstrated in children(27).
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It has been suggested that a fully supine position with an elevated leg position (as
with most MRI ergometers) increasing venous return to the heart results in maximal
or near maximal EDV(28). The interaction between exercise and supine position is
more challenging to assess and subject to longstanding discussion(25). The
complexity of mechanisms behind positional differences in haemodynamics is
increasingly recognised, for example differences in sympathetically mediated
increase in heart rate and stroke volume via muscle metaboreflex activation have
recently been demonstrated to be absent in supine exercise(29).
The differences in CPET values obtained by upright and supine exercise have been
extensively investigated(30-32). Supine exercise is consistently found to result in a
lower VO2 capacity(27), although a higher VO2 at sub-maximal exertion with supine
than with upright exercise has been reported (33). In a large 2014 cohort healthy
children peak VO2 during upright exercise was found to be significantly higher with
upright exercise but strongly correlated with supine peak VO2 (r=0.94) (27). This
relationship has also been demonstrated in patient populations for example in adults
with heart failure with preserved ejection fraction where a strong correlation (r=0.64)
was found but with a ~60% higher peak VO2 was found with upright exercise
(34).Postulated mechanisms for a higher peak VO2 in upright exercise include a
postural effect on muscle endurance with greater blood flow to the legs (26) and
greater overall muscle involvement and less localised muscle fatigue (35).
2.2.3

Gas Analysers

CPET systems use gas analysers to quantify exhaled carbon dioxide and oxygen
concentrations in order to calculate oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide
production.
In clinical CPET systems three main types of oxygen analyser are in use:
Electrochemical, Paramagnetic and Zirconium Oxide. Mass spectrometry systems
are also available and provide even greater precision in measurement. However,
these systems are less widely used in clinical settings primarily because of the
significantly higher financial cost. Because of their accuracy and cost-effectiveness
electrochemical (also known as fuel cell) analysers are most often used for oxygen
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sensing in commercial systems. Electrochemical analysers use a sensing membrane
and thin layer of electrolyte. Molecules reach the cathode surface where they
undergo reduction to produce OH- ions that then migrate to the anode where
oxidation occurs.

Flow of electrons produces a current proportional to the

concentration of oxygen in the sample gas. Carbon dioxide (CO2) is typically
measured using a nondispursive infrared type analyser. An infrared beam is passed
alternately through the sample and through a reference. A detector is used to sense
change in absorption in detected infrared wavelengths with the calculated fractional
concentration proportional to the infrared absorption.
Accurate and reproducible CPET is dependent on regular calibration. Oxygen
analyser calibration is performed against gases of known concentration and
performed over the sample range expected of measurements in testing (12% to 21%)
CO2 calibration is typically preformed against a gas containing no carbon dioxide
known as the “zero” gas and a “span” gas containing above the expected
physiological upper limit of normal (7% to 8% CO2).
2.2.4

Flow and Volume Measurement

Flow transducers measure flow at a set frequency, integration of flow and time data
provides calculated flow volume data. The four types of flow transducer most
commonly used in commercial systems are pneumotachograph, pitot tube, hot-wire
anemometer and turbine. The pneumotachograph works by measuring change in
pressure across an obstruction within the pneumotachograph tube. Across all types of
flow transducer calibration is essential prior to use. Standard calibration is with a 3
litre calibration syringe(36). An accuracy of no greater than 3% error is considered
acceptable in clinical testing.
2.2.5

Water Vapour

Water vapour is a significant practical concern in cardiopulmonary exercise testing
and warrants specific note. As water vapour pressure contributes to total pressure it
decreases the partial pressure of all other gases in sample. Underestimation of the
amount of water vapor in a sample results in falsely elevated gas concentration
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measurements and conversely overestimation results in falsely low gas concentration
measurement. In order to attempt to overcome this problem systems may include
sampling tubes composed of polymers such as Nafion(37). These polymers work as
ion exchange membranes selectively reducing water vapor content in the sample line.
Appropriate line storage and intervals between uses also combat this problem.
2.2.6

Other Monitoring

Other standard monitoring equipment used during CPET includes a 12 lead ECG,
pulse oximeter and sphygmomanometer.

ECG monitoring during exercise is

required to assess heart rate and rhythm and also used to detect ischaemic and QT
interval changes. Exercise ECG systems require a muscle artifact filter system in
order to minimize distortion to signal(38).
2.3

Exercise Protocols

Various approaches exist to designing exercise protocols. General principals of
exercise protocol design are that exercise should last for more than six minutes (to
provide an adequate physiological stressor) and should not exceed twenty minutes
(primarily due to inattention / boredom associated with longer tests). The optimal test
duration to assess aerobic capacity is 8-12 minutes in adults and adolescents and
between 6-10 minutes in younger children(38). Significantly shorter tests do exist,
for example the Wingate Anaerobic Test, a test of peak anaerobic power and
anaerobic capacity. Within clinical cardiopulmonary exercise testing there are two
predominant approaches to determining maximal predicted workload used. The most
widely used is the Wasserman approach using reference standards of expected
VO2max to calculate work rate increment in Watts per minute. Other groups have
advocated a standardised pragmatic approach with a set work rate for health and
disease. Within graded exercise testing there are two major groups of protocol,
stepped protocols (typical of treadmill testing) and continuous ramp protocols
(associated with cycle ergometers). Proponents of ramp protocols argue that the
continuous small increments in this kind of design increase the likelihood of reaching
VO2max, however this has not been proven(39). It is recognized that large, unequal
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increments in work can disrupt the linear relationship between VO2 and work rate
(40).
2.4
2.4.1

Measures in Cardiopulmonary Exercise Testing
Work

The endurance time (total time of exercise including warm up time) in itself is an
important variable for understanding functional capacity. In incremental exercise
testing it is dependent on the rate of increase in work rate. Work rate or power is
normally reported in Watts. Low values for work rate on their own are not
informative, as they do not explain the cause of low work rate.
2.4.2

VO2, VCO2, Respiratory Exchange Ratio

Oxygen uptake (VO2) is calculated as described above throughout exercise testing. It
is conventionally presented as ml/minute or ml/kg/minute. Peak VO2 (VO2peak) is the
highest VO2 measured during exercise testing whereas maximum VO2 (VO2max) is
the value for VO2 at which further increase in work will not increase VO2. In adults
VO2max is considered to be the best indicator of a subject’s aerobic fitness. Up to
50% of healthy children will not reach a plateau, rendering VO2max less relevant in
paediatric studies (41). Clinically (with the exception of testing of athletes in sports
medicine practice) it is rare for adult patients to reach a plateau in VO2 and therefore
other parameters are used to determine whether a test was maximal. The CPET
metric with the highest reliability is VO2peak and whilst a familiarization effect does
exist with repeat testing it is not clinically significant(42).
Factors considered when deciding if a test was maximal include the percentage of
predicted heart rate achieved, respiratory exchange ratio and whether the ventilatory
threshold was surpassed. Respiratory exchange ratio (RER) is the ratio of VCO2
(measured exhaled carbon dioxide eliminated through respiration) to VO2 over a unit
time. A RER of greater than 1.1 is used as an indicator that a subject has exercised
beyond their anaerobic threshold.
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2.4.3

Ventilatory Threshold

The ventilatory threshold (VT) is the point at which there is an exponential increase
in VE relative to VO2. VT is believed to correspond to the anaerobic threshold, the
point at which at a given work rate there is insufficient oxygen supply to meet
demand. At this point anaerobic glycolysis is used to meet energy demand with the
production of lactate as a byproduct. Increased VE is required to remove the resulting
excess CO2. In untrained healthy adults VT typically occurs at between 45-65% of
VO2peak and at a higher percentage of VO2peak in athletes.
2.4.4

Ventilatory Efficiency

The efficiency of the ventilatory response is evaluated by assessing the increase in
minute ventilation (VE) relative to work rate, VO2 or VCO2. Ventilatory equivalent
for carbon dioxide (VE/VCO2), the ratio of minute ventilation to carbon dioxide
production is the most commonly used of these variables. In healthy adults 25-30
litres per minute ventilation are required to expire 1 litre of CO2 therefore a normal
VE/VCO2 slope is 25-30. In heart failure this slope becomes much steeper. VE/VCO2
slope is recognised as an important prognostic indicator in heart failure(2).
2.4.5

Oxygen Pulse

Oxygen pulse (O2 pulse) is a CPET derived measure defined as peak VO2/peak HR
and is expressed in ml/beat. O2 pulse can be used as an indicator of stroke volume
and arterio-venous O2 difference. Normal values may be calculated by dividing the
predicted peak VO2 by the predicted peak HR. Although not one of the primary
CPET metrics, O2 pulse merits more detailed discussion here as it may be
erroneously interpreted as a method for non-invasively measuring CO. O2 pulse was
described by Whipp (43)for estimation of a single average value for SV in steady
state exercise. Whipp tested O2 pulse performing cycle-ergometer CPET testing with
simultaneous invasive catheter monitoring via pulmonary artery and brachial artery
catheters in 23 healthy adults. Exercise was performed up to a steady state at 125
Watts. Predicted SV during steady state exercise was found to reflect measured
values with a correlation coefficient of 0.8. Several factors mean that oxygen pulse
may be unreliable(44). O2 pulse under-estimates stroke volume in patients who have
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reduced arterial oxygen concentration at peak exercise (for example in anaemia or
significant arterial desaturation). In patients with increased arterial oxygen
concentration (polycythaemia) stroke volume will be over estimated(45). Other
confounding factors include fitness level with athletes displaying plateau in O2 pulse
at higher workloads, a need to account for body habitus and unreliability in patients
with diastolic dysfunction (46-48).
2.4.6

Other Measures

Prior to CPET standard spirometry is usually performed providing data including
Forced vital capacity (FVC) Forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) and
Maximum voluntary ventilation (MVV). Other variables measured during CPET
include heart rate and blood pressure response and oxygen saturation. In health there
is an immediate increase in heart rate in response to exercise as a result of decreased
vagal tone and increased sympathetic stimulation(49), during dynamic exercise there
is a linear relationship with work rate, with the magnitude dependent on age,
conditioning and type of exercise(50). Heart rate response is assessed for example to
check adequate beta blockade or to assess chronotropic incompetence (defined as
either failure to meet 85% of age predicted maximum HR or low chronotropic index;
low heart rate adjusted for metabolic equivalents (METs)). In health systolic blood
pressure is expected to rise in response to increasing work rates whilst in contrast
diastolic blood pressure remains relatively stable. An inadequate rise or fall in blood
pressure is associated with a range of disease processes as well as antihypertensive
treatment and dehydration. Pulse oximetry (measuring differential absorption of
infrared light) is used to provide general trends in oxygenation and is recognized to
be less accurate during exercise during exercise with underestimation of true
saturation due to motion artifact and poor capillary perfusion. A fall of >5% in
saturations during exercise is considered to represent abnormal exercise induced
hypoxaemia(36).
2.5

Standardised Reference Values

Multiple standardised reference values used to compare exercise performance exist
for upright ergometer cardiopulmonary exercise testing in both healthy adults and
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children(51). Because of the relative heterogeneity of exercise performance and
population changes in lifestyle and fitness over time it is recommended that regularly
updated datasets representative of the population from which the subject is drawn are
used(52).
2.6

Safety

Cardiopulmonary exercise testing is in general, very safe. The incidence of death in
adults due to CPET is 0.5 per 10,000(50) tests. As the major risk, ischaemic heart
disease is far rarer in children than adults, the risks of CPET are believed to be
correspondingly far lower in children. In relation to the disease conditions studied in
this thesis there is evidence supporting the safety of conventional cardiopulmonary
exercise testing in children with pulmonary hypertension(53) and in children and
adults with congenital heart disease(14).
2.7

Diagnostic and Prognostic Value of CPET

CPET is a powerful and established prognostic tool routinely used in the
management of heart failure in adults. Peak VO2 has been demonstrated to be
prognostic of worse outcome in adult heart failure with impaired and midrange
ejection fraction and most recently in heart failure with preserved ejection
fraction(54). VE/VCO2 slope independently predicts adverse cardiac events (55)
(death, ventricular assist device, heart transplantation) as well as providing
incremental prognostic value to peak VO2 (54). Beyond heart failure use of CPET is
indicated in a wide range of conditions and situations. Indications listed by the
American Thoracic Society and the American College of Chest Physicians is
summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1 Summary of indications listed in the ATS / ACCP statement on CPET

Indication
Evaluation of exercise
capacity
Evaluation of exercise
intolerance
Cardiovascular
disease
Respiratory disease

Pre-operative

Example
Determination of functional capacity (peak VO2)
Determination causes of exercise limitation and
mechanisms
Assessment of symptoms disproportionate to resting
cardiac / pulmonary test findings
Assessment of unexplained dyspnea
Functional evaluation / prognosis in heart failure
Heart / heart-lung transplant assessment
Baseline for exercise rehabilitation / monitoring response
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (functional
impairment, assessment of contributing factors to exercise
limitation)
Interstitial lung disease assessment
Cystic fibrosis assessment
Assessment of exercise-induced bronchospasm
Evaluation prior to lung resection
Assessment / risk stratification in elderly patients prior to
major abdominal surgery

Pertinent to the populations described in this thesis CPET also has an established role
in both adult and paediatric congenital heart disease and pulmonary hypertension.
Comprehensive disease specific, age and gender standardised reference values for
CPET metrics exist for adults with congenital heart disease for use in interpreting
disease severity and guiding treatment(56). For example, CPET has been advocated
for as an adjunct for the decision making on timing of pulmonary valve replacement
in repaired tetralogy of Fallot (57). CPET also has a prognostic role, for example in
adults with the Fontan circulation a decline in percentage of predicted VO2peak has
recently been shown to be associated with an increased risk of cardiac adverse event
(death or surgery) (58).
In adult pulmonary hypertension CPET has been used to demonstrate response to
treatment with increases in peak VO2 following treatment with IV prostacyclin(59)
and increased peak VO2 and decrease in VE/VCO2 slope with inhaled iloprost(60).
CPET variables have also been used prognostically in adults with PAH. Baseline
VE/VCO2 slope and deterioration in peak VO2 have been shown to be predictive of
survival (61) and peak VO2 to be predictive of time to clinical worsening(62).
Because of concerns over safety use of CPET in paediatric pulmonary hypertension
has historically been less widespread (53) however it is now regularly used in
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clinical practice. Elevated VE/VCO2 has been demonstrated to be associated with
poor outcome (death / transplant) in children with PAH(63).
2.8

Invasive CPET

Invasive cardiopulmonary exercise testing (iCPET) involves a full conventional
cardiopulmonary exercise test with the addition of invasive central haemodynamic
assessment using radial and pulmonary artery catheters. For safety and practical
reasons it is normally undertaken in the catheter laboratory(64).
This technique is only performed at a limited number of specialized centres in adults,
typically for the investigation of unexplained exercise intolerance. It is not routinely
performed in children. iCPET can be used to differentiate diagnoses including
exercise induced pulmonary hypertension, exercise induced heart failure with
preserved ejection fraction and impaired pre-load augmentation during exercise (19).
It can also be used to identify patients where there is abnormal oxygen uptake by
skeletal muscle from arterial blood (characterized by a high oxygen uptake relative to
CO and relatively blunted fall in venous oxygen concentration). Mitochondrial
disorders, errors of metabolism and haemoglobinopathies with high oxygen affinity
all fall into this group.
The potential power of iCPET is highlighted in a paper from Huang(65). 530 patients
with unexplained dyspnea underwent iCPET over 3 ½ years. Patients had undergone
a median of 6 non-laboratory and 15 laboratory tests prior to referral for iCPET. In
all patients there was sufficient information to make a diagnosis after iCPET. The
authors recognize that conventional CPET does objectively measure exercise
capacity, allowing evaluation of VO2 and VCO2 response to exercise but argue that it
is primarily useful for establishing normal from abnormal.

They highlight that

abnormal findings identified by conventional CPET are not necessarily specific to a
single disease.
The safety of iCPET is not widely discussed in published literature. Authors from a
leading group undertaking this technique describe the safety profile and
considerations of iCPET as being ‘akin’ to those for conventional CPET with the
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need for additional considerations with regard to radial and pulmonary artery
catheters and recommends exercise testing with a team of two physiologists a doctor
and nurse present(64).
2.9

Non-invasive Methods of Assessing Cardiac Output in Exercise

Invasive assessment of CO in exercise using iCPET is clearly challenging and
resource intensive. The desirability of non-invasive CO monitoring in a range of
settings from surgery to intensive care and basic physiology research has led to the
development of multiple approaches. This section discusses some of the most
clinically relevant of currently favoured approaches to non-invasive CO monitoring
in exercise to provide context (echocardiography, bioimpedance and bioreactance,
oxygen pulse, gas re-breathing techniques and pulse contour analysis) but is not
exhaustive.
2.9.1

Exercise echocardiography

The echocardiographic assessment of CO is based on the Doppler principle, the
frequency shift in ultrasound waves reflected by a moving reflector; as the target
approaches the receiver the frequency of reflected waves increases and as it moves
away from the observer decreases. Doppler ultrasound used in conjunction with
measured cross sectional area can be used to estimate the volume of blood flowing
through the vessel. The measured velocity of blood flow over time is plotted and the
area under this curve, the velocity time interval (VTI) is calculated. Stroke volume is
calculated by multiplying the VTI by the cross sectional area of the vessel (usually
the aorta at the level of the aortic valve or ascending aorta). Exercise
echocardiography can be performed using both treadmill and supine / semirecumbent cycling approaches, however where cardiac output is to be assessed
supine/semi-recumbent cycling is preferred.

Reflecting the established nature of

exercise echocardiography there are recognised guidelines for use of exercise
echocardiography across a wide range of conditions (66). Where exercise and
imaging are not simultaneous (typically for upright exercise) 2 minutes is specified
as the maximum time in which imaging should be completed.
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Advantages of exercise echocardiography include that it is non-invasive, may be
more readily accessible than some other modalities, can be performed at any level of
exercise intensity and because it provides instantaneous high temporal resolution
data does not require steady state exercise. Disadvantages include risks of error
caused by transducer angulation, change in vessel cross sectional area during
exercise and alterations in velocity profile with increased flow. Where exercise
echocardiography results are inconclusive European (ESC) guidelines recommend
CMR as the next approach(67).
2.9.2

Impedance Cardiography

Impedance cardiography is a technique used to determine CO, first developed in the
late 1960s. Bio-impedance systems pass an electric current across the thorax and
measure transthoracic direct current resistance. The resistance, known as impedance
is proportional to the amount of fluid in the thorax and can be used to determine
stroke volume and cardiac output. Impedance techniques have been used in a range
of critical care settings with mixed findings.
Exercise impedance cardiography has been described in both adult and paediatric
populations. A study directly comparing CO determined by an impedance device
and simultaneous direct Fick method during supine exercise was undertaken by
Charloux (68). A population of 40 adults with sleep apnoea or chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease underwent simultaneous impedance cardiography and right heart
catheterisation with continuous breath-by-breath VO2 measurement. Low intensity
exercise at a consistent workload dependent on fitness (10-50 watt) was performed
on a supine ergometer. There was acceptable correlation between methods in
assessing CO at rest r = 0.89 and at exercise r = 0.85. Limits of agreement (mean
difference ± 2 SD) were -1.34 to +1.41 l/min at rest and -2.34 to +2.92 l/min in
exercise. The authors concluded that reliability and accuracy were not definitively
established but that the technique had potential advantages, because of its cost, ease
of use and potential for ambulatory use over longer periods.
Welsman and colleagues investigated the reliability of thoracic impedance in 20
healthy children performing repeated cardiopulmonary exercise testing to exhaustion
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on 3 occasions 3 weeks apart(69). There was no ‘gold-standard’ comparator in this
study design. Instead, pairwise comparisons were made across the three sets of tests
to assess reliability with the finding of error as a coefficient of variation for CO and
stroke volume of 9.3%. The authors conclude that the technique is a valuable noninvasive

tool

in

children

although

slightly

less

reliable

than

exercise

echocardiography with previous studies demonstrating it to have coefficients of
variation between 4.9 and 5.7% (70,71).
Recently published findings on impedance cardiography at rest and during exercise
in adults with pulmonary arterial hypertension concluded that it was not a reliable
technique in this group(72). Resting and exercise impedance cardiography and
resting and exercise cardiac catheterisation were performed in 16 patients with the
finding of unsatisfactory correlation and agreement between CO measured using
these techniques. In contrast there was excellent correlation between resting CO
measured by thermodilution and using PCMR.
There continue to be strong advocates for the use of impedance cardiography during
exercise in clinical practice. Legendre performed a retrospective analysis of peak
stroke volume measured by impedance cardiography during CPET in a mixed group
of adolescent patients with residual right ventricular outflow tract lesions following
surgery for congenital heart disease(73). 30 patients underwent repeat CPET testing
with impedance cardiography within a time period of 18 months. Overall there was a
relatively high intra class correlation coefficient between tests for both stroke volume
and cardiac index (ICC 0.8), however this was significantly lower when patients with
higher indexed stroke volumes (>50ml/m2) were considered (ICC <0.5). No
alternative method of assessment was compared in this study. The authors maintain
that the technique may have a role in decision making for these patients.
Circumstances where bioimpedance may fail include arrhythmia, and factors that
impact on electrical conduction including patients body habitus, factors affecting
contact between electrodes and skin (e.g. temperature, humidity) (74).
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In summary although there are many appealing features to bio-impedance techniques
there remain concerns over their reliability and accuracy limiting their
appropriateness for use in clinical practice.
The bioreactance method for CO assessment is a newer technology. Bioreactance
techniques take into account both changes in resistance to blood flow but also the
changes in thoracic volume in estimating cardiac output. In healthy adults good testretest reliability has been demonstrated during exercise with these technique(75).
Bioreactance has been used in patient populations during CPET, for example in
adults with heart failure demonstrating a good correlation with oxygen uptake in 23
adults with heart failure(76). Currently studies validating bioreactance against
invasive CO assessment during exercise are lacking.
2.9.3

Gas rebreathing techniques

Rebreathing techniques are based on the principle that pulmonary blood flow can be
determined through analysis of alveolar gas exchange. Commonly used gas
rebreathing techniques include inert gas rebreathing (IGR) and CO2 rebreathing
techniques.
CO2 rebreathing techniques involve the measurement of CO2 elimination under
normal conditions followed by a period (up to 50 seconds) when CO2 elimination is
stopped (rebreathing period). Stopping CO2 elimination results in increased
endcapillary CO2 (PcCO2) that plateaus over the non-rebreathing time. The ratio in
differences between VCO2 and PcCO2 and the known CO2 dissociation curve are
used to estimate pulmonary capillary blood flow(77). Although CO2 rebreathing
been extensively used in studies estimating CO both at rest and during exercise their
accuracy and reliability are contested(78).
IGR techniques compare the fall in the concentration of a blood soluble gas with the
concentration of an insoluble gas within a closed rebreathing system. Several studies
have validated IGR against CMR, direct Fick and thermodilution techniques(79-81)
in adult populations. IGR techniques have been used in large patient populations
including adults with heart failure and a large group of children and adults with a
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broad range of congenital heart disease(82). In addition normal values for IGR
derived CO have been published in a population of 500 healthy adults(83).
IGR techniques have been performed during exercise in studies comparing other
non-invasive techniques and appear to perform well(84), however there are not
studies comparing against a ‘gold-standard’ during exercise in health.
2.9.4

Pulse Contour Analysis

Pulse contour techniques have typically been used to invasively estimate CO in
intensive care settings, however there are also descriptions of non-invasive pulse
contour methodologies. Non-invasive pulse contour techniques use a finger pressure
cuff to analyse the arterial wave form and calculate the area under the curve to model
stroke volume in conjunction with inputted patient specific values(85). Non-invasive
pulse contour analysis has been tested in exercise to a limited extent. One study of
healthy adults performing cycle ergometry to a target HR of 150 bpm found good
correlation with IGR derived CO(r=0.88) with overall limits of agreement of
30.3%(86).
2.10 Summary
Exercise testing with conventional CPET provides objective data on functional
capacity that cannot be determined using resting investigations. It has become an
important prognostic tool across a range of conditions. A major deficit of
conventional CPET is that it does not measure cardiac output and therefore is not a
fully comprehensive assessment. Invasive CPET overcomes this limitation but is a
major undertaking, generally requiring the use of a catheter laboratory and is not
suitable for use in a range of patient groups including children.
Despite improvements in all of the non-invasive technologies described here they
remain limited in their ability to estimate CO because of multiple sources of error. If
these sources of error can be overcome potential advantages of these techniques may
include lower cost, less intensive physiologist input and therefore relative ease in
applying them to large populations. As described in the introduction and motivation
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cardiac MRI is the reference standard for non-invasive measurement of CO. The next
chapter sets-out fundamentals of cardiac MRI relevant to the work in this thesis.
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Chapter 3 Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Magnetic resonance imaging is a relatively new technology. The foundations of MRI
go back to 1946 when Bloch and Purcell independently discovered the magnetic
resonance phenomena. It was not until the late 1970’s that the first human MRI scans
were performed. With advances in the speed of computing the practicality and
applications of clinical MRI rapidly increased and it now has an important role in
medical imaging across a wide range of specialties.
Underlying MRI imaging is the principle that any spinning charged particle
generates an electric field. MRI uses the body’s magnetic properties to create
detailed images, non-invasively providing structural and functional information.
This chapter will briefly summarise the basic theory of MRI followed by a more
detailed description of challenges pertinent to this project and how they may be
overcome.
3.1

MRI Physics

Felix Bloch theorized that any spinning particle will create an electromagnetic field.
In humans hydrogen nuclei, consisting of a single spinning proton carrying a positive
charge, are abundant. This moving charge generates a current, causing the nucleus to
behave like a bar magnet with an associated dipole magnetic field.
The magnetic moment of a proton (𝜇⃗) is proportional to its gyromagnetic ratio (γ)
and to its angular momentum or spin (𝐽⃗).
𝜇⃗ = 𝛾𝐽⃗
In normal conditions the orientation of the individual nuclei’s magnetic moments are
random due to thermal random motion, therefore there is no net-magnetic moment.
When an external magnetic field (B0) is applied the magnetic moments of individual
nuclei can become aligned in parallel with the magnetic field (spin-up) or antiparallel
(spin-down). More nuclei will align with B0 than against it, as this requires the least
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energy. Whilst the nuclei are aligned with B0 spins continue to precess at a rate
determined by the Larmor equation (ω0);
ω0 = γB0
This equation shows that the precessional frequency is determined by the
gyromagnetic ratio and the strength of the magnetic field.
3.1.1

Longitudinal Magnetisation

The application of B0 causes the sum of magnetization of the sample (patient) in the
scanner to align parallel with direction of B0. This net magnetic vector can be
measured by applying a radio-frequency (RF) pulse on the x-y plane. The RF pulse
tips the net magnetic vector onto the transverse plane (where it can be measured),
and brings the protons in phase (makes them all precesses in the same direction at the
same time). This RF pulse is applied at the same frequency (the Larmor frequency)
as the precessional frequency of the protons. This phenomenon is resonance.
3.2

MR Signal

The net magnetic vector in the transverse plane continues to precess. Therefore,
when a receiver coil is placed on the subject, an alternating voltage will be induced
across it generating electrical current; the magnetic resonance signal.
3.2.1

Relaxation

Once the RF pulse has been switched off, the magnetization returns to
thermodynamic; described as T1 and T2 relaxation. T1 relaxation is the return to
equilibrium of z magnetization Mz, and T2 relaxation is the destruction of the
transverse magnetization, as the spins become misaligned Mxy.
3.3

Encoding Spatial Information

The received signal in MRI is the sum of magnetization from all of the excited spins
within the object. Therefore it does not contain any spatial information. From the
Larmor equation we see that the precessional frequency is proportional to the
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external magnetic field. Therefore, by applying linearly varying magnetic field
gradients, we can vary the frequency as a function of position along the gradient.

Figure 3.1 The effect of application of a gradient on the precessional frequency of spins.
A) All spins precess at the same frequency in a constant field B) Application of a linear gradient
results in precessional frequency dependent on position. Reproduced with the kind permission
of Dr Jennifer Steeden.

The resultant signal is therefore dependent on its 3D position;
𝑆(𝑡) = ∭ 𝜌(𝑟⃗) exp(−𝑗𝛾𝐺⃗𝑟 . 𝑟⃗𝑡) 𝑑𝑟⃗
S = signal 𝐺⃗𝑟 = gradient
This raw data space is called k-space. The centre of k-space contains low spatial
frequencies and at the periphery contains high spatial frequencies. Fourier
transformation of this signal resolves the position of spins in space.
3.3.1

Slice selection

As previously described, the RF-pulse only affects spins that are precessing at the
frequencies present in the RF-pulse. Therefore, by applying a linearly varying
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gradient (Figure 3.2) at the same time as the RF-pulse, only a band of spins are
excited. This is called slice selection, and reduces the problem to two dimensions.

Figure 3.2 Slice selection: a linear gradient is applied simultaneously with the RF-pulse resulting
in a band of spins being excited along the z-axis.
Adapted with the kind permission of Dr Jennifer Steeden.

3.3.2

2D Signal Localisation

In conventional Cartesian imaging, k-space data is acquired one row at a time by
applying a phase-encoding gradient on the y-axis (to determine the line in k-space),
followed by a readout gradient on the x-axis (to move across k-space). This sequence
of gradients is repeated with a different phase-encoding gradient for each row in kspace.
Unfortunately, Cartesian filling is inefficient as only one line is filled after each RF
pulse. This makes MRI a slow imaging methodology, which is particularly
challenging when trying to image moving structures. The most common alternative
trajectories include spirals and radials. One advantage of these trajectories is that
they oversample the centre of k-space, making them less vulnerable to phase errors
from flow and motion. Additionally, spiral trajectories are very efficient as they fill a
large proportion of k-space after each RF pulse.
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Figure 3.3 Cartesian, radial and spiral K space trajectories.
Reproduced with the kind permission of Dr Jennifer Steeden.

Cardiac imaging must address motion resulting from respiration, the cardiac cycle
and voluntary and involuntary patient movement. Respiratory motion can be
addressed by breath holding, use of respiratory navigators or the use of multiple
signal averages. None of the conventional approaches to overcoming respiratory
motion are optimal for use in exercise. Breath holding is the simplest way to address
respiratory motion. Healthy adults may be able to comfortably hold their breath for
20-30 seconds at rest allowing full acquisition for shorter sequences. However the
duration of breath holding tolerated by children and in disease(87) is shorter. Breath
holding in exercise is challenging for all groups and does not reflect the physiology
of exercise in daily life. Respiratory gating (using bellows or a signal navigator) has
been associated with significantly longer scan duration and conventionally required
regular breathing, again making it unsuited to exercise. Use of signal averaging to
compensate for respiratory motion also significantly increases total scan time(88).
Cardiac gating reduces the effects of motion from the cardiac cycle by limiting the
filling of k space to a set phase of the cardiac cycle, with k space being completely
filled over a number of cycles. Temporal resolution is increased by using shorter
periods to fill k space but comes at the expense of a longer scan duration. Cardiac
gated sequences require an ECG trigger; typically from a 3 lead vectorcardiogram
and during intense exercise triggering may fail. Similarly, gating may fail in
arrhythmia. A further disadvantage is that the resulting velocity information
produced by segmenting this kind of data is a weighted temporal average of velocity
over the duration of the acquisition and therefore does not reflect acute changes.
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3.4

Undersampling and Parallel Imaging

The speed of image acquisition can also be increased by data under-sampling;
acquiring a reduced amount of k-space data. The acceleration (reduction) factor R, is
the ratio of k-space data needed for a fully sampled image to the k-space data
acquired in the accelerated acquisition. Undersampling k-space data results in
aliasing in the resultant images.
In Cartesian imaging, undersampling by a factor of 2, is achieved by missing out
alternative lines of k-space, resulting in 2 overlaid replicas of the object, spaced at
FOV/2;

Figure 3.4 Simulation of Cartesian undersampling a) fully sampled b) with two-fold acceleration
Reproduced with the kind permission of Dr Jennifer Steeden.

Parallel imaging, so called because data is acquired simultaneously (i.e. in parallel)
using multiple coils, can be used to remove aliasing from undersampled data. Parallel
imaging uses the spatial dependence of the individual coils (the coil sensitivities) to
imply information about origin of the signal, and unwrap the aliasing. The most
commonly used parallel imaging techniques include SENSitivity Encoding (SENSE,
which works in imaging space) and GeneRalized Autocalibrating Partial Parallel
(GRAPPA, which works in k-space).
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The work in this thesis primarily uses UNFOLDed SENSE parallel imaging to speed
up acquisition of data. The UNFOLD “unaliasing by Fourier-encoding the overlaps
in the temporal dimension” techniques works by interleaving k-space lines in
sequential images. Images reconstructed from any single frame contain aliasing,
however as the aliased component is shifted between frames it can be removed by
low-pass filtering of the data. The combined UNFOLDed SENSE approach allows
for the very high temporal resolution required to accurately capture physiological
data at the high heart rates associated with exercise. Further details of the techniques
used are described in chapter 5 (methods).
3.5

Flow Imaging

MRI is inherently motion sensitive. Phase Contrast Magnetic Resonance (PCMR)
uses the phase shift that occurs in spins as they move along a magnetic field gradient
to encode velocity into the resulting signal. Applying a gradient causes a phase shift
with an increase in the precessional frequency of spins in proportion to the field
strength. Providing a spin does not move within this field, reversing the gradient for
the same duration re-aligns spins creating no net phase shift. For spins moving in the
direction of the gradient, the reverse gradient does completely realign spins, resulting
in a net change in phase. This phase shift is proportional to the velocity of blood
flow.
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Figure 3.5 Application of a balanced bipolar gradient resulting in a phase shift proportional to
the velocity of spins.
Reproduced with the kind permission of Dr Jennifer Steeden.

The bipolar gradient is altered, so that a phase shift of 180o corresponds to the
maximum expected velocity for the vessel. This process is known as velocity
encoding (VENC) and is determined by the operator before running the sequence.
Typically, each line in K-space is acquired twice with a different VENC; normally
one with velocity- compensated gradients (i.e. with a VENC of zero) and the other
with velocity- encoded gradients (i.e. with the expected VENC). The final phase
image is formed from the subtraction of the velocity-compensated data from the
velocity-encoded data, in order to subtract out any background phase shifts.
For each PCMR acquisition both a magnitude image (that can be used for anatomical
segmentation) and a phase image (giving the velocity within each voxel used to
calculate flow volumes) are reconstructed.
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Figure 3.6 Phase and Magnitude flow images.

3.6

Accuracy of PCMR

Overall error of PCMR flow measurement is estimated to be less than 10%(89). This
is generally not attributed to one predominant source of error but to the cumulative
effect of multiple potential causes of error and can be minimised by using
appropriate imaging parameters. The closer the VENC is set to the maximum
expected velocity in the vessel of interest the greater precision of measurement.
Setting the VENC below the peak velocity in the vessel results in velocity
wraparound and manifests as aliasing. Overestimating the peak velocity and setting a
VENC that is too high results in reduced signal to noise ratio potentially masking the
true velocity(90). Although the ideal imaging plane is orthogonal to the vessel of
interest, deviation up to 15 degrees and the associated increase in vessel area is
tolerated. Temporal and spatial resolution also impact on the accuracy of PCMR.
Inadequate temporal resolution will result in underestimation of peak velocity and
flow. Inadequate spatial resolution may result in partial volume effect (PVE). PVE
occurs in voxels that include vessel boundaries containing both stationary spins and
spins moving in the blood pool; the signal intensity of the flowing spins is higher and
consequently their velocity is given greater weighting(89).
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Other potential sources of error include phase offset errors

(primarily due to

magnetic field inhomogeneities) and pulsation artefact from the ascending or
descending aorta(91). Inaccurate segmentation will also clearly result in error.
Several validation studies demonstrate the accuracy of PCMR in assessing resting
flow, both in phantoms and in vivo. For example, Powell and colleagues(92) tested
the accuracy of PCMR in quantifying pulsatile blood flow both in vitro and in
children and young adults showing excellent agreement between PCMR and
phantom flow measurement in vitro and between pulmonary and systemic flow in
patients. Beerbaum et al(93) demonstrated the accuracy of PCMR flow
quantification against invasive measurement in a group of children with atrial or
ventricular level left to right shunt showing minimal difference between Qp:Qs
measured by catheterization and by MRI. With appropriate application of acquisition
parameters PCMR is clinically robust. Greil and colleagues looked at the degree of
tolerance in the effect of application of a range of acquisition parameters including
VENC, angle of imaging plane to vessel direction and FOV on the accuracy of
measurement, with only FOV significantly impacting on overestimation of flow
when spatial resolution was decreased (94). Currently PCMR is recommended
clinically to address multiple questions including assessment of cardiac output,
shunts, differential lung perfusion, aortic and pulmonary regurgitation(95,96).
3.7

Real Time Imaging

Real time imaging techniques are defined as acquiring, reconstructing and displaying
images as they happen. In the context of cardiac MRI specific constraints are that
cardiac motion should be resolved without gating or synchronisation (97). Guidelines
recommend a temporal resolution of at least 50 milliseconds to assess function in
adults and therefore complete images should be acquired in this time. Real time
CMR imaging requires continuous data acquisition with sequential filling of each kspace frame and the time taken to do this will determine the temporal resolution.
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3.7.1

Real Time Flow Imaging

Implementation of real time PCMR flow measurement has been achieved through
both the use of the efficient echo planar imaging (EPI) radial and spiral trajectories
and parallel imaging techniques outlined above. Initial work in this field focused on
the use of efficient trajectories. Nayak, et al (98) developed a spiral real-time PCMR
sequence with a sliding window reconstruction demonstrating a good correlation
with conventional PCMR in a phantom study however the low temporal resolution of
180ms rendered it likely to miss peak flow and unsuitable for use in exercise. Spatial
resolution is also critical for accurate flow measurement. Klein and colleagues (99)
used a turbo gradient-echo EPI PCMR sequence to measure flow in a patient
population with comparison to a retrospectively gated PCMR sequence. Although
correlation with conventional flow volumes was acceptable in larger vessels (r=0.87)
this was not the case in medium sized vessels (r=0.67).
Through combining non-cartesian trajectories and shared encoding strategies it has
been possible to meet the temporal and spatial resolution requirements of
implementing real time PCMR. Körperich et al (100) used echo planar imaging (EPI)
in combination with sensitivity encoding to create a real time PCMR sequence with a
frame rate of 25/second. Validating the sequence in children the authors found
excellent agreement with a conventional retrospectively cardiac gated PCMR
sequence, with a 3% difference in aortic SV and 2% difference in pulmonary SV.
Signal to noise ratio (SNR) in the magnitude image was significantly reduced in the
real time sequence however velocity to noise ratio (VNR) in the phase images was
preserved (93% in the aorta). The authors intentionally used a relatively large FOV
(30x34cm2) demonstrating the robustness of the real time sequence for use in a
range of body sizes and slice angulations.
Although EPI sequences fill k-space efficiently a long TE means that moving spins
can dephase before the centre of k-space is sampled. In contrast spiral trajectories are
ideal for flow measurement as they sample from the centre of k-space first. Nezafat
and colleagues validated a real time PCMR sequence combining a spiral trajectory
and SENSE reconstruction (101). Although there was preserved spatial resolution
and a temporal resolution of 60.8ms this remains too low for use in exercise. Steeden
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and colleagues developed a spiral PCMR sequence with SENSE reconstruction and
validated it for use in exercise (102). The temporal resolution of 40 ms allowed the
accurate assessment of exercise haemodynamic response. The correlation between
conventional PCMR and real time PCMR flow at rest was very high (r=0.99) and
remained high (compared to real time LVSV) during exercise (r=0.98).
The combination of high temporal resolution, lack of cardiac gating and
compatibility with free breathing mean that real time PCMR sequences are well
suited for use in exercise. This is supported by validation studies both at rest and
during exercise.
3.7.2
CMR

Real time Assessment of Ventricular Function
is

the

reference

standard

imaging

modality

for

volumetric

assessment(103,104). Conventionally in cardiac MRI a stack of cine images is
acquired from the base to the apex of the heart allowing quantification / calculation
of variables including end systolic and diastolic volumes, stroke volume, ejection
fraction and ventricular mass. Conventional Cartesian imaging of the ventricles is
time consuming and requires multiple breath-holds rendering it unsuitable for use in
exercise where there maybe rapid changes in haemodynamics and breath-holding is
both unpleasant and unrepresentative of physiology in daily life.
Various approaches can be used to accelerate the process of image acquisition for
(function and volume) assessment including reduced field of view (RFOV) and
partial Fourier techniques. The parallel imaging techniques and Cartesian trajectories
described above have been implemented for real time quantification of ventricular
volumes. These approaches reduce the effects of cardiac and respiratory motion by
rapid filling of k space and therefore overcome the need for breath holding and the
limitations of longer acquisitions in capturing acute changes in physiology. The high
spatiotemporal resolution radial k-t SENSE sequence developed at Great Ormond
Street Hospital combines efficient radial filling of k space with k space and time (k-t)
sensitivity encoding. k-t SENSE uses spatial and temporal correlations in addition to
coil sensitivity maps allowing further acceleration of acquisition with reduced
undersampling artefacts(105). This sequence has been demonstrated to accurately
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quantify ventricular volumes and function in patients with congenital heart disease at
rest and been validated for use at rest and during exercise in healthy volunteers. In
the validation of this sequence it was compared against a vendor supplied standard
real time sequence and subsequently through agreement in right and left ventricular
stroke volume as a surrogate of accuracy well as image quality scoring at exercise.
Reproducibility was tested by repeating the experiment within one month.
Agreement between RV and LVSV was higher using the radial k-t sequence (SD of
difference ±3.43 vs. ±8.97 mL, P < 0.001). Although agreement in RV and LVSV
was lower at heart rates of greater than 130 compared to at rest (SD ± 4.5 mL; P <
0.001) it remained superior to the vendor supplied real time sequence(106).

Figure 3.7 High spatial and temporal resolution k-t SENSE short axis images used for
assessment of ventricular function.

3.8

Summary

This chapter has described the physics underlying CMR, including the inherent
limitations of MRI and how these have been addressed in the development of real
time sequences able to meet the demands of accurately measuring flow and assessing
cardiac function in exercise.
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Chapter 4 Review of Exercise CMR Literature
The motivation to this work was to develop a comprehensive non-invasive exercise
assessment combining elements of conventional CPET with cardiac MRI. This
chapter summarises literature on exercise cardiac MRI with a focus on flow
measurement and describes alternative MRI techniques for determining oxygen
uptake.
4.1

Stress MRI

For the purposes of imaging, the cardiovascular system can be challenged with either
exercise or pharmacological agents. Using exercise as a stressor in CMR is appealing
for a number of reasons. Exercise as opposed to the use of pharmacological stressors
more closely resembles real life physiology, testing all of the systems involved in
exercise limitation and providing insight into functional limitation. The development
of faster imaging and improved post processing techniques means that the challenges
of body motion in exercise can be overcome. Some groups of patients however
cannot safely or adequately exercise in the scanner and for this reason
pharmacological stressors remain necessary.
4.1.1

Pharmacological Stress CMR

The use of drugs as stressors to assess coronary artery disease is well established in
adult cardiac MRI(107) and is the on-going focus of a large body of research (108110). Two main groups of pharmacological agents are commonly used, coronary
vasodilators

(adenosine,

regadenoson,

dipyridamole)

and

catecholamine

(dobutamine)(111). Vasodilators are used in conjunction with an extracellular
magnetic resonance contrast agent to demonstrate areas of myocardium with
decreased perfusion. Adenosine is a purine nucleoside with effects mediated through
A1, A2A/A2B and A3 receptors(112), binding to A2A receptors causes vasodilation. As
adenosine is non selective it is associated with a range of side-effects, most
commonly flushing (up to 40%), chest pain (35%) and dyspnoea (35%) as well as
gastro-intestinal symptoms and headache(113). These side effects are short lived due
to the very short half-life of Adenosine but are nevertheless unpleasant. Interaction
with A1 receptors causes bronchoconstriction and therefore contraindications include
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use in patients with asthma. Other contraindications are recent myocardial infarction,
unstable angina and hypertension(114)). Caffeine and Theobromine (present in
chocolate) are antagonists of Adenosine and failure to exclude food and drink
containing these substances 24 hours before testing is a not infrequent cause of
failure of testing. Dipyridamole works by reducing reuptake of endogenous
adenosine resulting increased extracellular adenosine and indirectly causing
vasodilation. It has similar side-effect profile to adenosine but with longer lasting
effects. Regadenoson is a newer selective A2A receptor agonist and has fewer
undesired side-effects.(115)
Dobutamine, a synthetic catecholamine, is the most frequently used catecholamine in
stress testing. Dobutamine’s effects are predominantly mediated through agonism of
β1 receptors with positive inotropic and chronotropic effects, causing increased
oxygen consumption. It is also a weak agonist of α1 and β2 receptors causing
vasodilation and bronchodilation(116). In coronary heart disease Dobutamine is
used to induce either wall motion abnormalities or perfusion deficit. Dobutamine is
contraindicated in a range of conditions including hypertrophic obstructive
cardiomyopathy, myocarditis and critical aortic stenosis(114).
Despite the high frequency of side-effects the overall safety of pharmacological
methods is good with low rates of serious complications (117). Because of the
unpleasant dose related effects that may be less well tolerated in children as well as
the different profile of disease in children there is less experience of pharmacological
stress testing in paediatric populations. Even at centres performing high volumes of
paediatric CMR overall the use of pharmacological stressors is generally
limited(118,119).
To summarise, pharmacological agents are safe if used in appropriately selected
patients and have a well-established role particularly in adult CMR. Major
disadvantages of pharmacological stressors are their side effects, even in newer
agents, and their inability to fully reproduce exercise conditions.
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4.2

Approaches to Exercise in the MRI Environment

Three main groups of approaches to exercise MRI have been described 1) in scanner
isometric techniques 2) aerobic exercise adjacent but outside of the MRI scanner 3)
in scanner aerobic exercise.
4.3

Isometric Techniques

Isometric exercise increases HR, CO, blood pressure and myocardial oxygen
consumption and can be performed with minimal upper body motion. For this reason
isometric exercise techniques are an attractive non-pharmacological stressor for use
in cardiac MRI. Several approaches to isometric exercise in the MRI scanner have
been described. Using a commercial dynamometer von Knobelsdorff-Brenkenhoff
(120) was able to demonstrate a small but significant increase in HR from 68±12
bpm to 81±13 bpm. Using a breath-held retrospectively gated PCMR sequence it
was possible to demonstrate an increase in increase in CO from 5.4 ± 0.8 l/min to 6.9
± 1.1 l/min. Although the effects of exercise were modest a benefit was that no
exercise images were rejected due to motion artefact. Another advantage of this kind
of approach is that it can effectively be introduced with relatively little expense.
Mortensen (121)performed a three minute biceps exercise using a low-cost custom
made pulley system. The exercise elicited an increase in HR from 65.9±10.2 to
76.7±12.2 bpm. Aortic flow was measured using a prospectively gated spiral PCMR
sequence with a 4-8 second breath hold and left ventricular volumes assessed using a
free-breathing real-time radial k-t SENSE sequence. CO increased from 3.2±0.6
l/min/m2 to 3.7±0.7 l/min/m2. Both LVEDV and LVESV increased with this
exercise.
Isometric exercise techniques have been applied to a limited extent in clinical
research. Alegret (122) described maximal isometric exercise (elevation of weight
using leg muscles) in a group of asymptomatic patients with aortic regurgitation.
Hays and colleagues (123) used a isometric handgrip exercise using a commercial
dynamometer in a 3.0 T MRI scanner to obtain coronary artery cross-sectional area
and blood flow measurements before and during exercise stress in patients with
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known coronary artery disease and in healthy controls demonstrating decreased
coronary area and blood flow velocity in patients during exercise .
Isometric techniques have been demonstrated to be easily implemented, effective
stressors and feasible in both healthy populations and patient groups. However they
cannot reproduce the same cardiovascular response as aerobic exercise and would
therefore not be an adequate alternative to dynamic exercise for functional
assessment.
4.4

‘Near Scanner’ Exercise

The use of aerobic exercise adjacent to rather than inside the MRI scanner has been
favoured by some investigators over in-scanner exercise. Primarily this is because of
the higher work rates achieved with whole body exercise and reduced motion artefact
as well as comfort and familiarity of upright exercise to subjects. Further advantages
of upright exercise include the possibility of twelve lead ECG monitoring and the
extensive diagnostic and prognostic literature validated using upright exercise. To
date studies using this type of design using upright exercise in the same room as the
MRI scanner has focused on using MRI compatible treadmill ergometers rather than
other types of ergometer. Over the past 15 years there has been a progression from
reduction (124,125) to complete removal of ferromagnetic parts allowing exercise to
be performed increasingly adjacent to the scanner. Studies in this area (summarised
in Table 2) have focused on the use of exercise as a stressor for detection of regional
wall motion abnormalities and or myocardial perfusion. Apart from the very earliest
studies which had variable success (124) real time sequences have been used,
avoiding the need for cardiac gating and breath-holding.
A major disadvantage of this type of design is that there is inevitably a delay
between the end of exercise and the onset of imaging. This is exacerbated in
perfusion studies when there is added delay connecting contrast (126). Although
across studies there appears to be a trend in increasingly rapid transfer and
positioning (in some studies aided by the use of a moldable vacuum lock cushion and
practice transfers before testing) patient groups are likely to take longer to transfer
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than healthy volunteers. As heart rate recovery is rapid (127) this approach means
that

peak

exercise

is
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never

truly

captured.

Table 2 Summary of ‘near-scanner’ exercise CMR studies
Author / Paper

N

Indication

Rerkpattanapipat,et al. Feasibility to
detect severe coronary artery stenoses
with upright treadmill exercise magnetic
resonance imaging. Am J Cardiol. 2003
Jekic et al Cardiac function and
myocardial perfusion immediately
following maximal treadmill exercise
inside the MRI room. Journal of
Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance.
BioMed Central; 2008

27

Wall motion
Patients

20

Wall motion
/ perfusion
Healthy
volunteers

Foster et al. MR-compatible treadmill for
exercise stress cardiac magnetic
resonance imaging. Magn Reson Med.
2012

10

Wall motion
/ perfusion
Healthy
volunteers
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Scanner /
Sequence
1.5T multiphase,
SSFP 3 x SAX
slices

Breat
h hold
yes

Exercise
Protocol
Exercise to
exhaustion / ST
changes / angina

1.5T Real time
SSFP TSENSE,
5x SAX slices, 1 x
HLA,1x VLA.
Perfusion imaging
GRE EPI 3x SAX
slices
1.5T Real time
cine TGRAPPA
5 SAX 3 VLA 1
HLA. Perfusion
imaging GRE EPI
3x SAX slices
1.5T Real time
SSFP TGRAPPA
5x SAX, 4x H/VLA
slices

no

Exercise to
exhaustion /
maximum
predicted heart
rate

no

Bruce protocol to
maximum
predicted heart
rate

Thavendiranathan et al. Comparison of
28
Wall motion
no
Bruce protocol to
treadmill exercise stress cardiac MRI to
(v/s echo)
‘fatigue’
stress echocardiography in healthy
Healthy
volunteers for adequacy of left ventricular
volunteers
endocardial wall visualization: A pilot
study. J Magn Reson Imaging. 2014
Raman et al. Real-time cine and
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Wall motion
1.5T Real time
no
Bruce protocol to
myocardial perfusion with treadmill
/
SSFP TSENSE 5
90% predicted
exercise stress cardiovascular magnetic
perfusion
SAX 3 HLA/VLA
heart rate
resonance in patients referred for stress
(v/s SPECT) slices
SPECT. Journal of Cardiovascular
Patients
GRE EPI 3x SAX
Magnetic Resonance. 2010
slices
Raman et al. Diagnostic Performance of
94
Patients
1.5T Real time
no
Bruce protocol
Treadmill Exercise Cardiac Magnetic
Wall motion
SSFP
“symptom limited”
Resonance: The Prospective, Multicenter
/ perfusion
GRE EPI
Exercise CMR's Accuracy for
(+ LGE)
SSFP
Cardiovascular Stress Testing (Trial. J Am
LGE
Heart Assoc. AHA, 2016
HLA indicates horizontal long axis; SAX, short axis; VLA, vertical long axis, LGE, late gadolinium enhancement

Delay

Heart rate change

Conclusion

Imaging
complete 6090 seconds
post exercise
30 ± 4 seconds
to start

130 ± 20 bpm at peak
exercise to 113 ± 16
bpm during imaging

Some limitations in
adequate acquisition.
Further development
needed for wider use.
Successful in healthy
volunteers

24 ± 4 seconds

86% ± 9% maximum
predicted heart rate at
peak to 81% ± 9% 1
minute post exercise

Successful in healthy
volunteers

21 ± 2 seconds

173 (146–196) bpm at
peak to 148 ± 14 bpm
during imaging

Performed as rapidly
as echo

68 ± 14
seconds to
completion of
imaging

156 ± 21 bpm at peak to
126 ± 19 bpm during
imaging

Feasible need to
confirm relative
effectiveness

25±13 seconds

97.1±10.3% maximum
predicted heart rate at
peak to 83±11% at start
of imaging.

“excellent diagnostic
value”

98% ± 7% maximum
predicted heart rate at
peak exercise 84% ±
11% at start of imaging

CPET has not been widely attempted in the MR environment however interest in
bringing the two modalities closer together led LaFountain (128) to undertake CPET
testing in a standard laboratory and then with a modified CPET system with
extended umbilical and bespoke treadmill in the scanner room. Imaging was
performed before and immediately after CPET in the MRI scanner room. An ungated
real time SSFP short axis stack as well as two long axis images were acquired with
an interval of 35.6 ± 3.8 seconds between end of exercise to the start of imaging and
completion of imaging within a minute 55.7 ± 4.9 seconds. HR fell from 191.2 ±
12.2 bpm at maximum exercise to 166.3 ± 20.2 bpm during imaging. The increased
interval between end of exercise and start of imaging compared to studies using a
similar methodology is attributed to the removal of the CPET headgear. The authors
do not expand on why testing in the same room but not simultaneously would be
beneficial.
To summarise, near scanner treadmill methodologies are attractive in that the
exercise technique is familiar to patients and allow 12 lead ECG monitoring in
exercise. These types of study design have bought the advantages of conventional
exercise testing and MRI imaging closer together. A fundamental disadvantage is
that imaging is always in recovery rather than at peak exercise when subjects are
most likely to have symptoms / functional limitation.
4.5

Exercise Within the MRI Scanner

Attempts to quantify cardiac function and output during exercise within the MRI
scanner have been made since the mid 1980’s. A device for supine exercise MR
imaging were described as early a 1986 (129). Although it was demonstrated to
provide an adequate stimulus with an appropriate HR response, sequences at the time
meant that acquisitions were too long to obtain meaningful exercise data. This
illustrates the constraints on the development of in-scanner exercise techniques that
have included not only the adequacy of MRI compatible ergometers and the size of
the MRI bore but most importantly the unsuitability of conventional sequences for
use in dynamic exercise.
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4.5.1

Upright Exercise MRI

Upright / open MRI scanners are rare in contemporary clinical practice because of
the lower magnetic field and signal to noise ratio, however there have been some
attempts to perform exercise cardiac MRI using this type of scanner. Cheng and
colleagues developed an MR compatible cycle ergometer for use in an open 0.5T
scanner(130). Subsequently the same group used the open magnet and cycle
ergometer to measure main and branch pulmonary artery flow as well as systemic
venous return in 10 healthy children and teenagers(131). Exercising subjects to 150%
of their resting HR and using a free-breathing cardiac gated PCMR with respiratory
bellows to compensate for respiratory motion it was possible to demonstrate
increased ratio of IVC to SVC flow in exercise. Unfortunately following this initial
work the approach has not been reproduced at a larger scale or in patient populations.
4.5.2

Supine Exercise MRI

Various approaches have been taken to attempt supine exercise within the MRI
scanner. A summary of studies using in-scanner supine exercise to assess flow is
provided in Table 3. One of the earliest successful attempts at cardiac imaging in
supine exercise was published by Mohiaddin and colleagues in 1995(132). Using a
bespoke cycle apparatus a 0.5T whole body magnet and real-time cardiac gated
breath-held spiral velocity mapping sequence, with a temporal resolution of 50 ms
the authors were able to demonstrate an increase in descending aortic flow
immediately after dynamic exercise in ten healthy volunteers (from 41±8 ml/beat to
57±11 ml/beat). A description of the exercise protocol used is not given other than
the subject was ‘asked to perform maximum exercise’ and although there was a
mechanism to control resistance there was not a formal measurement of workload.
Despite the constraints described in this study design there was a significant increase
in HR from 68 ±6 to 101±12 bpm. In an attempt to avoid some of the challenges of
segmenting exercise data the authors acquired flow in the descending aorta, avoiding
the variation in shape/size seen in the ascending aorta through the cardiac cycle. It
was possible to segment the flow with the same region of interest propagated over all
frames in the study. The benefits of using a spiral trajectory in acquiring flow data
particularly in exercise are emphasized by this paper where it was chosen because of
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its early acquisition of data from the centre of k-space and reduction in signal loss
and flow artefacts. In their discussion the authors stress the rapid haemodynamic
changes which occur after stress and therefore their attempts to measure flow ‘before
recovery can take place’ although it is now evident that, as changes are so rapid this
is not a realistic ambition.
Niezen et al tested the feasibility of assessing great vessel flow in submaximal
exercise using PCMR and describe one of the first uses of a commercial cycle
ergometer for this purpose(133). This study highlights both the advantages of supine
cycle ergometers in conventional scanners in that a higher workload was achieved
than with other types of ergometer (100 watts) but also the disadvantages, subjects
performed supine cycling positioned outside the isocentre of the scanner to prevent
obstruction of leg movement from contact with the scanner bore. Images were
acquired using a retrospectively gated PCMR sequence (using a peripheral pulse unit
placed on a finger) with a temporal resolution of 30-35 ms. The authors were able to
show good correlation between aortic and pulmonary flows obtained at rest and
exercise (r=0.9) and an increase in aortic flow from 64 ± 13 ml/beat at rest to 79 ± 13
ml/beat at 100 W. Limitations identified by this study included motion artefact and
breath-motion

artefact

particularly
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at

peak

exercise.

Table 3 Summary of exercise CMR aortic flow studies
Author / Paper

N
=
10

Ergometer
Bespoke
cycle

Vessel

16

Lode
cycle

AA
MPA

Steeden JA, Atkinson D, Taylor AM, Muthurangu V.
Assessing vascular response to exercise using a
combination of real-time spiral phase contrast MR
and noninvasive blood pressure measurements. J
Magn Reson Imaging. 2010
Weber TF, Tengg-Kobligk von H, Kopp-Schneider A,
Ley-Zaporozhan J, Kauczor H-U, Ley S. Highresolution phase-contrast MRI of aortic and
pulmonary blood flow during rest and physical
exercise using a MRI compatible bicycle ergometer.
Eur J Radiol. 2011
Pieles GE, Szantho G, Rodrigues JCL, Lawton CB,
Stuart AG, Bucciarelli-Ducci C, et al. Adaptations of
aortic and pulmonary artery flow parameters
measured by phase-contrast magnetic resonance
angiography during supine aerobic exercise. Eur J
Appl Physiol. 2014
Forouzan O, Flink E, Warczytowa J, Thate N,
Hanske A, Lee T, et al. Low Cost Magnetic
Resonance Imaging-Compatible Stepper Exercise
Device for Use in Cardiac Stress Tests. J Med
Device. 2014

20

Lode
down

21

Bespoke
stepping

AA / DA
/
MPA

1.5T
Retrospectively
gated PCMR

Yes

Heiberg J, Asschenfeldt B, Maagaard M, Ringgaard
S. Dynamic bicycle exercise to assess cardiac output
at multiple exercise levels during magnetic
resonance imaging. Clinical Imaging. 2017

40

Lode
cycle

AA
MPA

1.5T Real
TEFPI

No

Mohiaddin RH, Gatehouse PD, Firmin DN. Exerciserelated changes in aortic flow measured with spiral
echo-planar MR velocity mapping. J Magn Reson
Imaging. 1995
Niezen RA, Doornbos J, van der Wall EE, de Roos
A. Measurement of aortic and pulmonary flow with
MRI at rest and during physical exercise. J Comput
Assist Tomogr. 1998

up

DA

/

AA

Scanner
/
Sequence
0.5T Real time
cardiac
gated
spiral
velocity
map
1.5T
Retrospectively
gated PCMR

Breath
hold
Yes

1.5 T Real time kt sense PCMR

No

No

Protocol / Image
Timing
“maximum
exercise”
Immediately post
exercise
10 W/min to 50
then 100 W
Immediately post
exercise

Response

2 W/min to 8 W

HR 68.2±12.5 bpm to
108.6±21.1
CO 5.8±1.4 to 9.1±1.7
l/min

During exercise
20

Lode
cycle

AA

1.5T HR PCMR

No

Watts increased
to target HR
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During
(steady
state) exercise
9

Lode
down

up

AA / DA
/ MPA

/

1.5 T Real time
PCMR

time

AA indicates ascending aorta; DA, descending aorta; MPA, main pulmonary artery; W, watts

No

Watts increased
to target HR

During
(steady
state) exercise
“3 to 4 min of
physical exercise”
Interrupted
exercise
(stopstart)
25 W 2 min then
25W / 75s
During
(steady
state) exercise

HR 68±5 to 101±12 bpm
CO 41±8 to 57±11
ml/beat
HR 63±8 to 106±21 bpm
CO (Ao) 64±13ml/beat to
79±13 ml/beat

HR
acceleration
1.77 ± 0.16
Average flow velocity
22.35 ± 4.45
to 36.39 ± 6.78 cm/s
HR 69±9 to 117 ±12 bpm
CO 6.5±1.4 to 12.5±1.8
l/min

HR 59±8.9 to 83.6 ± 22.2
bpm
CO 5.9±1.4 to 8.2±1.9
l/min
HR 61±9 to 150±16 bpm
CO 5.5±1.5 to 13.7±3.7
l/min

Steeden(102) developed an innovative real time spiral PCMR sequence with SENSE
acceleration for use in exercise, validating it in a population of 20 healthy volunteers
against a standard vendor supplied gated sequence at rest, and against left ventricular
volumes obtained using a validated real time k-t SENSE sequence at peak exercise.
Subjects performed exercise using a Lode up-down ergometer over six minutes using
a staged protocol up to a workload of 8 watts. Motion artefacts from exercise and
breathing were not significant and no images were rejected. HR increased from 68.2
± 12.5 bpm to 108.6 ± 21.2 bpm and CO increased from 5.8 ±1.4 to 9.1 ±1.7
l/minute. In addition simultaneous blood pressure measurements were made
throughout exercise allowing SVR and arterial compliance measurement, both of
which were demonstrated to fall significantly with exercise. There was a good level
of agreement and correlation with validated techniques at rest and at peak exercise
(bias 0.83ml/cycle, limits of agreement -4.18 to 5.84 ml/cycle, r = 0.98). This was an
important advance in exercise CMR as it avoids the need to suspend exercise during
imaging giving a closer insight into true exercise physiology. In addition low
temporal resolution, a barrier to accurate measurements at higher heart rates
associated with exercise, was overcome through the use of a spiral trajectory,
efficiently filling K-space and through under sampling.
In contrast to other studies using cycle ergometers Weber (134) and colleagues were
successful in performing cycle ergometry within the bore of the scanner with the
subject’s mid-thorax at the isocentre of the magnet. Unfortunately the paper’s
methodology does not expand on how this was achieved using the Lode cycle
ergometer common to many studies. Sub-maximal exercise was performed in
conjunction with high resolution PCMR in a group of healthy volunteers. Imaging
was performed at 4 predetermined levels (rest, unloaded exercise and at 140% and
180% of resting HR). Importantly flow parameters were significantly different from
rest at ‘medium’ intensity exercise and the authors suggest that 140% of resting heart
rate is a sufficient exercise stimulus in assessing haemodynamics.
Pieles (135) studied aortic and pulmonary artery flow during exercise using a real
time free breathing PCMR sequence, using the up-down Lode MRI ergometer in 9
healthy volunteers. The exercise protocol consisted of measuring resting HR then
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starting with unloaded exercise for 2 minutes increasing resistance until HR reached
180% of the resting HR. A maximum of 50 watts resistance was used over a period
of 2-3 minutes, the rate / design of increment is not given. Resting HR increased
from 69±9 bpm to 117± 12 bpm. Ascending aortic flow increased from 6.5±1.4 to
12.5±1.8 l/minute, descending aortic flow from 4.4±1.0 to 9.3±1.5 l/minute, main
pulmonary artery flow increased from 4.4±1.0 to 9.3±1.5 l/minute. Strengths of this
study were the use of a real time free breathing sequence allowing more
physiological exercise. Although using a target HR is easily reproducible a
disadvantage of this study design is that work is not formally quantified. Once the
target HR was achieved PCMR images of the ascending and descending aorta and
subsequently main pulmonary artery were acquired.
Forouzan (136) developed a custom made stepping ergometer with the goal of
studying main pulmonary artery stiffness using pulse wave velocity and relative area
change techniques. 21 healthy volunteers under went exercise at two workloads, 35
and 45 Watts. Each stage of exercise lasted 3-4 minutes. Exercise was paused after
each stage and breath-held (retrospectively gated) phase contrast images acquired in
the main pulmonary artery, with breath-holds lasting 15-17 seconds. 6 of the 21
studies were considered unsuitable for segmentation, either due to motion artefact or
movement completely out of the imaging plane. Using this technique HR increased
by 50% at the second stage (45 Watt workload). CO increased from
5.9 ± 1.4 l/minute to 8.2 ± 1.9 l/minute. Exercise resulted in an increase in main
pulmonary artery pulse wave velocity from 1.6 ± 0.5 m/s to 3.6 ± 1.4 m/s.
Heiberg and colleagues (137) also used a conventional commercial MRI cycle
ergometer and were able to perform ergometry in the bore of the scanner through the
use of a restraining system that prevented knee extension beyond 30 degrees. In
addition volunteers were positioned to ensure no contact between the legs and the
scanner bore, they report this resulted in a maximum displacement from the isocentre
of 10cm. In a preliminary phase the authors of this paper reviewed real time flow
sequences with a range of techniques including k-t SENSE, k-t BLAST and turbo
field echo planar imaging (TEFPI), concluding that (subjectively) optimal images
were obtained using the TEFPI sequence. Reflecting the higher workloads
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achievable with cycle ergometers a stepped protocol increasing 25 watts every 75
seconds was used, with real-time flow acquisitions prior to each increment. Exercise
was continued until volunteers reached 75% of predicted maximal HR. All 40
volunteers completed the exercise protocol with a mean workload of 153 ± 41 watts
and an increase in CO from 5.5 ± 1.5 l/minute baseline to 13.7 ± 3.7 l/minute at peak
exercise. Images from six scans at peak exercise were rejected because of upper body
movement. This may represent a compromise of the greater workload achieved with
cycle ergometry. 4 lead ECG monitoring was possible throughout exercise in this
study. This has been a significant concern in previous exercise MRI studies
particularly where exercise has been used in patients with ischaemic heart disease.
Unfortunately the reasons for successful ECG monitoring are not expanded on.
An example of clinical application of flow measurement in exercise MRI is the work
of Wei et al (138) who studied respiratory modulation in patients with TCPC.
Subjects cycled on a cycle ergometer to a targeted heart rate, outside the bore of the
scanner before acquisition of flow measurement in each of the SVC, IVC, ascending
and descending aorta (as heart rate fell cycling was repeated for vessel). Free
breathing images were acquired with a real time EPI sequence with shared velocity
encoding. This study is of note as post processing included use of semi-automated
chest wall tracking to synchronise flow wave forms with the respiratory cycle,
concluding there was higher respiratory variation in SVC and IVC flow immediately
post exercise but no effect on mean flow
The studies outlined above demonstrate that in healthy subjects exercise CMR using
real time PCMR flow measurement is now feasible and able to demonstrate changes
in heart rate and cardiac output between rest and exercise. As relatively few groups
have worked in this area with limited numbers of subjects there is not a consensus on
the optimal exercise technique or protocol. Cycle ergometry, which allows exercise
at higher work rates has become more viable with larger bore scanners and recent
studies do not report a compromise in the quality of data acquired. This negates
previous arguments in favour of ‘near-scanner’ exercise MRI. The use of
standardised stepped exercise protocols and heart rate targeted increase in work rate
are both described. The reasoning behind choice of protocol is often not the focus of
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these papers and therefore not widely expounded upon, however in translating these
techniques into clinical practice further justification will be required.
4.6

Exercise MRI Ventricular Assessment

Four major studies examine ventricular response to in-scanner exercise in healthy
volunteers. All but the most recent of these have used breath holding. All of the
studies here are relatively small and reveal discrepancies in the understanding of the
mechanism of change in stroke volume with supine exercise.
Roest et al (139) performed used cycle ergometry to a target heart rate determined by
conventional CPET prior to MRI. Exercise was performed to steady state heart rate
followed by a pause in exercise and breath held acquisition of turbo-field EPI
images. To maintain heart rate, exercise was repeated at intervals. The main finding
of this study was an increase in left and right ventricular stroke volume and ejection
fraction due to a decrease in end systolic volume A criticism of this kind of study
design must be the frequent stopping and starting of exercise to maintain a submaximal energy level although feasible in healthy volunteers may be too demanding
for patient groups.
Gusso and colleagues (140) used a low-cost bespoke cycle ergometer to perform
exercise to a target heart rate of 110 beats per minute (the rationale is not fully
expanded upon) Imaging of the LV was performed using a an integrated parallel
imaging technique (iPAT) Trufisp cine sequence with breath holds. The authors
found no significant change in LVEDV but LVESV did significantly fall with
exercise.
Steding-Ehrenborg (141) studied a population of 26 healthy volunteers. A breath
held retrospectively gated SSFP sequence was used to acquire short axis and long
axis images of the left and right ventricle during exercise using a bespoke ergometer
designed for knee extension of one leg. The authors concluded that total heart
volume was decreased in exercise. In this study LVEDV was unchanged and LVESV
decreased in exercise, both RVEDV and RVESV decreased with exercise.
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Le (142) and colleagues performed cycle ergometry in athletes and normal controls
using the Lode cycle ergometer with the volunteer in the bore of the MR scanner.
Non breath held real time balanced SSFP cine images were acquired at incremental
stages of exercise with pauses in exercise during image acquisition to reduce motion
artefact (of note pause in exercise resulted in immediate drop in heart rate of 9±6
bpm in the normal / control group and 16±9 bpm in athletes). In both groups LVESV
fell with each step in exercise. EDV increased in athletes up to 75% of peak heart
rate then remained elevated whilst in controls EDV initially increased (up to 50%
peak heart rate) then fell.
An example of successful application of volumetric measurement in exercise is the
work of Lurz et al (106) who investigated the impact of percutaneous pulmonary
valve implantation (PPVI) in patients with pulmonary stenosis and pulmonary
regurgitation on ventricular function using exercise cardiac MRI.

Subjects

underwent scans pre and post PPVI exercising within the scanner on an up down
ergometer to their maximum capacity following stepped protocol. Real time k-t
SENSE images were acquired every three minutes. This study shows the potential of
exercise MRI to elicit important differences in physiology between groups. For
example in patients with primarily pulmonary stenosis there was no reserve in right
ventricular ejection fraction prior to PPVI. Following intervention patients in this
group were demonstrated to have reserve in right ventricular ejection fraction.
4.7

In-scanner Exercise with Invasive Haemodynamic Measurement

In one of the most ambitious approaches to exercise CMR LaGerche (143) and
colleagues performed real time exercise cardiac MRI with simultaneous cardiac
catheterisation allowing direct comparison of MRI derived values with the invasive
reference standard. 19 adult volunteers (10 athletes, 6 arrhythmia patients, 3 heart
failure patients) underwent cardiopulmonary exercise testing. 24 hours later they
undertook exercise cardiac MRI with both a pulmonary artery catheter in the right
pulmonary artery (inserted via the internal jugular vein) and a radial arterial catheter
in situ. Exercise was performed using the Lode cycle ergometer to workloads
equivalent to 25%, 50% and 66% of maximal workload established on CPET. Each
level of exercise was maintained for around 4 minutes, 1 minute to establish a steady
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state followed by 2-3 minutes of image acquisition. As the integral (Philips) ECG
monitoring was found to be ineffective in exercise during a pilot stage an external
MRI ECG system was used for gating.

Images were acquired firstly using a

retrospectively gated SSFP cine sequence with a temporal resolution of 34
milliseconds to acquire a short axis stack followed by a horizontal long axis stack.
The short axis stack took up to 70 seconds to acquire and long axis stack up to 60
seconds. Subsequently an ungated real time SSFP cine sequence was performed
with 40-75 frames per 36-38 milliseconds in the same short and long axis stacks. In
addition to continuous ECG monitoring a plethysmograph allowed synchronisation
with respiratory data. Using VO2 data gained from prior cardiopulmonary exercise
testing and haemoglobin, oxygen saturations, and arterial and venous oxygen partial
pressure measured with an automated analyser using samples taken from catheters
during exercise, the direct Fick method was used to determine cardiac output. The
authors found that the ECG gated images acquired in exercise were unsuitable for
segmentation in over 50% of cases. In contrast the real-time sequence provided
easily segmented images with good inter-observer variability. Most importantly there
was a high level of agreement between CO determined by real time MRI and by the
direct Fick method with an intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.96. Whole group
data is not published however in the athlete group (n=10) using the cycle ergometer
the maximum workload was 230±35 Watts. HR increased from 59±14 bpm at rest to
164±10 bpm at peak exercise. Both left and right ventricular stroke volume increased
in exercise due to a decrease in end systolic volume from 91±19 to 67±15 ml in the
left ventricle and 106±25 77±34ml in the right ventricle. CO increased from 8.4±2.6
l/minute to 25.4±4.5/l minute.
The same group went on to investigate the effects of respiration on left and right
ventricular interaction(144) at rest and during exercise in 9 healthy subjects. Using
the exercise protocol and ungated real time SSFP cine sequence the authors found
that both at rest and in exercise ventricular volumes oscillate with the respiratory
cycle with RV volumes maximal at peak inspiration and LV volumes maximal on
expiration. Again highlighting the potential for exercise studies to elicit findings that
would not be apparent at rest the same group have used combined exercise cardiac
MRI and invasive systemic and pulmonary artery pressure been used to investigate
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exercise limitation in adults with chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension
(CTEPH) as well has the acute effects of pulmonary vasodilator treatment(145).
Most recently working with the same methodology Van De Bruaene(146) and
colleagues performed exercise cardiac MRI with invasive monitoring in 10
adult/adolescent patients with the Fontan circulation before and after a single dose of
Sildenafil. Stroke volume and cardiac index both increased significantly following
Sildenafil and to a greater extent with exercise. Cardiac index increased post
Sildenafil from 4.1±0.9 to 4.8±1.0 L/[min·m2] with an exercise effect: of +0.9±0.4
L/[min·m2]). The authors concluded that the pulmonary vasculature plays an
important role in physiological limitation in this group, the haemodynamics of which
are best demonstrated with exercise.
4.8

Other Approaches to Assessing Oxygen Uptake in the MRI Environment

An alternative approach to investigating exercise limitation using MRI focuses on
assessing oxygen extraction at the level of individual or groups of exercising muscle.
There are fewer studies in this field, using a diverse range of methodologies.
Blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) MRI is a technique commonly used in
functional neuro imaging. BOLD measures magnetic field inhomogeneities resulting
from changes in blood oxygen concentration. Oxygenated blood is diamagnetic and
therefore has no signal loss. Where there is a low ratio of deoxygenated to
oxygenated blood there will be a slow decline in the MRI signal. As deoxygenated
blood is paramagnetic when there is a high ratio of deoxygenated blood to
oxygenated blood there is a rapid decrease in MR signal. Some studies have looked
at muscle oxygenation during or immediately after exercise using this technique.
Caterini and colleagues measured BOLD signal recovery in the quadriceps muscle
immediately post exercise in ten healthy volunteers(147). Exercise was performed on
the Lode up/down MRI compatible ergometer. In this study volunteers exercised to
65% of a pre-determined maximal work-load for three minutes followed by
immediate recovery T2* weighted BOLD imaging of the non dominant quadriceps
muscle using a gradient echo EPI sequence. Regions of interest were then drawn in
the muscle groups recruited and BOLD signal fitted to a sigmoid function. The
authors proposed that the same technique could be used to determine microvascular
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response in patients with chronic disease to further understanding of exercise
intolerance. Muller and colleagues(148) have described a methodology for assessing
BOLD signal during low intensity exercise using a bespoke plantar flexion
ergometer and were able to demonstrate both sudden decrease in BOLD signal at the
onset of exercise and lower BOLD signal intensity at higher resistance.
Hall and colleagues (149)performed exercise MRI with the goal of assessing
pulmonary blood flow using arterial spin labeling (ASL) . ASL is a technique where
water molecules in arterial blood are ‘labeled’ immediately below the region of
interest using a 180-degree inversion pulse. Following a time interval (transit time)
the labeled molecules flow into the region of interest. Tissue magnetisation is
reduced by the inflowing inverted spins. An image is acquired known as the ‘tag’
image. Subsequently a control image is acquired. Subtracting magnetisation of the
tag image from the control image produces a perfusion image with the difference
between tag and control images proportional to blood flow. Interestingly Hall’s study
design used VO2 rather than HR to stratify exercise intensity using a modified CPET
system with 6-metre expiratory line. Subjects exercised to a target oxygen
consumption less than 1 1/minute, equivalent to around 27% of VO2max.

This

approach was primarily used to maintain exercise within a narrow window, sufficient
to elevate pulmonary vascular pressure but not to impair gas exchange and to ensure
imaging was undertaken in steady state conditions for VE and VO2. Exercise was
performed on a Lode ‘stepping ergometer’ to a target intensity and after 10 minutes
at steady state, images acquired using an ASL-FAIRER sequence (requiring up to 9
second breath-holds). The authors comment that the studies were ‘exceptionally
difficult to conduct’ due to both upper body motion impacting on ECG gating and on
image registration at post processing. In the six subjects studied the authors were
able to demonstrate redistribution of blood flow to non-dependent lung and
decreased lung perfusion heterogeneity at low-intensity exercise.
Another approach to assessing muscle metabolism is phosphorous-31 magnetic
resonance

spectroscopy

(31P-MRS).

This

technique

assesses

oxidative

phosphorylation and anaerobic glycolysis and has been performed in exercise in
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healthy children and in groups including children with cystic fibrosis, demonstrating
lower resting ATP concentrations and delayed phosphocreatine recovery (150).
Near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is a technique that works by using the differential
in absorption of near infrared light to approximate the ratio of oxygenated to total
haemoglobin. A recent study with the goal of providing a surrogate of exercise
PCMR for computational fluid dynamics studies of the aorta under stress conditions
(151)used a bespoke ergometer to measure exercise flows in the ascending aorta
innominate, left common carotid and subclavian arteries at between 130 and 170% of
resting HR and subsequently measured NIRS values in corresponding locations at
the same levels of exercise outside the MRI scanner. Data were then combined to
relate oxygen extraction acquired with NIRS with PCMR findings. Although there
were limitations in the study design around the exercise protocol and details of the
PCMR sequence, as MRI compatible NIRS probes are now available a combined
exercise MRI/NIRS approach may provide important information on the coupling of
oxygen delivery and consumption during exercise in the future.
Finally a complex-difference projection method has also been described in healthy
volunteers at low intensity exercise. Using this technique it was possible to
simultaneously measure femoral venous blood flow and saturations immediately
following but not during exercise (152)
Whilst techniques described in this section may not translate into first line clinical
investigations alone they present useful potential research tools and could also be
integrated into more comprehensive clinical protocols.
4.9

Summary of Literature Review

Building on the established diagnostic and prognostic role of conventional CPET we
set out to develop a comprehensive exercise assessment including non-invasive CO
measurement using MRI. Cardiac MRI represents a gold standard for non-invasive
assessment of CO and ventricular volumes at rest. The development of real time
PCMR has allowed accurate measurement of CO in exercise. The wider context of
stress imaging includes the use of pharmacological stressors. Whilst these have a
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proven role they also have significant disadvantages and are not a true surrogate for
exercise. Various approaches to use of exercise as a stressor have been considered.
Treadmill exercise adjacent to the scanner has the advantage that higher workload
achieved and availability of 12 lead ECG monitoring. Benefits of this approach are to
an extent negated by the rapid changes in physiology that occur on termination of
exercise. Isometric techniques are associated with less upper body movement but do
not reproduce the conditions limiting dynamic exercise. There is now a body of
literature on in-scanner dynamic exercise including in both healthy volunteers and
patient populations. As this is an evolving field with small study populations
questions remain on the optimal form of exercise and exercise protocols. A range of
other MRI approaches to assessing tissue oxygen extraction during exercise have
been proposed however the potential clinical utility of these techniques is unclear.
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Chapter 5 Methods
The aim of this work was to develop and test a comprehensive, non-invasive
approach to assess exercise physiology differentiating exercise intolerance caused by
cardiac, respiratory and skeletal muscle insufficiency. As stated in the introduction
this

novel

approach

combines

simultaneous

cardiac

magnetic

resonance

measurement of CO and cardiopulmonary exercise test measurement of VO2.
In order to be clinically relevant this technique should be suitable (both practically
and in terms of user experience) for use in health and disease and across a wide range
of age groups. Additionally it should be easily reproducible at centres performing
conventional CMR and CPET without excessive additional costs.
The methods common to all three of the studies presented are described in this
chapter. Where there are differences in the methodology used they are presented in
the relevant results chapter.
5.1

Ethical Approval

Ethical approval for the studies was sought and granted through the integrated
research approval system (IRAS). Examples of ethics committee approved study
materials are provided in appendix I. The study was registered with the UK clinical
research network (UKCRN study ID: 17282) and subsequently transferred to the
central portfolio management system (CPMS).
All studies were performed with full verbal and written consent and in addition
written assent where appropriate.
5.2

Study Populations

As this is a relatively new field of research with limited prior experience, power
calculation is challenging. Based on the findings of a previous exercise CMR study
in patients with pulmonary stenosis an estimated six subjects were required to detect
a difference in exercise stroke volume between patients and controls at the 0.8 level
(α=0.05). Additional subjects were included in all studies for redundancy.
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Standard exclusion criteria for CMR(153,154) (for example, pregnancy, conditional
or unsafe implant, retained metal foreign body) applied across all studies. The MRI
safety checklist used at Great Ormond Street Hospital, is included in appendix II.
Standard exclusion criteria for CPET were also applied across all studies (for both
conventional and MR-CPET). Joint American Thoracic Society (ATS) and the
American College of Chest Physicians (ACCP) guidelines on absolute and relative
contraindications to CPET are shown in Table 4.
Table 4 Absolute and relative contraindications to CPET

Absolute Contraindication
Acute myocardial infarction in past 5
days
Uncontrolled arrhythmia with symptoms
or haemodynamic compromise

Relative Contraindication
Left main coronary stenosis or
equivalent
Moderate stenotic valve disease

Syncope

Severe untreated arterial hypertension
at rest
Tachyarrhythmia / Bradyarrhythmia
High-degree A-V block
Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
Significant pulmonary hypertension**
Advanced or complicated pregnancy
Electrolyte imbalance
Orthopaedic impairment compromising
exercise performance

Active endocarditis
Acute endocarditis / myocarditis
Severe aortic stenosis (symptomatic)
Uncontrolled heart failure
Acute pulmonary embolus / infarction
Lower limb thrombosis
Suspected dissecting aneurysm

Uncontrolled asthma
Pulmonary oedema
Room air desaturation at rest⩽85%*
Respiratory failure
Uncontrolled asthma
Acute non cardiac /cardiopulmonary
illness that may affect performance or
deteriorate with exercise (i.e. acute
infection, renal failure, thyrotoxicosis)
Mental impairment precluding cooperation with testing
*Exercise with supplemental O2
**Can safely perform test but with extra caution
Absolute and relative contraindications for cardiopulmonary exercise testing adapted from
the American Thoracic Society (ATS) and the American College of Chest Physicians
(ACCP) joint statement on Cardiopulmonary Exercise Testing, January 2003(36)

The specific inclusion and exclusion criteria for patient groups in individual studies
are described in the respective study chapters.
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5.3

CPET System

Because of the multiple ferromagnetic parts required in a standard CPET system it
would not be practical to develop a metabolic cart for use in the scanner room.
Instead, multiple vendors of CPET systems were contacted to discuss the adaptation
of commercially available systems for use in an MRI environment. Following a site
visit the manufacturer of the Ultima CPET system (MedGraphics, St. Paul, USA)
developed an extended length MR compatible umbilical line. The Ultima system is a
widely used commercially available CPET system (including use in the exercise
laboratory at Great Ormond Street Hospital). The umbilical line consists of a gas
drying Nafion sampling circuit (to remove water vapour from expiratory gas) within
a protective hose. The length of the umbilical was increased from a standard length
of 234cm to 470cm (Figure 5.1)

Figure 5.1 Standard (left) and Modified (right) Umbilical.

This modification allowed it to be passed from the CPET system in the control room
through the wave-guide into the scanner room and to reach the subject within the
bore of the magnet. The extended umbilical included additional length to allow for
scanner table movements. Due to the narrow gauge of the sampling lines the dead
space remained small (Figure 5.2).
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This customised umbilicus was extensively tested by the manufacturer and met all of
the prescribed quality control standards. All measured gas variables (VO2, VCO2)
RER and volume measures at both standard pressure dry (STPD) conditions and
body temperature and pressure saturated (BTPS) fell with in the same acceptable
ranges as the standard length commercial umbilical. A copy of the gas exchange
system validation (GESV) data set for the modified umbilical is provided in
appendix III.

Figure 5.2 Sampling Lines

Subjects wore an appropriately sized Hans Rudolf reusable facemask and headgear
set (Hans Rudolf, Shawnee, USA). This facemask has no metal parts. Once subjects
were comfortably positioned in the scanner the flow sensor testing assembly was
connected to the facemask (Figure 5.3). Reusable parts were cleaned between
volunteers as per manufacturer and hospital infection control advice.
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Figure 5.3 Demonstrating the Umbilical passing through the Wave Guide to a Volunteer.

The Ultima CPET system performs breath-by-breath gas exchange analysis using an
electro galvanic oxygen sensor (range 0-100%, accuracy ±1%) and non-dispersive
infrared carbon dioxide sensor (range 0-15%, accuracy ±0.1%). Airflow is measured
using a differential pressure transducer. The scanner room was temperature
controlled with regular humidity monitoring.
Gas and flow calibration was performed before each use. Flow sensor calibration
was performed using a 3-litre calibration syringe, testing repeatedly at varied rates to
test the linearity of the flow system. O2 and CO2 calibration was performed using an
automated calibration feature of the Ultima system that automatically adjusts gain
and offset values in relation to the measured signal. Data was recorded using the
CPET system supplier’s software (BreezeSuite, Medgraphics, St. Paul, USA) and
exported as a text file.
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5.4

MRI Compatible Ergometer

Exercise was performed on a supine MR compatible ergometer (MR Cardiac
Ergometer Up/Down, Lode, Groningen, The Netherlands) (Figure 5.4). The
ergometer is compatible with a wide range of MRI scanners up to 3.0 T and works
using an electromagnetic breaking system. The minimum workload increment is 1
Watt and increases can be controlled remotely via an optical interface cable (either
manually or using a pre-programmed ramp). The ergometer underwent routine
servicing and calibration during the course of these studies.

Figure 5.4 Lode Up Down MRI Ergometer.

The ergometer uses an up-down kicking motion with the thighs relatively
immobilized using Velcro straps. This exercise allows full range of motion within a
60 cm scanner bore. The muscle groups primarily engaged during this exercise
include the quadriceps extensor muscles, posterior thigh muscles and calf muscles.
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5.5

Exercise Protocol

There was some variation in the exercise protocols used over the three studies
because of the different populations investigated. Study exercise protocols are
detailed in the individual study chapters. Prior to all studies volunteers underwent a
standardized briefing on the exercise technique and protocol and were able to
familiarize themselves with the equipment used. For the validation study the briefing
involved a verbal description and physical demonstration. For subsequent studies a
short video of the exercise was sent to participants by email before attending and was
played again on the day of the study in addition to the same verbal description and
physical demonstration as used in the validation study. For all studies three members
of the research team were present throughout exercise. This was necessary in order to
have one member of staff in the scanning room during exercise, one to run
cardiopulmonary exercise testing and one to scan the subject. All had basic life
support training and at least one had age appropriate advanced life support
qualification. Prior to the validation study and again during the subsequent studies
simulated evacuations of volunteers from the MR-ergometer out of the scanning
room to the adjacent resuscitation area by three members of staff were run with safe
evacuation completed within 90 to 120 seconds. Access to a full resuscitation team
and full resuscitation facilities were always available. Stopping criteria for exercise
applied across all studies: verbal or non verbal indication of desire to stop, signs of
physical or mental distress, chest pain, arrhythmia/ECG change, syncope, chest pain,
other parent/guardian or study team member concern.
5.6

MR Sequences

All imaging was performed on a 1.5 Tesla MR scanner (Avanto, Siemens Medical
Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) using two six-element body-matrix coils. There was
continuous ECG monitoring using the Siemens MRI vectorcardiogram (Siemens
Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany).
5.6.1

Real Time Flow Assessment

Aortic flow was assessed just above the sino-tubular junction. Flow was
continuously measured during exercise using a previously validated UNFOLDed78

SENSE spiral PCMR sequence (see chapter 3). This approach has previously been
demonstrated to be a robust method with sufficient temporal resolution to accurately
measure great vessel flow in exercise(102). The following parameters were used:
field of view = 450 mm, matrix =160x160, voxel size = 2.8x2.8x7mm, TR = 5.8 ms,
TE = 1.4 ms, flip angle = 20, velocity encoding (VENC) = 250 cm/s, temporal
resolution = 35 ms. An acquisition scheme was used that provided temporal
encoding (for the UNFOLD) and allowed calculation of coil sensitivity maps from
the data itself (for SENSE). As described in chapter 3, phase offset is a potential
source of error in PCMR flow measurement. Phase offset error is a systematic phase
error arising from three major effects; inhomogeneity in B0, concomitant gradients
and eddy currents. The sequence used in this study uses coil sensitivity and
regularisation data acquired over all of the frames acquired for reconstruction.
Maxwell correction is performed to remove the effects of the concomitant flowencoding gradients. Residual phase offset was removed through automated phase
correction. Validation of this sequence has been previously published(102) and when
indicated (for example for acquisition of flow data in infants) it is used in clinical
practice.
The UNFOLDed-SENSE reconstruction was performed online using a GPUequipped external computer (Tesla C2070, Nvidia, Santa Clara, CA, USA) that was
networked to the native scanner reconstruction system. Undersampled k-space (R=6)
was initially temporally filtered (UNFOLD), which reduced the undersampling by a
factor of 2. The resultant data with reduced undersampling (R=3) then underwent
SENSE reconstruction. The reconstructed images were sent back into the scannerbased reconstruction pipeline for final conversion to the DICOM format and image
viewing on the scanner console. This approach had previously been developed and
validated for use in computationally intensive reconstructions associated with large
data sets acquired over long time periods that would otherwise take prohibitively
long to reconstruct(155).
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Figure 5.5 Examples of magnetic resonance flow images at rest and exercise throughout the
cardiac cycle.

5.6.2

Ventricular Volume Assessment

Ventricular volume was assessed at rest and in exercise in the studies focussing on
patient groups (second and third). A short axis stack was acquired using a real-time
(free breathing) radial k-t SENSE steady state free precession sequence (described in
chapter 3). Again this sequence was chosen because of a high temporal and spatial
resolution had been previously validated in exercise(106). The parameters used were:
field of view = 320 mm, matrix = 128x128, voxel size 2.5x2.5x8, TR = 2.4 ms /TE =
1.17 ms, flip angle = 47°, R = 8, temporal resolution = 36ms.
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5.7

Image Analysis

All images were processed using in-house plug-ins for the open-source software
OsiriX (OsiriX Foundation, Geneva, Switzerland). Image analysis was performed on
a multicore workstation (12 core, Mac Pro, Apple, CA). Volumetric analysis varied
between studies and is therefore described in the individual results chapters. Analysis
of flow data is described below.
5.7.1

Flow

Because exercise was performed for up to 14 minutes with a frame rate of 28.6
frames per second a very large number of frames were generated (as many as 24000
frames per study). As described in chapter 3, segmentation of the vessel of interest
(in this case the ascending aorta) is necessary in order to obtain accurate flow
measurement. Segmentation is performed using anatomical data provided by the
magnitude data set and ROIs then copied to the corresponding phase images to
calculate flow. The very large data sets resulting from MR-CPET make manual
segmentation prohibitive and necessitated semi-automatic segmentation of the data.
As this kind of data set is not produced in routine clinical work applicable processing
tools are not currently commercially available from vendors. Therefore it was
necessary to develop specific plugins for use with MR-CPET flow data. This was a
challenging task, primarily because of the size of the data sets but also due to the
misalignments from frame to frame from free breathing, cardiac motion and exercise
motion as well as lower spatial resolution and signal to noise ratio from the real-time
data. Segmentation was parallelized across multiple cores by dividing the data into
equally sized sub-sets, each processed by a separate thread. Firstly using the
magnitude data set a large region of interest was drawn around the aorta ensuring
that the vessel was within it throughout exercise (Figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.6 Magnitude data set with large region of interest drawn around the aorta.

This ROI was used to generate a ‘rough’ flow curve from the phase data, as seen in
(Figure 5.7). Peak detection was then performed on this flow curve (shown in figure
1.7 as stars) and the data divided into approximate heartbeats.

Figure 5.7 The 'rough' flow curve.

The data was then retrospectively cardiac gated, by placing each frame into 1 of 12
cardiac bins depending on its position in the approximate heartbeat (Figure 5.8). This
resulted in each bin containing frames at a similar approximate position in the
cardiac cycle but at different respiratory and exercise motion positions. In the second
study flow data was first divided into ten equal sections by time before retrospective
cardiac gating. This was done in attempt to overcome failure in segmentation due to
large differences in position related to exercise motion between rest and peak
exercise.
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Figure 5.8 Examples of a systolic and diastolic 'bin'.

Manual segmentation of the aorta was performed on one reference frame in each
sub-set by drawing a 5 point closed region of interest before starting the automatic
registration. This used a previously developed fully deformable (non-rigid)
registration based algorithm. Non-rigid registrations allow for non-uniform mapping
between images deforming one image to match other images (in contrast rigid
registration techniques use a simple transform where rotations and translations are
uniformly applied). Only the magnitude image was used for the registration, the
registration algorithm searches for a sequence of 2D displacement fields that
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optimally match frames to the original reference frame. The polygonal contour was
then propagated by applying displacement fields provided by the registration to the
vertices of the polygon. This algorithm has been previously validated for use with
real time images obtained in exercise(156).
The technique was chosen because of its ability to overcome some of the challenges
present in the post-processing of real time data including the lower signal to noise
ratio and spatial resolution as well as frame-to-frame misalignment. The reference
frame was chosen to ensure similarity to the overall dataset as choice of a dissimilar
or ‘bad’ reference frame could result in the registration problem being too difficult
and result in failure of propagation. The resulting ROIs were visually assessed and
where necessary, subsets were individually re-segmented to improve accuracy.
Finally, the phase and magnitude data sets were recombined and flow curves
generated. The output was displayed graphically in the plugin (Figure 5.9), and
corresponding text files saved.

Figure 5.9 Example of exercise flow plugin graphical output
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5.8

Integration of CPET and Real-Time Flow Data

Further processing of the raw flow curves and combination with the VO2 data was
performed in Matlab (Matlab, The Mathworks, Natick, MA). The start of ejection in
each cardiac cycle from the flow curves was automatically calculated as the
intersection of the tangent of the steepest part of ejection, allowing calculation of r-r
interval and heart rate (HR) (Figure 5.10). Stroke volume (SV) was calculated by
integrating the flow curve across each r-r interval and CO ( CO = HR* SV ).

Figure 5.10 Identification of r-r interval.

The HR, SV, CO and VO2 curves were filtered using zero-phase, low pass, secondorder Butterworth filter with normalized cut-off frequency of 0.0125 Hz. This filter
was chosen following visual inspection of filtering with a range of cut-off
frequencies and was found to optimally reduce noise without loosing signal. Arteriovenous oxygen content gradient (a-vO2) was then calculated as:

𝑎 − 𝑣𝑂2 =
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𝑉𝑂2
𝐶𝑂

As described above the initiation of VO2 and flow recording was simultaneous,
temporal alignment of VO2 and flow curves was ensured by creating a new time
vector adjusted for the lengths of the individual MR and CPET time vectors.
Minimum and peak values were extracted from the interpolated CO and VO2 data to
which a Butterworth filter had been applied to remove noise. This is consistent with
conventional exercise testing where absolute rather than averaged values are
identified.
5.9

Experience

Acceptability to patients is a key criteria in assessing whether any health technology
could or should be implemented(157). For this reason all volunteers were asked to
complete a questionnaire adapted from a validated questionnaire used to assess the
acceptability of coronary CT angiography in adults(158). Participants were asked to
rate on 5-point Likert scale: i) degree of concern prior to the test (1=very intense
concern, 3=moderate, 5=no concern), ii) comfort during the test (1=very poor,
3=moderate, 5=very good), and iii) degree of perceived helplessness (1=very intense
helplessness, 3=moderate, 5=no helplessness). Responses ≥3 were considered
clinically acceptable. Reported hours of exercise per week were also recorded in this
survey order to investigate relationship between training and MR-CPET measures.
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Chapter 6 Validation of MR-CPET in Healthy Adults
6.1

Introduction

The limitations of conventional exercise testing described in the motivation to this
thesis support the need for alternative approaches to exercise assessment. As
described in the literature review one approach is invasive CPET. However this is
difficult even in healthy adults and more so in chronic disease. In children, who
require general anesthetic for cardiac catheterization, invasive CPET is not a tenable
clinical technique. A novel approach combining simultaneous cardiac magnetic
resonance measurement of CO and cardiopulmonary exercise test measurement of
VO2 is a potential alternative, however to date this method has not been fully
exploited. Partly this is because of the challenges of acquisition of adequate MR data
in exercise and partly because of the lack of compatible CPET systems. Advances in
MRI with non-breatheld high temporal and spatial resolution sequences as well as
reconstruction pipeline development make MR-augmented CPET viable. In this
study a combined MR-CPET approach was implemented using a modified
commercially available CPET system. It was necessary to validate this technique in
healthy adults in relation to conventional exercise testing before applying it in
paediatric and disease populations.
6.2

Aims

The aims of this study were: 1) to evaluate feasibility and acceptability MR-CPET in
healthy adults and 2) to test whether peak values obtained at conventional and MRCPET correlate 3) to demonstrate how variation in VO2peak is related to both peak
CO and peak oxygen extraction.
6.3

Study Population

17 healthy volunteers (12 male, 5 female) with varying levels of (self-reported)
regular physical activity were recruited between May and August 2014 through
advertising within Great Ormond Street Hospital. Exclusion criteria were: i)
cardiovascular disease (as assessed by clinical history), ii) contra-indications to
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exercise testing (i.e. musculoskeletal injury, joint disease), and iii) contraindications
to MR (i.e. MR-incompatible implants, pregnancy).
6.4

Methods

The methodology for this study was as described in the methods chapter with the
addition that prior to MR-CPET volunteers underwent conventional cardiopulmonary
exercise testing. A doctor and senior physiologist supervised conventional CPET.
Testing was performed using an upright bicycle ergometer (Sensormedics Ergoline
800, Bitz, Germany). Cycle ergometery was chosen as although there are advantages
and disadvantages of both treadmill and cycle techniques (discussed in chapter 2)
cycle ergometers allow work rate measurement and better quantify the metabolic
cost of exercise(50,159). Respiratory gases were continuously sampled via a
mouthpiece and nose clip (sampling using a well fitted facemask and mouth piece
are interchangeable (50)). Respiratory gas exchange analysis was performed using a
SensorMedics CPET system and Vmax Encore software (Vmax Encore, Viasys
Healthcare, UK). Like the Ultima system described in chapter 5 this metabolic cart
uses an electro galvanic oxygen sensor and non-dispersive infrared carbon dioxide
sensor with data being averaged over a peak width of 10 seconds at the end of
exercise to determine maximum values. Gas analyser volume and flow calibration
was performed before each test. Exercise was performed in a quiet, temperature and
humidity controlled environment with full resuscitation facilities available. Work
rate was increased following a standardized ramp protocol. Participants were asked
to cycle to a target of 60 to 70 rpm and to continue to their maximal capacity
(exhaustion). The ventilatory anaerobic threshold was calculated for conventional
CPET data using the V-slope method (regression of the VO2 and VCO2 slopes which
detects the beginning of excess CO2 generated from H+ buffering) (160).
As there was some variation between studies in the MR-CPET protocols used it is
described here rather than in the methodology chapter. Adult volunteers (>16 years
old) followed a standardised MR-CPET exercise protocol consisting of one minute
rest followed by 2 minutes unloaded cycling then a 1 Watt increase every 20 seconds
for the next 5 minutes and subsequent 2 Watt increase every 30 seconds to
exhaustion followed by 2 minutes of recovery. This protocol was based on published
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data on the optimal duration for conventional exercise testing and on prior
experience of workloads achievable during supine exercise using the ‘up-down’
ergometer. As described in the methodology chapter continuous real-time flow data
and breath-by-breath CPET data acquisition was performed from rest through to
recovery.
6.5

Statistical Analysis

All statistical analysis was performed using StataSE 13.0 (StataCorp, College
Station, USA). All results are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation.
Measurements of agreement were performed using correlations and ratio BlandAltman analysis. The most commonly used application of the Bland Altman
technique is to plot difference in paired measurements against the mean of the two
measurements but it is also possible to plot the differences as percentages and ratios.
In order to assess agreement in paired samples independently from mean values it is
most appropriate to use the ratio of the paired measurements(161). Differences
between means were assessed using Student t-test and multiple linear regression
analysis was used to assess the relationship between metrics. A p value <0.05 was
considered statistically significant.
6.6

Results

6.6.1

Demographics

The mean subject age was 38.6 ± 10.6 years, 12/17 were male, with a mean height
and weight of 1.72 ± 0.08 m and 73.36 ± 13.2 kg. The amount of regular exercise
performed as reported by volunteers was 6.4 ± 5.23 hours per week (range 1-20
hours).
6.6.2

Feasibility and Tolerability

All subjects successfully completed conventional CPET and 15/17 subjects
completed MR-CPET. One subject was unable to successfully complete MR-CPET
due to claustrophobia (male, 39 years) and one subject was unable to successfully
master the exercise technique using the MR compatible ergometer (male, 58 years).
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The mean number of days between tests was 11.6 ± 11.4 days (range 1-32 days).
There was no significant difference in perceived helplessness between the two tests
(conventional CPET: 4.29 ± 1.01 vs. MR-CPET: 4.18 ± 1.0, p=0.58). There were
small but significant differences in reported concern prior to testing (conventional
CPET: 5.0 ± 0 vs. MR-CPET: 4.7 ± 0.47, p=0.02) and comfort during testing
(conventional CPET: 4.35 ± 0.7 vs. MR-CPET: 3.88 ± 0.6, p=0.04). However, it
should be noted that all MR-CPET results were still in the clinically acceptable range
(≥3) (Figure 6.1).

Figure 6.1 Acceptability survey results for conventional CPET and MR-CPET (*significant
difference)

6.6.3

Conventional and MR-CPET Findings

VO2peak, peak carbon dioxide production (VCO2), and VO2 at anaerobic threshold
(VO2AT) during conventional CPET and MR-CPET were strongly correlated (r=0.870.94, p<0.001)(Table 5) However as expected MR-CPET measurements were
systematically lower, with a ratio bias of approximately 0.45-0.48 for VO2 and VCO2
and 0.68 for VO2AT (Figure 6.2, Figure 6.3) There was also a strong correlation
between peak HR during conventional CPET and MR-CPET (r=0.76, p=0.001)
(Figure 6.5) although it was lower during MR-CPET (ratio bias = 0.78). Finally,
peak work rate achieved during conventional CPET and MR-CPET was moderately
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correlated (r=0.66, p=0.007), with MR-CPET work rate being much lower than
during conventional CPET (ratio bias=0.12) (Figure 6.6)
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Figure 6.2 Scatter graph of peak VO2 measured during MR-CPET against conventional CPET.
b) Ratio Bland-Altman analysis of peak VO2 as measured by conventional and MR-CPET.
Ratio = VO2 / Conventional CPET. Red line = bias, dotted line = limits of agreement.

Figure 6.3 Scatter graph of peak VCO2 measured during MR-CPET against conventional
CPET. b) Ratio Bland-Altman analysis of peak VCO2 as measured by conventional and MRCPET. Ratio = VCO2 / Conventional CPET. Red line = bias, dotted line = limits of agreement.

Figure 6.4 Scatter graph of peak VE measured during MR-CPET against conventional CPET.
b) Ratio Bland-Altman analysis of peak VE as measured by conventional and MR-CPET. Ratio
= VE / Conventional CPET. Red line = bias, dotted line = limits of agreement.
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Figure 6.5 Scatter graph of peak HR measured during MR-CPET against conventional CPET.
b) Ratio Bland-Altman analysis of peak HR as measured by conventional and MR-CPET. Ratio
= HR / Conventional CPET. Red line = bias, dotted line = limits of agreement.

Figure 6.6 Scatter graph of peak Watts measured during MR-CPET against conventional
CPET. b) Ratio Bland-Altman analysis of peak Watts as measured by conventional and MRCPET. Ratio = Watts / Conventional CPET. Red line = bias, dotted line = limits of agreement.
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Table 5 Established exercise metrics as measured with conventional and MR-CPET

Peak VO2
(l/min)
Peak VCO2
(l/min)
VO2
AT
(l/min)
Heart rate
max (bpm)
VE
max
(l/min)
Work
(Watts)

6.6.4

Conventional MR-CPET
CPET

r

p

Ratio bias

3.3±1.3

1.6 ±0.8

0.94

0

0.48 ±0.08

3.6 ±1.5

1.6 ±0.9

0.87

0

0.45 ±0.10

1.5 ±0.6

0.9

0

0.68± 0.13

176.9 ±11.7

1.0 ±0.4
139.0
±22.4

0.76

0.001

0.78±0.09

103.5 ±36.2

51.5 ±26.5

0.88

0

0.58±0.18

235.33 ±98.5

25.7 ±5.9

0.66

0.007

0.12±0.04

MR-CPET findings

Values at rest and at peak VO2 for VO2, CO, SV, HR and a-vO2 are shown in Table
5. The mean time to peak exercise was 4m 45s ± 1m 21s and the mean work rate
achieved was 25.767 ± 5.9 Watts. The main findings were that VO2, CO, HR and avO2 significantly increased (p<0.001) during exercise, while across the whole
population SV remained the same (p=0.42) (Figure 6.7). However, on multiple linear
regression both increased HR (b=0.76, p<0.001) and SV (b=0.67, p= 0.001)
contributed to the change in cardiac output. There was a large variation in peak VO2
reflecting varying levels of fitness in the study population. Multiple linear regression
demonstrated that both peak CO and a-vO2 were independent predictors of peak VO2
measured during both MR-CPET (b=0.73 and 0.38 respectively, p<0.001) and
conventional CPET (b=0.78 and 0.28 respectively, p<0.001). Figure 6.8 shows VO2,
CO and a-vO2 curves for one subject in the top quartile and one in the bottom
quartile of peak VO2. There was also moderate correlation between the amount of
regular exercise performed and peak VO2 (r=0.73 p =0.002), peak CO (r=0.80
p<0.001) and a trend for peak a-vO2 (r= 0.50 p= 0.058).
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Table 6 Values obtained during MR-CPET at rest and peak VO2

Resting
Rate 73.7 ±27.2

Heart
(bpm)
Stroke Volume
(ml/beat)
Cardiac Output
(l/min)
VO2 (l/min)
a-vO2
mlO2/ml
blood

Peak
132.1 ±15.4

P Value
<0.001

106.6 ±30.9

110.4 ±27.8

0.42

7.6 ±4.7

14.4 ±1.7

<0.001

0.3 ±0.8
0.03 ±0.02

1.6 ±0.8
0.11 ±0.01

<0.001
<0.001
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Figure 6.7 MR-CPET metrics at rest and peak exercise

Figure 6.8 VO2 a-vO2 and CO curves from one subject in the top quartile of peak VO 2 (blue) and
one subject in the bottom quartile (red)
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6.7

Discussion

This study describes the first demonstration of MR-augmented cardiopulmonary
exercise testing. Implementation of the technique described required modification of
a commercial gas analyzer (ensuring MR compatibility) and a real-time PCMR
sequence that allowed continuous assessment of CO. The main findings were: i) MRCPET was feasible and well tolerated by subjects, ii) There was a good correlation
between conventional CPET and MR-CPET measurement of established respiratory
exercise metrics, and iii) Both peak CO and a-vO2 measured during MR-CPET were
independent predicators of peak VO2.
In this study, we used a real-time PCMR technique that can be performed without
cardiac gating or breath holding and was resistant to motion (162). Using this
technique, we demonstrated that CO increased significantly during exercise, driven
by both increased HR and SV. Interestingly, SV did not increase during exercise in
population as a whole as has previously been seen in supine exercise(141). Instead,
SV increased in fitter subjects and fell in less fit ones, explaining the CO
relationship.
The strong correlation between standard metrics measured using conventional CPET
(VO2, VCO2, HR, VE) and using MR-CPET is an important finding that supports the
further use of this technique. Peak VO2 measurements acquired by MR-CPET using
the up-down ergometer are sub-maximal. As discussed in chapter 2 maximal exercise
testing is theoretically defined as a plateau in VO2 despite increases in workload.
Any test where this criterion is not achieved is considered sub-maximal. Although
maximal testing is the gold standard in assessment of aerobic fitness in clinical
practice most testing is terminated due to fatigue or musculoskeletal impairment
before VO2 plateaus. The maximal VO2 achieved in these circumstances is correctly
termed peak VO2. To contextualize the potential clinical application of MR-CPET it
is important to recognize that choice of conventional exercise test is pragmatic and
determined by patient factors and the clinical question. The highest peak VO2 values
are typically measured with treadmill testing however for practical reasons including
better stability, monitoring and control of workload cycle ergometry is preferred for
clinical testing.
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There are established precedents for the use of sub-maximal ‘predictive’ exercise
testing in patient groups where maximal testing would be precluded CPET(163). The
most well known sub-maximal exercise test is the modified Bruce treadmill protocol,
designed to allow use in people with a lower functional capacity, it starts at a ‘zero’
stage (1.7mph and 0% gradient compared to a 1.7 mph at a 10% gradient in the
original protocol(164)). Strong correlation has been reported between VO2max
predicted on submaximal testing and measured VO2max both in health and
disease(165). Sub-maximal exercise test data has an important prognostic role for
example in adults with heart failure(166) and the Fontan circulation(167). Submaximal MR-CPET testing is therefore consistent with the spectrum of clinical
exercise testing.
Simultaneous measurement of VO2 and CO allowed calculation of a-vO2, which is a
proxy measure of tissue oxygen extraction (168).This is clinically relevant because
(as described in chapter 1) both cardiac dysfunction and reduced peripheral tissue
oxygen extraction are implicated in cardiac exercise intolerance. In this study, we
were able to show that both peak CO and a-vO2 were independent predictors of peak
VO2. This demonstrates that both increased cardiac function (CO) and tissue
extraction (a-vO2) are important components of ‘fitness’. Biomarkers used to track
exercise performance and recovery most commonly involve the measurement of
proteins, electrolytes and metabolites in blood samples (169) but the range of
emerging biomarkers in the field is broad including minimally invasive muscle
biopsy and imaging biomarkers (170).The strong correlations between conventional
and MR CPET suggest that MR-CPET has the potential to be a useful biomarker in
cardiopulmonary disease.
In addition, we were able to show that (self-reported) exercise training resulted in
increased VO2 and CO, as well as a trend towards greater a-vO2. Despite inherent
limitations survey techniques are routinely used to assess physical activity levels
(increasingly in conjunction with accelerometers) with acceptable reliability and
validity (171). These findings suggest that MR-CPET may be able to assess the
differential response to an intervention (for example exercise training). Thus MRCPET may be suitable for more comprehensive assessment of baseline fitness (both
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in disease and in healthy populations) as well as response to therapeutic
interventions.
There are clearly significant practical challenges in implementing the MR-CPET
approach described here that need to be addressed for it to be translated into a
clinically useful technique. The MR scanner is an uncomfortable environment in
which to perform exercise and this is particularly true when wearing a facemask. A
contemporary meta-analysis suggests 1% to 2% of adult subjects experience
claustrophobia when attempting MRI. The highest rates of scan termination for
claustrophobia across all clinical MRI (including head and neck MRI) are for stress
cardiac MRI (172). Claustrophobia is hypothesized to consist of two components,
fear of constriction and fear of suffocation (173) MR-CPET clearly has several
features that could exacerbate a claustrophobic reaction. In addition to the diameter
of the scanner used (50cm) the subject’s upper body was constrained by the body
coil straps and lower limbs also restrained with Velcro straps. Although superior to
potential alternatives the Hans Rudolf mask used is associated with claustrophobia
when used in CPAP patients (174) and precludes the use of in-scanner entertainment
systems that may aid success (175).
Based on the factors outlined above it would be reasonable to expect a high rate of
failure due to claustrophobic reaction. Subjects did report slightly increased concern
prior to, and discomfort during MR-CPET, compared to conventional CPET and one
subject was unable to complete the MR-CPET due to claustrophobia. Nevertheless,
the majority of subjects still rated MR-CPET within the clinically acceptable range,
suggesting this technique would be feasible in patients. Factors that may have helped
mitigate adverse reactions include a calm, relaxed scanning environment, clear
explanation and demonstration of the equipment involved as well as written and
verbal reassurance that the subject had full control over termination of testing.
One potential reason for lack of wider uptake of exercise MR (at the time of the
study only 12 centres in the UK were maintaining the ergometer used here) is the
comfort of commercially available ergometers. Following feedback from pilot MRCPET testing additional padding was added to the leg support for all study
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participants. Further improvements in patient experience may be achieved in the
future by improved ergometer design along with the use of newer shorter length
scanners.
Some subjects also found it difficult to master the up-down exercise technique on the
MR-compatible ergometer, which may reduce the general applicability of MR-CPET
in this form. It also raises the possibility that exercise performed within MR does not
accurately reflect general exercise capacity (176). In fact, we did show that metrics
such as peak VO2 were significantly lower during MR-CPET. However, this is
expected as only limited muscle groups are used during this type of exercise. Again,
newer wider bore scanners allow the use of more familiar exercise techniques that
could overcome the disadvantages described here. Additionally, the physiology of
supine exercise is different from conventional upright exercise (141). Furthermore,
there was excellent correlation between metrics measured conventionally and during
MR-CPET. This is consistent with previous studies that showed good correlation but
lower peak work rate and VO2 assessed during cycle than treadmill testing(177)
(178). As described in the literature review some groups have used MRI compatible
treadmills adjacent to the MRI table in the context of cardiac stress MRI. A
fundamental disadvantage to this interrupted approach is that exercise and imaging
are not simultaneous (126). In a clinical setting post exercise imaging may have
significantly reduced sensitivity and specificity with small differences in timing
having a major impact on measurement of left ventricular function.
6.7.1

Limitations

The main limitation of this study was that supine exercise on an MR compatible
ergometer is different to conventional upright exercise. This means that metrics are
not directly comparable, although the good correlation suggests they do reflect the
same physiology.
Successful exercise testing is dependent on the subject’s understanding and
motivation. All of the participants in this study worked in health or health related
fields and as a group reported undertaking significantly more exercise than the UK
average(179). The acceptability and successful performance of MR-CPET found
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here may not be reflected when applied to a wider population. Another limitation
from a clinical point of view is the lack of a continuous ECG. This is an ongoing
problem with all MR exercise stress protocols and needs to be addressed before MRCPET could be used clinically in ischaemic and arrhythmogenic patients.
A major challenge presented by this technique is how to manage the very large flow
datasets generated (containing as many as 24000 frames). Although the process of
image analysis is semi-automated (as discussed in chapter 5) visual inspection and
manual correction is still required and this may take several hours. This is clearly not
appropriate for use in a clinical setting and requires further improvement. The
ergometer used in this work is heavy and could in the case of obese adults and
adolescents exceed the recommended weight limit of the MRI table. A wide range of
alternative commercial ergometers with more acceptable dimensions are however
available (140,180,181) and could be used for MR-CPET.
6.7.2

Conclusion

This study demonstrates that MR-CPET using modified respiratory analysis
equipment and real-time PCMR is possible and well tolerated in healthy adults.
Using the technique it was possible to demonstrate the contribution of CO and tissue
oxygen extraction to overall oxygen uptake. The results of this study support the
ongoing use of this approach in studying exercise limitation.
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Chapter 7 Application of MR-CPET in Healthy Children and
Children with Right Heart Disease
7.1

Introduction

As described in the introduction/motivation to this work whilst highly prognostic
conventional approaches to assessing exercise limitation do not comprehensively
assess the contribution of the different factors involved. The MR-CPET approach is
particularly appealing for use in children because invasive CPET is not possible in
the majority of this group. Building on the experience gained in healthy adults this
study implements MR-CPET in healthy children as well as children with right heart
disease: repaired Tetralogy of Fallot and Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension.
The importance of the right ventricle in exercise is increasingly recognised(182). In
healthy populations at rest the right ventricle performs less work to generate the
same SV as the left ventricle because of the relatively lower afterload provided by
the pulmonary vasculature. During exercise the relative increase in RV afterload may
be proportionately greater than that to LV afterload resulting in greater RV wall
stress. CMR is the established reference standard for imaging of the right ventricle in
children, providing accurate and reproducible quantitative assessment(103). The
complex geometry of the right ventricle makes CMR particularly useful in its noninvasive assessment as it does not rely on the geometric assumptions used in
echocardiography (in addition to benefits of avoiding ionizing radiation and the risks
of cardiac catheterization already stated, that are particularly pertinent to children).
CMR has a proven role in assessing both clinical status and prognosis in paediatric
pulmonary hypertension (183). Similarly CMR is central in determining the optimal
timing of pulmonary valve replacement in patients with repaired ToF(184).
Conventional exercise testing also has an established role in children with PH and
children with repaired ToF. European paediatric pulmonary vascular disease
guidelines recommend serial 6MWT and from an appropriate age CPET in children
with pulmonary hypertension(185). CPET is recommended to objectively assess
exercise capacity as well as to monitor changes in exercise tolerance and response to
treatment and to gauge prognosis. Relevant to the development of MR-CPET it is
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only in more advanced disease with 6MWT distances of less than 300m that 6MWT
distance correlates with peak VO2 highlighting the potential role of more
discriminative tests for use earlier in the course of disease(186). As described in the
introductory chapter the evolving understanding of the mechanisms of treatment used
in pulmonary hypertension also supports the need for new approaches to assessment.
For example despite improved pulmonary haemodynamics impaired systemic
oxygen extraction has been identified using invasive CPET in adults treated with
Ambrisentan(187). The cause of this is not clear and the invasive methodology
cannot be used to identify if the same findings are present in children.
Overall exercise tolerance in children and adolescents with repaired ToF is expected
to be similar to healthy children, however later in life there is a decline in exercise
capacity with reduced peak VO2 and chronotropic insufficiency(56). In children and
adolescents with repaired ToF self and parent reported quality of life is positively
correlated with exercise capacity(188). This is important as other metrics used as
markers of severity of disease such as pulmonary regurgitant fraction and RVEDV,
although

clearly

clinically

significant,

do

not

demonstrate

the

same

relationship(188). More discriminating tests may also be useful in understanding
morbidity in this patient group. Early detection of abnormal RV physiology using
pharmacological stress MRI has been proposed by a number of groups. Dobutamine
stress MRI has been demonstrated to unmask diastolic dysfunction in young people
with repaired ToF, differentiating patients with no dysfunction at rest and showing a
strong correlation with exercise impairment (189). Dobutamine stress has also been
used to demonstrate reduced contractile reserve (190,191) in these patients.
Studying these two patient groups has potential to provide insights into the
physiology of a pressure (PAH) versus volume (ToF) loaded RV in exercise as well
as into the emerging understanding of systemic causes of exercise intolerance in
these patients. The hypothesis for this study was that MR-CPET would be feasible in
children and able to explore patterns in cardiac output oxygen consumption and
tissue oxygen extraction in response to exercise in children two distinct categories of
right heart disease. Based on understanding of the systemic nature of pulmonary
hypertension and of the physiologic response to exercise in repaired ToF it was
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hypothesised that tissue oxygen extraction would be a limiting factor in PAH and
reduced CO in ToF. Working towards a more integrated approach for clinical testing,
this study also includes volumetric measurement at rest and peak exercise and
measurement of the septal curvature ratio at rest and peak exercise. MR
measurement of septal curvature ratio has been demonstrated to provide an accurate
estimate of mean PA pressure as well as an ability to reflect acute changes in
pulmonary haemodynamics(192).
7.2

Aims

The aims of this study were 1) to test the feasibility and tolerability of MR-CPET in
healthy children and children with cardiopulmonary disease 2) to assess the
differences in VO2, CO and a-vO2 between healthy children and children with right
heart disease (PAH and ToF) 3) to assess volumetric and septal dynamic changes
between rest and peak exercise.
7.3

Study Population

Thirty children divided into 3 groups were recruited into the study between February
2015 and February 2016. Group 1 (n=10; 6 female) were healthy paediatric controls
recruited specifically for this study with no suspected or previous past medical
history. Group 2 (n=10; 7 female) were children with a diagnosis of stable PAH with
no recent changes in medication. Group 3 (n=10; 4 female) children had a primary
diagnosis of ToF repaired in infancy with current pulmonary regurgitation.
General exclusion criteria were i) age <7 years (primarily due to the height
requirement of the ergometer but also the relatively challenging protocol) ii) MR
incompatible implant, iii) physical or intellectual disability that would preclude
undertaking ergometry and iv) exercise induced collapse in the preceding 6 months
v) previously documented desaturation on exercise, vi) non-trivial tricuspid
regurgitation. Specific group 2 (PAH) exclusion criteria were: i) WHO functional
class IV and ii) continuous intravenous therapy.
Control group subjects were recruited through local advertising and were screened to
exclude volunteers with any medical co-morbidity, current medical treatment or
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relevant family history. PAH patients were recruited via the national paediatric
Pulmonary Hypertension service at Great Ormond Street Hospital. ToF group
patients were recruited via general paediatric cardiology clinics also at Great
Ormond Street Hospital.
7.4
7.4.1

Methods
Six Minute Walk Test

The methodology for this study was as described in the methods chapter with the
addition that all participants completed a six-minute walk test following the
American Thoracic Society guidelines(193), supervised by a single operator. The
Six-minute walk test was included as a measure of functional status.
7.4.2

Exercise Protocol

The exercise protocol consisted of a 1-minute rest period followed by 2 minutes of
unloaded exercise (Figure 7.1) and then a stepped workload protocol (increase of 2
Watts/minute for the first five minutes and subsequently 3 Watts/minute until
exhaustion).

Figure 7.1 Paediatric Exercise Protocol

Ergometry was undertaken in hyperbolic mode and participants were verbally and
visually encouraged to maintain revolutions per minute between 40 and 70, ensuring
workload was independent of cadence. During the exercise protocol CO and VO2
were continuously measured. As there was no prior experience of using the ‘updown’ ergometer in paediatric populations this exercise protocol was based on pilot
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testing in a small group of healthy children not included in the final study. Again the
design was based on published data on the optimal duration for conventional exercise
testing. At the point of exhaustion, resistance was reduced to zero and the subject
was asked to exercise as hard as possible in order to maintain a high heart rate and
prolong the exercise state. During this period, ventricular volumes (peak exercise)
were assessed again (acquisition approximately 30 seconds).
7.4.3

Image analysis

PCMR exercise flow data processing and integration with VO2 was performed as
described in the general methods chapter. As the segmentation of flow data was only
semi-automated requiring visual inspection and instances where the non-rigid
registration algorithm failed required manual correction inter and intra observer
variability was tested. Twenty cases were fully re-segmented both by the primary
researcher and by a researcher experienced in segmenting conventional MRI data
sets.
Ventricular volumetric assessment was performed using in-house plug-ins for the
open-source software OsiriX (OsiriX Foundation, Geneva, Switzerland) End systolic
and diastolic frames were identified by visual assessment.

Segmentation was

performed by tracing the endocardial border and excluding papillary muscles coarse
trabeculae from the blood pool. Left ventricular (LV) and right ventricular (RV) end
diastolic volume (EDV) and end systolic volume (ESV) were calculated using the
slice summation method.
The stroke volume (SV) was the difference between these two values and ejection
fraction (EF) was SV/EDV. As subjects with tricuspid regurgitation were excluded,
it was possible to assess pulmonary regurgitation fraction (PRF) indirectly as:
[(RVSV-LVSV)/RVSV)x100].
Septal curvature was measured from the short axis images at the mid-papillary
level(192). As previously described raw curvature was taken as the inverse of the
radius of the circle that was circumscribed by 3 points placed in the septum and
propagated to all frames. The raw curvature was normalized using the lateral wall
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curvature and the minimum septal curvature ratio was taken as the lowest or most
negative value.

Figure 7.2 Calculation of septal curvature ratio: a circle circumscribed by 3 points placed in the
septum (red line) and propagated throughout the cardiac cycle, normalized to the lateral wall
(blue line). Results displayed for a normal subject.

7.5

Statistical Analysis

All statistical analysis was performed using StataSE 13.0 (StataCorp, College
Station, USA). Data were examined for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk normality
test and non-normally distributed data was transformed using a log transform to
ensure normal distribution prior to analysis. Descriptive statistics were expressed as
mean (±standard deviation) or geometric mean (±geometric standard deviation)
where data was log transformed for skewness. Between group differences were
assessed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with post-hoc Bonferroni
corrected pairwise comparisons. Differences in absolute metrics with exercise in
different groups were assessed using repeated measures ANOVA with main effects
of disease type and exercise and an interaction term representing disease multiplied
by exercise. Greenhouse-Geisser epsilon for all the repeated measures models was
calculated to assess sphericity and in all cases it equaled 1. Post-hoc pairwise
comparisons were performed for simple main effects with Bonferroni correction and
these values are reported in the results when comparing groups. Inter and intra
observer variability was tested using intraclass correlation coefficients. Likert scale
data was compared using the Kruskal Wallis test and gender distribution compared
using Fisher’s exact test. A p-value <0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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7.6
7.6.1

Results
Demographics

The mean age of the overall study population was 12.45±2.58 years with ToF
patients being slightly older (p=0.03) than the PAH group (Table 7). There were no
significant group differences in height, weight or body surface area (Table 7).
Table 7 Demographic Data.

Variable
Male:
female
Age, years
Height,
cm*†
Weight,
kg*
Body
surface
area, m2†

Control
4:6

PAH
3:7

ToF
6:4

P Value
0.53

13±3
154±1.1

11±2.2
147±1.1

14±1.8
159±1.1

0.033
0.066

47±1.5

41±1.3

50±1.4

0.432

1.5±0.38

1.3±0.17

1.5±0.29

0.145

PAH indicates pulmonary arterial hypertension; and ToF, tetralogy of Fallot.
* Log transformed (geometric mean).
† W test applied.

All PAH patients had idiopathic disease with 6/10 patients in functional class I and
4/10 patients in class II. Eight subjects had undergone right heart catheterization in
the 2 years preceding the study (median time 9.1 months, range 6.4-17.9 months).
The average mean pulmonary arterial pressure was 37.2±12.1 mmHg and pulmonary
vascular resistance index was 9.6±5.0 WU.m2. All patients were treated with either
targeted mono or dual therapy; Bosentan: 9/10, Sildenafil: 8/10, Tadalafil: 2/10,
Amlodipine: 6/10, Ambrisentan: 1/10 and inhaled Iloprost: 2/10. In the repaired ToF
patients, 9/10 were functional class 1 and 1/10 functional class II. The median age of
primary surgery was 0.78 years (range 0.4-1.7 years) and 7/10 had transannular patch
placement during their primary repair. Secondary surgical or catheter right
ventricular outflow tract interventions had not been performed in any patients.
There were no significant (p=0.71) differences in mean six-minute walk test
distances between the control (444±1.1m), PAH (429±1.2) or ToF groups (449±1.1).
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7.6.2

Feasibility and Acceptability

All recruited subjects successfully mastered the exercise technique and safely
completed the MR-CPET protocol with no premature suspension of exercise.
Cardiac output and VO2 data was collected in all subjects allowing calculation of avO2 in all cases.
All subjects exercised to exhaustion achieving a peak respiratory exchange ratio
(RER = VCO2/VO2) ≥1.1. Healthy children achieved approximately 72% predicted
heart rate, which was significantly higher than the PAH (62%, p<0.001) and ToF
groups (56%, p<0.001). There were trends towards longer exercise duration and
greater workload achieved in the control group compared to the PAH and ToF
groups (Table 8).
Table 8 Exercise Capacity and Acceptability Data.

Variable
Six-min walk
test distance m*
MR-CPET
duration min†
Peak work W*†
Peak work
METS*
Percent
predicted HR
RER†
Satisfaction
Comfort*
Helplessness*

Control
452±1.1

PAH
432±1.2

ToF
449±1.1

P Value

8.9±3

7.3±1.6

7±2.2

0.078

12.0±2
4.8±1.4

8.7±1.5
3.6±1.3

7.7±1.9
3.8±1.3

0.145
0.079

72±8.2

62±9.6

56±8.1

<0.001

1.7±0.43
4.4±0.7
3.5±1.3
3.7±1.4

1.5±0.28
4.3±0.48
3.5±1.3
4±1.2

1.4±0.15
4.6±0.52
3.8±1.2
4.4±1.2

0.011
0.45
0.82
0.35

0.718

HR indicates heart rate; MR-CPET, magnetic resonance–augmented cardiopulmonary
exercise testing; PAH, pulmonary arterial hypertension; RER, respiratory exchange
ratio; and ToF, tetralogy of Fallot.
* Log transformed (geometric mean).
† W test applied.

There were no recorded complications (including documented arrhythmia) associated
with exercise. All subjects reported clinically acceptable levels of satisfaction,
comfort, worry and helplessness (Table 8, Figure 7.3). There were no significant
differences in these measures between groups (p>0.3).
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Figure 7.3 Acceptability survey responses by group (no significant difference in measures
between groups)

7.6.3

MR CPET metrics – Rest and Exercise

At rest, there was no significant difference in VO2 between the groups (Figure
7.4,Table 9). At peak exercise VO2 increased 4.1±1.3x in controls, which was
significantly greater than the increase in ToF (3.2±1.2x, p=0.04) and PAH (2.9±1.3x,
p=0.01) patients. These differences resulted in peak VO2 being lower in the PAH
group (12.6±1.31 ml/kg/min, p=0.01) and trending towards lower in the ToF group
(13.5±1.29 ml/kg/min, p=0.06) compared to controls (16.7±1.37 ml/kg/min). Resting
CO was significantly (p<0.001) lower in ToF patients compared to controls and PAH
patients (Figure 7.4,Table 9). In PAH patients augmentation of CO was nonsignificantly lower (1.3±1.3x) than in controls (1.6±1.3x, p=0.174) and peak CO
only trended (p=0.1) towards being lower (Table 9). Augmentation of CO was
greater in ToF patients (1.8±1.3x) than controls, but did not reach significance
(p=0.217). Due to the lower baseline CO, peak CO was still significantly lower in
ToF patients (5.3±1.2 vs. 6.6±1.2, p=0.003).
The ToF group had significantly higher a-vO2 (4.7±1.2 mlO2/100ml) at rest
compared to the PAH (3.0±0.34 mlO2/100ml, p=0.001) and control groups (3.1±0.76
mlO2/100ml, p=0.003). There was no significant difference in a-vO2 augmentation
between controls (2.7±0.5x) and PAH patients (2.3±0.6x, p=0.18). Nevertheless,
peak a-vO2 was lower in the PAH patients (6.9±1.3 mlO2/100ml vs. 8.4±1.4
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mlO2/100ml, p=0.005). Conversely, a-vO2 augmentation was significantly lower in
ToF patients (1.9±0.3x, p=0.001) compared to controls. However, due to the higher
baseline value there was no significant difference (p=0.57) in peak a-vO2 (Table 9).
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Figure 7.4 Changes in mean MR-CPET metrics between rest and peak exercise (p values for disease effect)

114
Figure 7.5 Combined a-vO2 curves for all participants

Table 9 MR-CPET Derived Measures

Variable
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HR, bpm
SV, ml/m2
CO,
l/m2/min†
VO2,
ml/kg/min†
a-vO2,
mlO2/100
mL blood

Control

PAH

ToF

P Value

Rest

Peak

Rest

Peak

Rest

Peak

Disease
Effect

Time
Effect

83±17
49±11

149±18*
46±8.2

82±9.3
49±5.9

131±20*
46±6.3

74±12
41±8.4

116±17*
46±5.4

<0.001
0.43

<0.001
0.75

Disease–
Time
Interaction
<0.001
<0.001

4.3±1.2

6.6±1.2*

4.5±1.1

5.9±1.1*

3±1.2

5.3±1.2*

<0.001

<0.001

0.0016

4.06±1.35

16.7±1.37*

4.32±1.18

12.6±1.31*

4.24±1.17

13.5±1.29*

0.51

<0.001

0.011

3.1±0.76

8.4±1.4*

3±0.34

6.9±1.3*

4.7±1.2

8.7±1.5*

<0.001

<0.001

0.013

a-vO2 indicates arteriovenous oxygen content gradient; CO, cardiac output; HR, heart rate; SV, stroke volume; ToF, tetralogy of Fallot; and VO2,
oxygen uptake. *Significant difference rest to peak.

Table 10 Conventional MR Measures

Variable
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RVEDV,
mL/m2
RVESV,
mL/m2†
RVSV,
mL/m2
RVEF, %
LVEDV,
mL/m2
LVESV,
mL/m2†
LVSV,
mL/m2
LVEF, %
PRF, %
Septal
curvature
ratio†

Control

PAH

ToF

P Value

Rest

Peak

Rest

Peak

Rest

Peak

Disease
Effect

Time Effect

Disease–
Time
Interaction

77±16

68±13*

83±9.2

71±9.1*

95±16

86±14*

<0.001

<0.001

0.6

29±1.3

20±1.6*

34±1.3

28±1.3*

39±1.3

30±1.5*

0.041

<0.001

0.44

47±11

45±9.5

48±6.7

46±6.9

55±7.8

54±7.1

0.045

0.095

0.9

62±5

67±12

58±7.8

66±9.8*

58±6

63±8.6

0.59

<0.001

0.67

67±13

59±9.6*

68±7.4

61±8.1*

63±5.2

64±6.2

0.87

<0.001

0.011

18±1.3

11±2*

20±1.2

14±1.4*

19±1.3

17±1.3

0.18

<0.001

0.14

48±9.9

47±7.2

48±6.7

47±7

43±6.1

46±5.5

0.55

0.59

0.024

72±5.5
0.48±1.0

80±11*
0.29±0.89

70±4.4
1.11±1.47

77±7.3*
0.14±0.43

68±7.1
30.24±8.03

73±5.9
16.3±5.79*

0.17
<0.001

<0.001
<0.001

0.54
<0.001

0.84±0.05

0.82±0.08

0.15±0.42

-0.44±0.53

0.85±0.13

0.86±0.071

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

EDV indicates end-diastolic volume; EF, ejection fraction; ESV, end-systolic volume; LV, left ventricle; mPAP, estimated mean pulmonary arterial pressure; PAH,
pulmonary arterial hypertension; PRF, pulmonary regurgitant fraction; RV, right ventricle; SV, stroke volume; and ToF, tetralogy of Fallot.* Significant difference rest
to peak.† Log transformed (geometric mean).

7.6.4

Ventricular volumes – Rest and Exercise

Resting RVEDV, RVESV and RVSV were higher in the ToF group compared to controls
(p<0.03). In all groups, RVEDV and RVESV decreased significantly by a similar amount with
exercise (

Table 13,Figure 7.6). RVEF increased during exercise in all groups but only reached
significance in the PAH group (p=0.01).

Figure 7.6 Conventional MRI RV metrics at rest and peak exercise (p values for disease effect)

At peak exercise, LVEDV fell significantly in controls (p=0.004) and PAH patients
(p=0.006) but not in ToF patients. LVESV also fell at peak exercise but only reached
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significance in the control (p=0.002) and PAH groups (p=0.013). LVSV only
increased significantly during exercise in the ToF group (p=0.035). In all groups,
LVEF was significantly higher at peak exercise.

Figure 7.7 Conventional MRI LV metrics at rest and peak exercise (p values for disease effect)

7.6.5

Other metrics – Rest and Exercise

Non-trivial PR was only present in the ToF group and at peak exercise. PRF fell
significantly in this group (p<0.001). Abnormal septal curvature was only present at
rest in the PAH group (Table 9) with significant worsening during exercise
(p<0.001). This corresponds to an estimated mean PA pressure (mPAP) of
30±0.4mmHg at rest, rising to 55±0.53mmHg at peak exercise.
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7.6.6

Intra and Inter-observer reliability

As expected there was good intraobserver reliability in real time CO data (ICC
0.995, 95% CI 0.98–0.999 p<0.001). There was also good interobserver reliability
(ICC 0.996, 95% CI 0.983–0.999 p<0.001).
7.7

Discussion

This study demonstrates MR-CPET is feasible and well tolerated in healthy children
and children with cardiovascular disease. The main findings of this study are i) MRCPET is safe in healthy children and those with right heart disease, ii) peak VO2 is
reduced in paediatric PAH and ToF patients and iii) PAH and ToF patients have
different peak values and patterns of augmentation of CO and a-vO2 compared to
controls.
7.7.1

MR CPET findings

In this study, we recruited relatively well patients in whom there was no significant
difference in 6MWT distance compared to controls. Nevertheless, PAH patients had
reduced peak VO2 and ToF patients had a trend towards lower peak VO2. This is in
keeping with previous studies in relatively well patients(53,194) and demonstrates
the sensitivity of conventional CPET for assessing mild exercise intolerance.
Using MR-CPET, we were also able to demonstrate significant differences between
the groups that were not apparent based on VO2 alone. For example, PAH patients
had a slightly blunted CO response to exercise and a trend towards lower peak CO.
On the other hand, ToF patients had reduced resting and peak CO despite a slightly
amplified CO response to exercise. The findings in the PAH patients were not
surprising, but the findings in ToF group were unexpected and therefore warrant
further explanation. Conventionally CO is believed to be preserved in ToF patients
until late in the disease. Therefore the findings of this study may simply be an
artefact of non-representative sampling. There are some CMR studies however that
suggest CO is lower in paediatric ToF patients in comparison to healthy children
(assessed in a separate study but by the same group)(195,196). These studies would
appear to strengthen the validity of the resting findings in this study. Studies of a
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larger patient population would be required to corroborate this further. The slightly
better augmentation of CO in ToF patients is the result of increased effective RVSV
due to a fall in PR (197). However, peak CO is still lower in ToF patients (due to the
lower baseline value) and this could have important consequences for exercise
tolerance. Right ventricular dysfunction as a driver of adverse biventricular
interaction is increasingly recognised (198)and is a potential explanation for the
reduced resting and peak CO seen in this study. Left ventricular systolic dysfunction
is observed in around 20% of adults with repaired ToF (199) and has also been
shown in asymptomatic children and adults with repaired ToF (200). The
mechanisms behind adverse ventricular-ventricular interactions remain incompletely
understood. Tissue phase mapping has recently been used to demonstrate
abnormalities of LV mechanics in young adults with repaired ToF preserved global
LV function and could be integrated into a future study.
MR-CPET data also allows evaluation of differences in tissue oxygen extraction as
assessed by a-vO2. The results of this study demonstrate a blunted response to
exercise in PAH patients, resulting in a lower peak tissue oxygen extraction. Similar
findings have been demonstrated in adults with PAH using iCPET(201), but the
underlying cause is unclear. Biopsy studies have demonstrated skeletal muscle
abnormalities in animal and human models of PAH including reduced capillary
density(202),

changes in ratio of muscle fiber type(203) and alterations in

mitochondrial function(204). Such changes could be the cause of reduced peak tissue
oxygen extraction in these patients. Tissue oxygen extraction could also be affected
by the vasodilator therapy, which was universal in the PAH group. Possible
mechanisms for this include intramuscular shunting and direct effects on
muscle/mitochondrial physiology. Therefore, it would by useful to evaluate tissue
oxygen extraction on a vasodilator naïve population in a future study.
Children with repaired ToF also had abnormal patterns of tissue oxygen extraction.
The higher resting a-vO2 in ToF patients may simply be due to mathematical
coupling between a CO and VO2, although it may have physiological relevance. The
ToF patients also had a significantly blunted increase in a-vO2, although they
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reached a similar peak to controls. Further investigation is required to determine if
and how these abnormalities impact on exercise tolerance.
The results of this study demonstrate the potential of MR-CPET in allowing
incremental improvement in understanding the mechanism of exercise dysfunction.
Specifically, it provides insight not available through the independent measurement
of CO and VO2. Similar data is also available using iCPET, which has the added
benefit of providing simultaneous assessment of pulmonary artery pressure. This is
pertinent in PAH patients because exercise induced increase in pulmonary artery
pressure may be a useful clinical biomarker(205). Unfortunately as discussed in
chapter 2 performing iCPET is challenging in all patient groups and especially in
children, as general anesthesia is usually required to perform cardiac catheterization.
Consequently, MR-CPET may be useful as a substitute in populations where an
invasive approach is not appropriate.
7.7.2

Additional exercise MRI findings

There is limited published experience of exercise cardiac MRI volumetric assessment
in children (either in health or disease). In addition to the data specific to MR-CPET,
the methodology described here allows investigation of changes in ventricular
function between rest and exercise and therefore provides new insight.
Most studies in adults undergoing exercise MRI show falls in both RV EDV and
ESV but only LV ESV in response to exercise. In this study both LV and RV EDV
and ESV fell significantly with exercise in healthy children. These findings are
consistent with a large study of healthy children undergoing supine cycle
echocardiography(206). In children with repaired ToF RVEDV and RVESV fell in
response to exercise. This is consistent with a study of adults with repaired ToF
undergoing dobutamine stress MRI. This study identified two distinct groups of
response to high dose dobutamine, a ‘normal’ response, also seen in healthy adults
of reduced RVEDV and RVESV with no change in SV as seen in the paediatric ToF
population here. There was also a ‘non responder’ group that exhibited unchanged
RVESV representing systolic dysfunction(191).
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The finding of a fall in RESV in response to exercise in children with PAH contrasts
with a study of adults with PAH who were unable to decrease their RVESV in
response to exercise(207).
One important finding that has not been previously described is worsening septal
curvature in PAH during exercise. It has been shown that septal curvature (measured
using MR) correlates strongly with resting mPAP in children with PAH(208). The
results of this study suggest that mPAP increases significantly during exercise in this
group. This is consistent with invasive studies in adults(205), but has not been shown
in children due to the restrictions to performing exercise catheterization in this age
group. The ability to non-invasively assess pulmonary hemodynamics during
exercise has several potential clinical uses. These include unmasking borderline PAH
patients, assessing exercise induced pulmonary hypertension and investigating the
causes of unexplained exercise intolerance.
7.7.3

Feasibility and Safety

In this study, all tests were completed safely with no arrhythmia or exercise induced
complications. This is not surprising as conventional CPET has been shown to be
safe in the patient groups studied(45,53). Additionally we chose only to study
children in functional class I and II. However, full 12-lead ECG monitoring is not
readily available in MR and this does prevent the use of MR-CPET in patients with
significant risk of ischemia or arrhythmia. Unlike in the adult validation study (209)
in which ECGs were non-interpretable it was possible to obtain a continuous ECG
during exercise in children. A potential reason for the superior quality of the ECG
signal in children is less upper body movement during exercise and consequently less
motion artefact. An alternative possible reason is improved positioning of leads and
coils with accumulated experience. For MR-CPET to become a useful clinical tool it
is vital that a universal and robust solution to monitoring electrical activity is
developed. Notably, unlike the adult population in the validation study, all of the
children who volunteered for this study were able to master the exercise technique
and none reported experiencing claustrophobia. Data on anxiety and claustrophobia
in children undergoing MRI is relatively limited but suggests that it is generally well
tolerated in paediatric populations (210) but that loud noises the need to stay still and
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confined space all contribute to anxiety(211). Whilst overall measures of
acceptability and satisfaction for MR-CPET were good across the groups studied it is
important to consider potential self-selection bias amongst volunteers. Exercise MRI
is intrinsically demanding and further improvements to the user experience could
increase its potential for clinical use.
7.7.4

Limitations

A major limitation in the interpretation of this study is that although the subjects
exercised until exhaustion with satisfactory RERs, the exercise performed was submaximal. As discussed in chapter 5 we used an up-down ergometer that requires a
kicking, rather than rotary motion due to the difficulty of performing cycling within
the confines of a 60cm scanner bore. A disadvantage is that this type of motion uses
fewer muscle groups than cycling, partially explaining the significantly lower power
output achieved in this study compared to studies using conventional CPET.
Supine exercise cannot be directly compared to conventional CPET and this must be
taken into consideration when interpreting the results. Peak VO2 and SV
augmentation are consistently found to be lower at peak supine exercise compared to
upright exercise in both adults and children(178),(27),(155,212). Nevertheless, a
good correlation between peak VO2 obtained during MR-CPET and conventional
CPET was found in the validation study (described in chapter 6) supporting the use
of peak VO2 measured during MR-CPET as a marker of exercise capacity.
Another possible cause of these findings is abnormal pulmonary reserve, which was
not formally tested in all three of these studies. It is known that these patient groups
do exhibit abnormalities in lung function(213) and therefore, it would be important
to evaluate this in the future.
As discussed in chapter 6, although steps were made to optimise the post-processing
of the very large flow data sets, segmentation of a full data set remains time
consuming. An alternative approach, examining only resting and peak exercise data
is described in the following chapter.
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7.7.5

Conclusions

This proof of concept study demonstrates the innovative use of an integrated MRCPET approach both in healthy children and children with cardiac disease. Using
this novel non-invasive methodology, it was possible to show significant differences
in the exercise responses in the patient groups studied. The technique is potentially of
wider utility in cardiovascular disease, particularly when symptoms are induced or
exacerbated by exercise.
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Chapter 8 Application of MR-CPET in Adults with the Fontan
Circulation
8.1

Introduction

The Fontan circulation is the final stage of surgery for patients where a
univentricular circulation is necessary(214). Despite improvements in long term
outcome(215) it remains a palliative procedure with expected deterioration in cardiac
function over time and known impairment of exercise capacity. There is considerable
variation

in

the

functional

status

of

young

adults

with

the

Fontan

Circulation(56,216). Exercise limitation is recognised to be multifactorial in Fontan
patients(217). The primary determinants of reduced exercise capacity in this group
are thought to be cardiac (chronotropic incompetence and limited ability to augment
SV). Respiratory abnormalities include reduced VE and increased ventilatory
inefficiency. There is also evidence of skeletal muscle impairment in this group. Not
only do Fontan patients have a lower muscle mass than healthy peers but there may
also be reduced regional blood flow to exercising muscle(218), endothelial
dysfunction(219) and abnormal oxygen uptake(16). Skeletal muscle deficit in these
patients is associated with reduced exercise capacity(220). Recent findings of the
largest longitudinal study of children and young adults with the Fontan circulation
(followed for more than a decade) demonstrate that impaired exercise performance is
associated with worse functional status and importantly that alongside ventricular
function, functional status is a predictor of cardiac transplantation or death(221).
Previous studies of the impact of muscle mass have used alternative measures of
skeletal muscle (for example dual energy x-ray absorptiometry(16,220)) however
MR is a reference standard technique for the quantification of skeletal muscle(222)
Studies of both aerobic and combined aerobic and resistance exercise rehabilitation
in patients with the Fontan circulation have shown small but significant
improvements in capacity following training(223).
Better understanding of the determinants of exercise capacity in adults with the
Fontan circulation is important as exercise limitation is a cause of poor quality of life
in these patients and because such knowledge could help target exercise intervention
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which may improve both functional capacity and quality of life(224,225). Invasive
CPET has the potential to further define the relative contribution of factors limiting
exercise in this group however a non invasive MR-CPET approach may be more
acceptable to patients.
8.2

Aims

The aims of this study were 1) to assess the differences in VO2, CO and a-vO2
between healthy adults and adults with Fontan circulation 2) to assess conventional
volumetric measures at rest and peak exercise as well as distribution of blood flow in
these two groups 3) to assess the contribution of sarcopenia to exercise limitation.
8.3

Study population

Thirteen adults with Fontan Circulation (11 male, 2 female) and thirteen age matched
healthy controls (11 male, 2 female) were recruited between June 2016 and January
2018. Exclusion criteria were i) age <16 years ii) arrhythmia iii) MR incompatible
implant iv) intellectual disability or physical disability that would preclude exercise
v) pregnancy.
Patients with Fontan circulation were recruited via paediatric cardiology transition
clinics at Great Ormond Street Hospital and with the support of the Grown-up
congenital heart disease (GUCH) clinical nurse specialist team at St. Bartholomew’s
Hospital Heart Centre. Control group subjects were recruited through local
advertising and were screened to exclude volunteers with any medical co-morbidity,
current medical treatment or relevant family history.
8.4

Methods

The methodology for this study was as described in the methods chapter with the
addition of measurement of above knee leg muscle volume as well as volumetric and
descending aortic flow measurement at rest and peak exercise.
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8.4.1

Leg muscle volume

As described above the role of skeletal muscle (particularly lower limb skeletal
muscle) in Fontan patients’ exercise limitation is increasingly recognized. Other
CMR studies in this area have typically not used MRI to quantify skeletal muscle.
We used the T2* - IDEAL (Iterative Decomposition of water and fat with Echo
Asymmetry and Least squares estimation) algorithm to perform muscle
quantification. We acquired six echoes at different TE's (3.47, 5.01, 6.55, 8.09, 9.63,
11.17) to create four sets of images from a single acquisition; water only, fat only, inphase, and out-of-phase (Figure 8.1) and used the water only images to quantify
muscle.

Figure 8.1 Fat only, water only, in phase and out of phase images.

This approach has been demonstrated to have a good signal to noise ratio and image
sharpness with homogeneity of fat suppression as well as the advantage of a short
acquisition time(226). A further benefit is that because IDEAL is a single acquisition
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technique, the in phase and out of phase images are inherently registered, leading to
faster interpretation and higher diagnostic confidence.
In this study we acquired IDEAL data prior to MR-CPET, using two-phase array
coils placed around the subjects legs covering the iliac crests and knees. The
following parameters were used: field of view 600mm matrix 114x112, voxel size
3.1x3.1x10, TR 27 (TE –opposed opposite phases), flip angle =12°, slice
thickness=10mm.
8.4.2

Descending Aortic Flow

Rest and peak exercise descending aorta flow was measured at the level of the
diaphragm using same UNFOLDed-SENSE spiral PCMR sequence both at rest and
at peak exercise.

The following parameters were used: field of view=450mm,

matrix=160x160, voxel size=2.8x2.8x7mm. TR=5.92/1.9, flip angle =20, VENC =
200cm/s, temporal resolution= 35ms. Descending aortic flow measurement was
included to determine any difference in distribution of blood flow with exercise
(potentially associated with systemic to pulmonary collateral vessels) between
Fontan and control patients.
As in the previous study ventricular volumes were assessed at rest and peak exercise
by obtaining a short axis stack using a previously validated real-time radial k-t
SENSE steady-state free precession sequence. The parameters used were as follows:
field of view =320 mm, matrix=128×128, voxel size 2.5×2.5×8, TR/TE=2.4/1.17 ms,
flip angle =47°, R=8, and temporal resolution =36 ms.
8.4.3

Exercise Protocol

The same standardised MR-CPET exercise protocol as that implemented with adult
volunteers in the validation study was used with the addition of resting and peak
exercise acquisition of descending aorta flow and volumetric assessment.
The exercise protocol consisted of one minute rest followed by 2 minutes unloaded
cycling then a 1 Watt increase every 20 seconds for the next 5 minutes and
subsequent 2 Watt increase every 30 seconds to exhaustion. At the point of
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exhaustion, resistance was reduced to zero and the subject was asked to exercise as
hard as possible in order to maintain a high heart rate and prolong the exercise state.
During this period, ventricular volumes and descending aortic flow (peak exercise)
were assessed again (acquisition less than 60 seconds).

Figure 8.2 MR-CPET protocol

As described in the methodology chapter continuous real-time flow data and breathby-breath CPET data acquisition was performed from rest through to peak exercise.
8.4.4

Monitoring

Peripheral oxygen saturation was monitored continuously using a MRI compatible
monitoring system (Datex-Ohmeda MRI Monitor, Datex-Ohmeda, Helsinki, Finland)
Participants were asked to rate exertion on the Borg scale of perceived exertion(227)
prior to starting exercise and on completing exercise. This scale used in conventional
exercise testing runs from 6 to 20. A Borg score of 12 and above is consistent with
moderate intensity exertion. As per previous studies ECG was continuously
monitored using the Siemens magnetic resonance imaging vectorcardiogram
(Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany).
8.4.5

Image analysis

All images were processed using plug-ins for the open-source software OsiriX
(OsiriX Foundation, Geneva, Switzerland).
In order to calculate leg muscle volume from the IDEAL acquisition, we extracted
contiguous “water-only” slices. Leg muscles between the level of the greater
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trochanter of the femur and the patella were segmented using the Osirix Grow
Region 3D segmentation tool. Using this tool a ‘seed point’ is selected and upper and
an upper and lower limit threshold for pixel inclusion set. The region of interest is
then ‘grown’ within these parameters before visual inspection and manual correction.
Finally, slice summation was used to provide a final volume (Figure 8.3).

Figure 8.3 Stages of leg muscle segmentation

Flow data was processed using the same in-house Osirix plugin as previously
described. With the objective of developing a study protocol that was more readily
translatable to the clinical environment shorter sections of flow data relating to rest
and peak exercise were interrogated. Magnitude images corresponding to the first 30
seconds of rest and 30 seconds at peak exercise were segmented using a registrationbased segmentation algorithm with manual operator correction. The resultant raw
flow curves and VO2 data were further analysed using Matlab (Matlab 2012). The
flow curves were automatically split into separate heartbeats as previously described
(data supplement) and the stroke volume (SV) was calculated by integration. The
heart rate (HR) and SV data were combined to calculate CO (HR x SV). Arteriovenous oxygen content gradient (a-vO2) was then calculated as VO2/CO.
For ventricular volumetric assessment, end systolic and diastolic frames were
identified by visual assessment. Manual segmentation allowed measurement of left
ventricular (LV) end diastolic volume (EDV) and end systolic volume (ESV) in the
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control group and univentricular EDV and ESV in the Fontan group. The stroke
volume (SV) was the difference between these two values and ejection fraction (EF)
was SV/EDV.
8.4.6

Statistical Analysis

All statistical analysis was performed using StataSE 13.0 (StataCorp, College
Station, USA). Descriptive statistics are expressed as mean (95% CI) or mean (±SD).
Likert and Borg scale data was compared using the Kruskal Wallis test. A p-value
<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
8.5
8.5.1

Results
Demographics

The mean age of the Fontan group was 22 years (18-27 years) and the mean age of
control group was 23.5 years (17-25 years), there was no significant difference
between groups (p=0.52). There was no significant difference in height, weight or
BSA between groups. Above knee leg muscle volume was however significantly
lower in the Fontan group. No significant difference in reported hours of exercise
undertaken per week reported by the two groups (Table 11).
Table 11 Demographic, Anthropometric and Exercise Data.

Variable
Male: Female
Age, years*
Height, cm
Weight, kg
BSA, m2
Muscle volume cm3
Muscle volume cm3 /
height cm
Exercise hours /
week*

Control Group
11: 2
21 (17- 25)
176 (171-181)
70 (62-78)
1.9 (1.7-2)
9800 (870011000)
56 (50-61)

Fontan Group
11: 2
22 (18-27)
172 (167-177)
67 (59-76)
1.8 (1.7-1.9)
8200 (71009200)
47 (42-53)

P value

3.8 (2.3-6.4)

3 (2-4.6)

0.454

0.516
0.254
0.615
0.418
0.030
0.032

* Log transformed (geometric mean).

In the Fontan group the mean age of surgery was 7.6 (±6.6) years. The mean time
since surgery was 15.5 (± 5.4) years. 4/13 had intracardiac Fontan Circulations with
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the remaining 9/13 being extracardiac. 7/13 were on aspirin, 2/10 warfarin, 1/13 on
enalapril, 2/13 on lisinopril and 1/10 on bisoprolol. The underlying diagnosis was
tricuspid atresia and pulmonary atresia or stenosis in 5/13, congenitally corrected
transposition of the great arteries with VSD or ASD and VSD and pulmonary atresia
or stenosis in 4/13 and right atrial isomerism common atrioventricular valve, double
outlet right ventricle and pulmonary stenosis in 2/13, tricuspid atresia with
transposition of the great arteries and hypoplastic aortic arch in 1/13 and mitral and
aortic stenosis and hypoplastic aortic arch in 1/13. All subjects exercised to
exhaustion achieving a peak respiratory exchange ratio (RER = VCO2/VO2) ≥1.1.
There was no significant difference in the perceived effort associated with MRCPET between groups; mean Borg rating 12.77 (11.43-14.11) in the Fontan group
compared to 13.46 (11.96-14.96) in the control group p=0.37.

However, the

maximal work rate achieved was significantly higher in the control group than the
Fontan group: 24 (19-29) Watts vs. 12 (8.4-15) Watts. There were no adverse events
or complications (including documented arrhythmia during exercise) associated with
MR-CPET in either group.
There were no significant differences in any of the measures of acceptability
(satisfaction

(p=0.48),

information

(p=0.45),

comfort

helplessness (p=0.5) and worry (p=0.33) between groups.
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(p=0.23),

perceived

Figure 8.4 Acceptability measures (no significant differences in all measures between groups)

8.5.2

MR CPET metrics – Rest and Exercise

There was no significant difference in resting VO2 between groups. At peak exercise
VO2 was significantly lower in the Fontan group than controls: 11 (±3.1)
ml/kg/minute vs. 18 (±3.9) ml/kg/minute. There was no significant difference in
resting heart rate between the two groups. Peak heart rate was however significantly
higher in the control group at 141 bpm (±120) v. 104 bpm (±14) (p=<0.001). Stroke
volume was not significantly different between groups either at rest or at peak
exercise. CO was not significantly different at rest, but driven by heart rate peak CO
was significantly higher in the control group at 6.7 l/m2/min (±1.3) compared to 4.6
l/m2/min (±1.4) in the Fontan group (p= 0.001). Although peak a-vO2 was lower in
the Fontan group this was not significant despite the significant differences in peak
CO and VO2.
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Table 12 MR-CPET Derived Measures

Variable
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HR, bpm
SV, ml/m2
CO,
l/m2/min
VO2,
ml/kg/min
VCO2
Ml/kg/min
A-vO2,
mlO2/100
mL blood
VE,
RR,
SaO2, %

Control

Fontan

P Value

Rest

Peak

Rest

Peak

83 ± 18
49 ± 12
4.1 ± 1.4

141 ± 20*
48 ± 8.5
6.7 ± 1.3*

77 ± 14
43 ± 11
3.4 ± 1.2

104 ± 14*
45 ± 12
4.6 ± 1.4*

3.9 ± 0.8

18 ± 3.9*

3.4 ± 1.1

11 ± 3.1*

3.9 ± 1.2

19 ± 1.3*

3.3 ± 1.3

11 ± 1.3*

3.7 ± 1.4

9.8 ± 1.3*

3.8 ± 1.6

8.7 ± 1.4*

10000 ±
1600
17 ± 5.6
99 ± 1

40000 ±
8900*
36 ± 9.3*
95 ± 1

9800 ±
2500
19 ± 5
95 ± 1

27000 ±
8500*
32 ± 8.9*
89± 1.1*

Disease
Effect

Time
Effect

0.001
0.250

<0.001
0.940

Disease–
Time
Interaction
<0.001
0.360

0.007

<0.001

0.012

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

0.001

0.750

<0.001

0.180

0.002

<0.001

<0.001

0.640
<0.001

<0.001
<0.001

0.031
0.170

a-vO2 indicates arteriovenous oxygen content gradient; CO, cardiac output; HR, heart rate; SV, stroke volume; VE, minute ventilation;
VO2, oxygen uptake. * Significant difference rest to peak.
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Figure 8.5 Change in MR-CPET derived measures between rest and peak exercise.

8.5.3

Ventricular volumes – Rest and Exercise

Both resting and peak ejection fraction were significantly higher in the control group
(65% (±4.5) vs. 56% (±7.3) (p = 0.002) at rest, 71% (±6.3) vs. 60% (±8.6) (p=0.001)
at peak exercise. This was due to a lower ESV at peak exercise in the control group
(20 (±7.9) vs. 30 (±9.5) (p=0.010). ESV was lower in the Fontan group at rest but
this was not significant (p=0.067). As expected there was a strong correlation
between SV values obtained by both methods at rest (r = 0.98, p = 0.000) and at
exercise r = 0.96, p = 0.000). Correlation was less strong between CO measured
using the two approaches at rest (r = 0.37, p = 0.062) and at exercise r = 0.54, p =
0.005) (this in part will relate to differences in measured heart rate).
Percent of CO in the descending aorta increased to a similar extent in both the
Fontan and control groups. This reflects increased blood flow to the lower limbs
during exercise. There was no significant difference in change between the two
groups indicating no significant aorto-pulmonary shunting in the Fontan group. The
correlation coefficient between rest-to peak change in ascending and descending
aortic cardiac output was not strong (r = 0.45, p = 0.023).
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Figure 8.6 Change in conventional MR derived measures between rest and peak exercise.
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Table 13 Conventional MR Measures

Variable
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VEDV,
mL/m2
VESV,
mL/m2
VSV,
mL/m2
EF, %
Percent
CO desc.
Aorta

Control

Fontan

P Value

Rest

Peak

Rest

Peak

77 ± 18

68 ± 15*

74 ± 12

75 ± 17

27 ± 7.4

20 ± 7.9*

33 ± 7.2

30 ± 9.5

48 ± 1.3

47 ± 1.2

42 ± 1.2

44 ± 1.3

65 ± 4.5
21 ± 7.4

71 ± 6.3*
32 ± 11*

56 ± 7.3
26 ± 11

60 ± 8.6
29 ± 14

Disease
Effect

Time
Effect

Disease–
Time
Interaction

0.680

0.083

0.022

0.018

<0.001

0.068

0.210

0.750

0.230

0.001

<0.001

0.380

0.830

0.002

0.035

EDV indicates end-diastolic volume; ESV, end-systolic volume; SV, stroke volume; EF, ejection fraction; CO, cardiac output. *
Significant difference rest to peak.

8.5.4

Muscle volume

Both absolute muscle volume and muscle volume indexed for height were
significantly lower in the Fontan group (p=0.030 and p=0.032 respectively). In the
control group there was a positive correlation between indexed above knee leg
muscle volume and both resting VO2 (r=0.74, p=0.004) and peak VO2 (r=0.63,
p=0.020). There was also a positive correlation between muscle volume and both
resting CO (r=0.6, p=0.032) and peak CO (r=0.74, p=0.004).

There was no

correlation between indexed muscle volume and a-vO2. As expected in healthy
volunteers there was a positive correlation between muscle volume and LVEDV (at
rest: r=0.65, p=0.017, at peak: r=0.68 p=0.011). There was also a significant positive
correlation with LVESV at rest (r=0.81, p=0.001) and LVSV at peak exercise
(r=0.79, p=0.001). In Fontan patients there were no significant correlations between
above knee leg muscle volume and MR-CPET or conventional CMR measures either
at rest or at peak exercise.
Table 14 Correlations between muscle volume and MR / MR-CPET metrics

Variable
VO2,
ml/min
CO,
l/min
a-vO2,
mlO2/100
mL
blood
VEDV,
mL/m2
VESV,
mL/m2
VSV,
mL/m2

Control
Rest
r
P
value

Peak
r

P
value

Fontan
Rest
r
P
value

Peak
r

0.74

0.004

0.63

0.020

0.24

0.429

0.37

0.209

0.60

0.032

0.74

0.004

0.33

0.265

0.32

0.280

0.11

0.716

0.06

0.856

0.17

0.580

0.27

0.375

0.65

0.017

0.68

0.011

-0.33

0.272

0.07

0.823

0.81

0.001

0.49

0.091

0.06

0.853

0.27

0.369

0.48

0.099

0.79

0.001

-0.19

0.528

-0.14

0.657

P
value

VO2 indicates oxygen uptake; CO, cardiac output; a-vO2 arteriovenous oxygen content gradient;
VEDV, left or univentricular end-diastolic volume; VESV, left or univentricular end-systolic volume;
VSV,
left
or
univentricular
stroke
volume.
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Figure 8.7 Correlation between MR-CPET derived measures and volume.
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141
Figure 8.8 Correlation between conventional MRI derived measures and muscle volume.

8.6

Discussion

The main findings of this study are i) MR-CPET can be performed safely in selected
adults with the Fontan Circulation ii) Adults with Fontan circulation have
chronotropic incompetence with a resulting failure to augment CO iii) Although
tissue oxygen extraction in the Fontan group was lower this difference was not
significant.
Results of this study are consistent with known features of exercise intolerance in
adults with the Fontan circulation. Aerobic capacity in this patient group is believed
to be largely dependent on inability to increase CO. This lack of cardiac reserve is
related to known chronotropic incompetence. Studies using conventional CPET
have consistently demonstrated reduced peak heart rate(216) reflecting the results
seen in this study. Although findings are not new in themselves the ability to
demonstrate them simultaneously and non-invasively using MRI is novel.
Patients with the Fontan circulation have previously been shown to have impaired
SV augmentation to exercise. In this study there was no significant difference in SV
at peak exercise. Supine exercise is known to differ significantly from upright
exercise. Previous MR studies have shown minimal augmentation of SV with
moderate intensity supine exercise in healthy controls(141) and this was also the
finding in the validation study for this technique. This limitation is in common with
most current exercise imaging but does not negate its implications as real-world
exercise and therefore exercise limitation occurs predominantly in an upright
position. A further feature of patients with Fontan circulation that was not
demonstrated in this study was a higher resting heart rate (related to impaired
parasympathetic nervous activity(228)); a possible explanation for this is that
subjects in the Fontan group are more habituated to the hospital environment
including the MRI scanner and were therefore less anxious than controls.
Although lower in the Fontan group, this study did not demonstrate a significant
difference in a-vO2.

This may be type II error relating to the sample size or

heterogeneity of the population studied.
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Above knee muscle volume was significantly lower in the Fontan group. This is in
keeping with findings of previous studies using alternative approaches to measuring
muscle mass(220). Unlike in previous studies(16,220) the correlation seen between
peak VO2 and muscle volume in healthy volunteers was not reproduced in the Fontan
group. This is unexpected and could relate to a number of factors including the
sample size and relatively heterogeneous population. Similarly the expected positive
correlation between muscle volume and stroke volume seen in the control group and
previously demonstrated in Fontan patients was not reproduced. Of note there was no
significant difference in reported hours of exercise between the two groups with
Fontan patients reporting between 2 and 4.6 hours exercise a week. The lack of clear
difference between patients and the control group may relate to a relatively active
patient population following current advice to exercise regularly.
One patient in the Fontan group was on a beta-blocker however they were not an
outlier for heart rate at rest, peak exercise or for change in heart rate (all values
within one standard deviation of the mean) and was therefore included in all
statistical analysis. Three patients were on angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE)
inhibitors. As the overall numbers in this study are small sub-group analysis would
not be justified. This group of drugs are used in Fontan patients with the intention of
improving haemodymics through reduction in systemic vascular resistance. Short
term studies have not demonstrated any benefit in terms of exercise capacity in
Fontan patients treated with enalapril(229). Despite the lack of evidence ACE
inhibitors continue to be used in Fontan patients and additional benefit of a larger
study allowing subgroup analysis would be valuable.
8.6.1

Limitations

The patient group studied here was carefully selected as for the purposes of research,
and it would not be appropriate to attempt this technique in more severely impaired
higher risk patients without proven clinical benefit. Despite recruiting from a large
centre with a high level of participation from potential candidates, relatively few
patients met the inclusion criteria. Arrhythmia is an important cause of morbidity
and exercise limitation in this group of patients, that increases over time (at 12 years
post surgery a third of patients are treated for arrhythmia(221)). However as only the
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3 lead MRI vectorgram was available in the study, patients with known arrhythmia
were excluded. The underlying diagnoses of the study population are heterogeneous
and there are therefore likely to be significant haemodynamic differences, for
example between patients with intra and extra cardiac conduits. A larger sample size
would allow for investigation of differences relating to underlying pathology and
type of surgery as well as to age and gender.
Respiratory variation and the effects of exercise on pulmonary blood flow are not
fully investigated here, developments in MR technology for example ultrafast 4D
flow in combination with the MR-CPET approach could help answer these questions.
A further limitation of this study is the lack of blood pressure monitoring during
exercise. Blood pressure monitoring was not added to monitoring included in the
study protocol as it was felt that this might seem overwhelming to volunteers
(already wearing a mask, ECG monitoring, pulse oximeter and pulse gating).
Patients with the Fontan circulation are known to have impaired blood pressure
response to exercise and this would be an important consideration in future work
(blood pressure monitoring has been successfully added to a study currently
underway in children).
Finally, an important criticism of this study design is that conventional exercise
testing was not included. Six minute walk testing could have been included in the
study protocol without adding significant burden to volunteers however it is not a
good discriminator in this situation as it has at best moderate correlation with peak
VO2 in young adults without significant functional limitation(230). Conventional
exercise testing would have provided more information on the characteristics of the
patient group and may have helped explain lack of difference between Fontan
patients and healthy controls. For valid conventional CPET results MR-CPET could
not be performed on the same day, for pragmatic reasons recruiting patients able to
attend for both tests on consecutive dates was not attempted.
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8.7

Conclusions

Non-invasively assessing exercise capacity in adult patients with the Fontan
Circulation using MR-CPET was able to provide a detailed assessment of the
response to exercise demonstrating impaired ability to augment CO and a lower peak
VO2. As expected in healthy patients peak VO2 and CO were correlated with muscle
volume but in Fontan patients this was not the case. This suggests that muscle mass
alone does not explain impairment at the level of skeletal muscle (and therefore
highlights the need for improved understanding of the potential determinants of
aerobic capacity such as capillary density capillary to fibre ratio and endothelial
function).
This patient group has known functional limitation that deteriorates over time. It is
also a growing population with an estimated 50-70,000 adult patients, expected to
double in the next 20 years(231). Developing a better understanding of the causes of
exercise limitation in this group is a priority given the association between functional
capacity and both quality of life and survival in this group. MR-CPET in conjunction
with MR skeletal muscle assessment has the potential to help interpret the causes of
exercise limitation and response to treatment in patients with the Fontan circulation.
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Chapter 9 Discussion
9.1

Introduction

Exercise limitation is a central feature of cardiopulmonary disease, contributes
significantly to disease morbidity and has prognostic value across a range of
conditions(2,57). Despite symptoms typically occurring or worsening with exercise,
most cardiac imaging is done at rest and therefore does not demonstrate the acute
effects of exercise. Pharmacological stressors have an established role in cardiac
imaging but have significant disadvantages and are not a true substitute for
exercise(107). Increasingly the multisystem nature of exercise limitation is
recognised and demands novel techniques to comprehensively assess it (10,11). The
work described in this thesis set out to develop a new MR augmented CPET
approach for the non-invasive assessment of exercise physiology and to apply it in
patient groups. In order to implement MR-CPET it was necessary to apply
innovative real-time MR sequences and to find solutions to the processing of the
very large data sets not found in routine practice.
The development and validation of MR-CPET is described in chapter 6. Working
with commercial manufactures we were able to inexpensively modify a conventional
CPET system for safe use in the MR environment. Real time PCMR data was
simultaneously acquired with conventional CPET data and the results integrated to
produce a more comprehensive exercise data set. It was possible to demonstrate a
close correlation between variables obtained using conventional CPET and MRCPET, validating the use of this technique. It was also possible to calculate a-vO2
through exercise and to show that this was an independent predictor of VO2.
Importantly for the potential translation of MR-CPET into clinical practice it was
well tolerated by healthy adult volunteers paving the way for use in paediatric and
disease populations.
In Chapter 7 the application of MR-CPET in three paediatric populations is
described. MR-CPET was feasible and well tolerated in children. Building on the
protocol used in the validation study real time short axis stacks were acquired at rest
and peak exercise providing anatomical and functional data. Distinct characteristic
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patterns of haemodynamic, functional and metabolic responses to exercise are
described between the three groups. Consistent with conventional CPET findings
(56,213) peak VO2 was found to be lower in PAH patients and there was a trend
towards lower peak VO2 in repaired ToF. MR-CPET was able to demonstrate
reduced a-vO2 in PAH patients. This is congruent with the findings of invasive CPET
in adults(232). Other exercise changes in haemodynamics not previously
demonstrated in children using MRI were also found, including a fall in pulmonary
regurgitant fraction in the ToF group and a worsening in the septal curvature ratio in
the PAH group. Fall in pulmonary regurgitant fraction during exercise has been
previously demonstrated (233). Primarily this is a function of increased heart rate
resulting in decrease in diastole with less time for regurgitation to occur. Altered
diastolic function has also been proposed as a contributory factor (233,234). Septal
curvature is known to correlate strongly with mean PA pressures(208). The finding
of worsening septal curvature in children with PAH is consistent with invasive
findings in adults with PAH and points to a potential indication for exercise MRI in
investigating exercise intolerance unmasking undiagnosed PH and exercise PH.
In Chapter 8 MR-CPET is applied in a group of young adults with the Fontan
Circulation. Importantly in this group of patients with a high burden of arrhythmia, it
was possible to safely perform exercise with continuous ECG monitoring in all
patients in this group. Although this was a selected group of patients who were
relatively ‘well’ with similar reported hours of exercise per week to healthy controls,
a significantly lower maximal work rate was achieved. As expected peak VO2 was
significantly lower in the Fontan group. The finding that peak CO was lower in the
Fontan group, primarily due to chronotropic incompetence was also consistent with
previous studies(216). Despite these differences a-vO2 was not significantly different
between Fontan patients and controls. As patients selected for this study were in a
high functional class and exercised regularly, there may be no difference between the
two groups. Alternatively, the lack of difference may be a result of sampling error or
be related to self-selection bias. Increasing the sample size and widening inclusion
criteria would help determine the reason for lack of significant difference.
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The methodology was further developed with the addition of upper leg skeletal
muscle quantification in an attempt to address the role of sarcopenia in tissue oxygen
extraction. As expected, absolute and indexed muscle volume was lower in the
Fontan group. In healthy controls there were positive correlations between muscle
volume and peak exercise CO, stroke volume and VO2, however these findings were
not reproduced in the Fontan Group. This divergence from the normal relationship
seen in healthy controls is unexpected and may point to more complex multisystem
interactions in this group.
9.2

Technical considerations

The MR-CPET methodology described here relies on real time imaging techniques
in relation to which concerns over reduced image quality and robustness have been
expressed. Real-time MR techniques have however been extensively tested against
conventional gated MR with good agreement (235). In addition, a recent study has
demonstrated good agreement between SV assessed using real-time MR volumes and
the direct Fick method during exercise (143). These findings support real-time MR
as a valid method of evaluating physiology during exercise. Furthermore, recent
innovations in real-time MR post-processing such as pseudo-cardiac and respiratory
gating (143) and improved automated flow (156) and ventricular segmentation
(236) may also improve reproducibility.
A major challenge of this work was the need to continuously measure flow in order
to guarantee acquisition of data at peak exercise. The resultant data consisted of up to
24,000 frames of flow images, representing a significant reconstruction and postprocessing problem. We used an online GPU reconstruction system (155) to ensure
that data was available in a clinically meaningful time. Currently there are no
commercial software solutions that can handle this amount of data and consequently
we had to use an in-house post-processing tool. Even using this optimized system,
data analysis was time consuming and could take several hours with operator
adjustments. One method of reducing total processing time is to only segment the
data at rest and around the point of exhaustion as described in chapter 8. This can
take as little as 30 minutes and the reduced time makes MR-CPET more feasible in
the clinical environment. Reducing the amount of image segmentation might also
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enable data to be more easily processed on commercial software. This is vital as the
inability to process data using validated and quality controlled software is a major
limitation of this technique and an impediment to dissemination. One disadvantage
of only processing a portion of the data is that the ‘shape’ of the full VO2, CO and avO2 curves may be clinically important. Exploring the shape of these curves is an
important area for future research.
We used a standard clinical CPET system that was made MR compatible by a simple
and inexpensive modification to the umbilicus. Other studies have made similar
modifications (with removal of ferromagnetic parts) to commercially available gas
analysis systems to make them MR compatible (128). Importantly even though these
modifications resulted in increased dead space, there was no significant measurement
difference compared to an unmodified system. Another possible solution is to adapt
the fully MR-compatible gas analysis systems for monitoring of patients under
general anesthesia. These systems are not validated for exercise, but do suggest a
future direction for development.
9.3

Limitations

Clearly no laboratory test can ever fully reproduce the range of activity that occurs in
daily life (particularly in young children) and MR-CPET shares this limitation with
other laboratory exercise tests. An important limitation of this work is the
heterogeneity in SV response to exercise in healthy volunteers across the three
studies. In the validation study there was no increase in SV in the population as a
whole, whereas healthy children SV did increase due to a significant fall in LVSV.
There was also a significant fall in LVESV in healthy adult volunteers in the Fontan
study.
A recent meta-analysis of 16 exercise MRI studies (15 supine, 1 near scanner upright
ergometer) published between 2001 and 2018 (with a combined total of 226 healthy
subjects) concluded that increase in cardiac output with exercise was primarily due to
increase in heart rate with a smaller contribution of increase in SV. Increase in SV
with exercise was driven by a fall in ESV with no change in EDV in supine exercise.
Overall the authors conclude that supine exercise as currently performed in the MRI
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scanner may not recruit sufficient muscle groups to provide the challenge needed do
drive significant changes in SV(28). However they do site multiple examples that
suggest intensity dependent reductions in ESV (142-144).This could help explain
inconsistency in SV response in healthy controls seen in this work.
An important alternative explanation is the effect of inadequate temporal resolution
on the accuracy of real time imaging at the high heart rates present in exercise. The
k-t SENSE sequence used here has a temporal resolution of 35 ms. At a heart rate of
150 beats per minute approximately 11 phases per cycle are captured. This is the
minimum considered to provide accurate volumetric assessment with a systematic
under estimation when fewer phases are acquired(237). Whilst the temporal
resolution of the real-time sequence used in this study is superior to other published
work in the field a valid criticism is that true end systole and end diastole may have
been missed.
An aim of this study was to develop a non-invasive technique suitable for use in
children. Invasive MR-CPET would not be viable in children, however in adult
populations combining MR-CPET and cardiac catheterization using radial and
internal jugular or antecubital pulmonary artery catheters would be possible and
allow the direct measurement of pulmonary arterial pressure and pulmonary capillary
wedge pressure, helping to validate the non-invasive MR-CPET measures.
Potentially this could be done using MR guided catheterization and avoid the use of
ionizing radiation(238). Performing muscle biopsy would be counter to the goals of
developing a non-invasive technique and was therefore not included in the study
design but would provide useful information about cell surface area and
microcirculation. As part of an extended non-invasive assessment MR spectroscopy
could usefully be combined with MR-CPET. Low signal to noise ratio and poor
spatial resolution was initially a limitation of this technique however with
improvements in MR spectroscopy coils and use of higher strength magnetic fields
this has significantly improved(239). MR spectroscopy is increasingly used for
studies of muscle metabolism related to exercise(240). The technique has
predominantly been used during isometric exercise(241,242), although a recent study
has demonstrated measurement of 31P with a temporal resolution of 8 seconds during
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moderate steady state exercise(243). Combining MR spectroscopy with simultaneous
VO2 measurement in the MR scanner could provide important information on the
dynamics of oxygen uptake at a cellular level, believed to be central to determining
the duration of tolerance of high intensity exercise(244).
As this work describes a novel technique an inherent limitation is that there are not
established reference values for MR-CPET. Reassuringly there is consistency in MRCPET specific findings between the three studies. Whilst there are exercise MRI
studies in healthy adults, a lack of previous exercise MRI studies in children means
that directly comparable normal values do not exist for paediatric patients.
Interpreting conventional CPET in children and adolescents is more complex than in
adults because of changes related to growth and pubertal stage (245).

Although

there was good matching for age and sex these are important potential sources of
error in interpreting MR-CPET and could only be fully addressed by much larger
studies of healthy volunteers. Test-retest reproducibility was not studied either as
part of the validation study or in patient populations and is a major limitation of this
work. This was primarily for pragmatic reasons. Cardiopulmonary exercise testing
cannot be accurately repeated on the same day, but for meaningful test-retest
reproducibility data should be repeated in a short time period (days) to avoid the
effects of changes in conditioning. Ideally, three separate tests are needed as there is
some learned effect between the first and second test(36). Unfortunately the
resources for this level of testing were not available. Conditions of the ethical
approval for testing in paediatric patients did not allow for multiple visits.
By necessity the patient populations studied here are small, recruiting from relatively
small populations. Because of the lack of previous experience of the safety MRCPET we only sought to recruit patients with mild functional limitation (functional
class I-II) and excluded patients with known risk factors for exercise related events
(arrhythmia, recent syncope). Although testing patients with moderate or severe
functional limitation (functional class III-IV) may have elicited clearer differences
from healthy patients it could be argued that testing patients who are symptomatic at
rest (class IV) is less clinically relevant as they have already exhausted their
functional reserve. Despite the constraints on recruitment there was a high level of
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uptake from potential volunteers across the studies, for example the PAH group
represents 10/13 of the eligible children in the UK and Ireland during the recruitment
period.
The practical challenges of performing MR-CPET even in children and adults
without functional impairment are not insignificant. Although MR-CPET was found
to be clinically acceptable throughout the studies, it was significantly less
comfortable and more concerning than conventional CPET to healthy adults in the
validation study and these factors should be addressed in future work. The use of
supine cycle Ergometry in larger bore scanners has the potential to improve comfort
and reduce concern. We were able to obtain ECG monitoring during exercise in all
of our patient groups but this still suboptimal and requires further improvements for
clinical use. Additional information could be leveraged using further monitoring (for
example with MR compatible NIRS), however the benefits of additional monitoring
have to be weighed against their impact on overall acceptability to patients. Only 1
of the 73 volunteers reported in these studies experienced claustrophobia that
precluded testing, however it is unclear how this experience with motivated
volunteers would translate to unselected patient populations.
9.4

Implications for Clinical Practice

Together, the findings of these three studies illustrate the potential of exercise MRI
to reveal physiology that is not apparent at rest. MR-CPET was safe and well
tolerated in the populations studied. The finding of strong correlation between
conventional and MR-CPET derived metrics in the validation study supports wider
experimentation using this technique. MR-CPET elicited distinct profiles of
physiological response to exercise in the three groups of patients studied. If
reproducible characteristic patterns were to be established, these could facilitate
diagnosis and help to guide therapy.
In its current form MR-CPET cannot replace conventional upright exercise testing
but it is possible to envisage circumstances where (if proven to have diagnostic or
prognostic value) it would be an appropriate alternative investigation, for example
following the initiation of treatment of PAH or for determining the causes of
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unexplained exercise limitation. The experience of invasive CPET in adults has
demonstrated that use of the technique has the potential to reduce the time to
diagnosis as well as avoiding repeated inconclusive tests, saving expense to the
health system as well as time and inconvenience for patients(65) and this could also
be the case for MR-CPET.
High spatial and temporal resolution real time sequences equivalent to the sequences
used here are not currently universally accessible at centres performing CMR,
although availability is expanding. Alternative approaches involve performing
exercise until a steady state is reached and then performing imaging over a longer
period are possible and have been described in other MRI studies (without VO2
measurement) as well as in exercise echocardiography (with VO2 measurement).
Although potentially useful, exercise with a continuous increment to exhaustion
provides more insight into peak performance physiological reserve and is therefore
preferable in the longer term.
9.5

Implications for Research

As exercise intolerance is common to a broad spectrum of disease, potential
applications of MR-CPET are wide ranging. Registered trials using similar
methodologies include work in patients with cystic fibrosis and in breast cancer
patients after chemotherapy. In our department a proof of concept study using MRCPET in adults with sickle cell disease demonstrated exercise intolerance secondary
to impaired peripheral oxygen extraction (246) and we are applying the same
approach in a larger cohort of children with sickle cell disease, a population with
poorly understood exercise intolerance.
There is also potential benefit from this kind of approach in therapeutic trials both in
interpreting the mechanism of action of drugs and tracking response to treatment.
Similarly, whilst studies of exercise intervention in cardiopulmonary disease have
shown the ability of rehabilitation to improve functional capacity (13,247), the
mechanisms behind improvement are not fully understood and could be clarified
using MR-CPET.
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9.6

Future Work

As discussed in chapter 8 some of the findings in the Fontan population studied were
unexpected particularly the lack of significant difference in a-vO2.
This may be due to an inadequate sample size as well as the relatively well patient
cohort selected which is unlikely to accurately represent Fontan patients of this age
group as a whole. Having demonstrated the safety of MR-CPET n selected patients it
would be justifiable to judiciously expand the inclusion criteria and recruit larger
numbers of patients. Invasive cardiopulmonary exercise testing has proven to be
useful in patients with unexplained exercise intolerance both in identifying patients
with inadequate pre load and in identifying exercise induced pulmonary
hypertension(65). Patients with the Fontan circulation have by definition limited preload and this is believed to be the major determinant of CO (248). MR-CPET is an
attractive technique to study this group in exercise further because of its non-invasive
nature and lack of use of ionising radiation in a group of patients who may undergo
multiple catheterisations. Developments in real time 4D PCMR with high temporal
resolution allowing flow measurement in multiple vessels (249) could help
definitively determine exercise physiology in this group.
Another group of patients where this methodology may be of interest is heart
transplant recipients. A recent systematic review of exercise studies in paediatric
heart transplant patients found significantly decreased peak VO2 (57-73 percent
predicted VO2) in this population(250). Importantly in this population although
depressed at rest, echocardiographic measures of left ventricular function in exercise
were found to be comparable to healthy controls. A range of factors including
immunosuppression, graft dysfunction and deconditioning have been implicated.
MR-CPET offers a potential non-invasive approach not only to determine the causes
of exercise intolerance in this group but also to assess response to reconditioning.
Beyond primarily cardiac and pulmonary disease MR-CPET has a potential role in
understanding disease where there is secondary cardiac-respiratory dysfunction in
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addition to skeletal muscle dysfunction. An important example is sickle cell disease
where there is a significant morbidity associated with poorly understood exercise
intolerance. Our group studied 14 adult patients with homozygous sickle cell disease
and 14 matched controls using the same MR-CPET methodology described in this
work. This study found a significantly lower peak VO2 in sickle cell patients with
linear regression analysis demonstrating reduced tissue oxygen extraction as the
primary determinant(251).
9.7

Outlook

MR-CPET is unlikely to become a routine clinical investigation in the next 5 years.
The outlook for the uptake of MR-CPET in is dependent on increased availability of
vendor supplied real time sequences, use of wider bore scanners and improvements
in technology such as improved MRI ECG monitoring and the development of less
cumbersome ergometers. If with larger, longer-term studies MR-CPET is proven to
have diagnostic and prognostic value the demand for this kind of integrated
assessment is potentially considerable.
9.8

Conclusions

MR-CPET has been demonstrated to be safe, feasible and well tolerated in a range of
patient populations with cardiopulmonary disease in a clinical research setting.
Reflecting the novelty of the technique there remain areas that require further
development, particularly the patient experience and data post-processing. Despite
the limitations described MR-CPET has the potential to reveal physiology not
demonstrated using conventional imaging or exercise testing. For the technique to
become relevant to routine clinical practice its acceptability, diagnostic and
prognostic role need to be tested across a range of conditions and settings.
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Appendix III: Gas Exchange Validation Data
GESV Target Values (VO2, VCO2, RQ, VE) for Gas Exchange Systems (Field Use Only)
1) Enter the Dry Gas Concentrations, the current Relative Humidity, Temperature and Barometric Pressure -- in the blue bordered boxes of the 'TEST DATA' Section.
2) Do not enter data into the yellow boxes on this form -- the yellow boxes will be populated automatically from data you enter into the blue boxes.
3) Enter the Respiratory Rates into the appropriate blue boxes as well as your measured values for the VO2 - STPD, VCO2 - STPD, V E - STPD or V E- BTPS.

CAL DATA
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Dry Concentration:
Ambient:
Rel Humidity
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% Error Tolerance
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GESV Settings - CAL DATA
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Low Volume (L)
Med. Volume (L)
High Volume (L)
nominal volume settings at low, med and high speed
1.0
1.5
1.5
actual volume at low, med and high speed
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1.478
1.482
volume correction factor
1.038
1.015
1.012
Resp. Rate
Resp. Rate
Resp. Rate
CAL DATA
CAL DATA
CAL DATA
10.0
20.0
40.0
Temperature
Barometer
PH 2 O
Orifice Flow Rate Orifice Flow Rate Orifice Flow Rate
°C
(mm HG)
(mm Hg)
(L/min - ATPX)
(L/min - ATPX)
(L/min - ATPX)
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742
21.07
1.678
9.391
15.607

CO2
20.93%
Dry Concentration:
20.60%
20.75%
Ambient:
20.43%
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Temperature
Barometric
PH 2 O
(C)
Pressure (mmHg)
(mmHg)
24
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21.07
27
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Low Absolute Tolerance
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Low
(Rest)

VO2 - STPD

% Error Tolerance
7.5%

OR

VCO2 - STPD
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7.5%

OR
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5.0%

OR
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3.0%

OR

V E - BTPS

Model Number:
Umbilical Tab:
Serial Number:
Technician:

790-705-305

Setup O2
Calibration Gas
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Calibration Gas
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Target
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ACTUAL
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0.285

PASS

Medium
(Exercise)

Low Acceptable
Target
High Acceptable
ACTUAL
CO2(L/min - STPD) CO2(L/min - STPD) CO2(L/min - STPD) CO2(L/min - STPD)
1.547
1.673
1.798
1.627

PASS

High
(Exercise)

Low Acceptable
Target
High Acceptable
ACTUAL
CO2(L/min - STPD) CO2(L/min - STPD) CO2(L/min - STPD) CO2(L/min - STPD)
2.586
2.796
3.005
2.774

PASS

Low Absolute Tolerance
0.1
Actual RQ is autocalculated from Actual VO2 & VCO2
Low Acceptable
Target
High Acceptable
ACTUAL
RQ (RER)
RQ (RER)
RQ (RER)
RQ (RER)
0.910
0.984
1.058
1.022

PASS

Medium
(Exercise)

Low Acceptable
RQ (RER)
0.910

Target
RQ (RER)
0.984

High Acceptable
RQ (RER)
1.058

ACTUAL
RQ (RER)
1.013

PASS

High
(Exercise)

Low Acceptable
RQ (RER)
0.910

Target
RQ (RER)
0.984

High Acceptable
RQ (RER)
1.058

ACTUAL
RQ (RER)
0.978

PASS

Low Absolute Tolerance
0.0
Low
(Rest)

V E - STPD

126000044
NAM

Low Acceptable
O2(L/min - STPD)
0.269

Low
(Rest)

RQ (RER)

TEST DATA
GESV Settings - AMBIENT DATA (TEST)
Low V T
Medium V T
High V T
Volume (L)
Volume (L)
Volume (L)
0.962
1.478
1.482
Resp. Rate
Resp. Rate
Resp. Rate
9.38
19.29
38.51
Orifice Flow Rate Orifice Flow Rate Orifice Flow Rate
(L/min - ATPX)
(L/min - ATPX)
(L/min - ATPX)
1.697
9.500
15.788

GESV
GESV Serial # :
Technician:
Cal. Date:

VE values in STPD
Low Acceptable
Target
High Acceptable
VE(Liters - STPD) VE(Liters - STPD) VE(Liters - STPD)
7.454
7.846
8.239

ACTUAL

Medium
(Exercise)

Low Acceptable
Target
High Acceptable
VE(Liters - STPD) VE(Liters - STPD) VE(Liters - STPD)
23.551
24.791
26.030

ACTUAL
VE(Liters - ATPS)
24.500

PASS

High
(Exercise)

Low Acceptable
Target
High Acceptable
VE(Liters - STPD) VE(Liters - STPD) VE(Liters - STPD)
47.144
49.625
52.107

ACTUAL
VE(Liters - ATPS)
49.500

PASS

Low Absolute Tolerance
0.0
Low
(Rest)

Low Acceptable
VE(Liters - BTPS)
9.464

VE values in BTPS
Target
High Acceptable
VE(Liters - BTPS) VE(Liters - BTPS)
9.756
10.049

ACTUAL
VE(Liters - BTPS)
9.700

PASS

Medium
(Exercise)

Low Acceptable
VE(Liters - BTPS)
29.238

Target
VE(Liters - BTPS)
30.143

High Acceptable
VE(Liters - BTPS)
31.047

ACTUAL
VE(Liters - BTPS)
30.200

PASS

High
(Exercise)

Low Acceptable
VE(Liters - BTPS)
58.356

Target
VE(Liters - BTPS)
60.160

High Acceptable
VE(Liters - BTPS)
61.965

ACTUAL
VE(Liters - BTPS)
60.400

PASS

Gas exchange system validation data for the modified umbilical provided by the
manufacturer. All measured gas variables (VO2, VCO2) RER and volume
measurements at both standard pressure dry (STPD) conditions and body
temperature and pressure saturated (BTPS) fell within the same acceptable ranges as
the standard length commercial umbilical.
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